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THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS U published 
every day, (Sunday excepted,) at 82 Exchange Street, 
Portland, N. A. Fostbr, Proprietor. 
Tebmo Eight Dollars a year In advance. 
THE MAINE STATE PRESS. Is published at the 
same place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year, 
Invariably In advanoe. 
Rates of Advkbtisiko.—one inch ol space, in 
length oi column, constitute a “square.” 
$1.50 per square daily first week : 75 cents per 
week alter; three insertions, or less, *1.00; continu- 
ing every other day alter first week, GO cents. 
Hall square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one 
week, *1.00; 50 oents per week alter. 
Under head of “Amusements,” *2.00 uer square 
per week; three Insertions or less, *1.50. 
“Special Notices," (1.26 per square first inser- 
tion, and 25 ct». per square for each subsequent in- 
sertion; hail a square, *1.00 first insertion, 15 cts. 
each subsequent insertion. 
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State 
Press” (which has a large circulation in every par- 
ef the Slate) for $1.00 per square for first insertion* 
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser- 
tion. 
|y JOB PRINTING, oi every description, exe- 
cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to 
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on applica- 
tion as ahnve. 
SMSHMMBSS^HOTS^HIWSMMMSSB 
Business Cards. 
A. N. NOYES & SON, 
No. 35 Exahange Street, 
PORTLAND • MAINE, 
Manufacturers of and Dealers m 
FURNACES, RANGES, 
Oaoking, Offioe and Parlor Stores, 
And WORKERS OF HEAVY IRON. 
PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and 
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet 
iron, in quantities to suit. 
Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated 
Magee Furnaces and toves. 
yy Orders from the Country respectfully solicit- 
ed. Job Work done to order. augOdti 
w. c. COBB, 
HA VINO purchased the Retail Business oi Mesars. PEABSON & SMITH, together with 
their City Darts, intends to carry on the 
BAKING BUSINESS ! 
At N«. 1* Willow Street, 
Where he hopes that by strict attention be may be 
thvo ed with the patronage of their former custom- 
era. 
He would also reapectftilly Invite all otherB wish- 
ing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be 
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and 
?!!rtiattd. Dec 12,1885. dcl4tf 
HILTON & CO., 
DEALERS IK 
Groceries, Ship Stores, 
AND PRODUCE, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, 
Cor* of Milk mm* Lime St*, 
8. K. HILTON, I _ 
J. P. perkiks, { PORTLAND, ME. 
C. 8. F. HILTON, J 
£jyProduce Sold on Commission. lebld3in 
J. EDWARD GOVE & CO., 
PRODUCE 
Commission Merchants, 
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans 
DBIED APPLES, Ac. .. 
No. 3 Lime Street, Portland, Me. 
Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds 
of Produce. sep20dlyr 
HENRY JP. WORCESTER, 
GENERAL 
Eg1" Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold on 
Northern account. 
Office—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf, 
Nokfolk, Va. 
|7" Consignments solicited. 
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell & 
Senter: Oerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.; 
Clark Road & Co. Portland Me. no28d6m 
BOSS & FEENY, 
PLASTERERS, 
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL 
8TU000 AND MASTIO WOMENS, 
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts., 
PORTLAND, ME. 
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt- 
y attended to. Orders trom out ol town solicited. 
May 22—dtl 
BRADBURY & SWEAT, 
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, 
Oflee I IT Middle Street, 
?! DKi.Ywl??.Y’} PORTLAND, ME. 
Mb. Sweat will be In Washington after the 1st of 
January, and will attend.to any business entrusted 
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims, 
or any of the Departments. dcSOtf 
DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00., 
Importers and Jobbers of 
Dry Goods and Woolens, 
Arcade 18 Free Street, 
F. DAVIS, 
?‘. p.' haskell/ POBTLAND, MB 
E. CHAPMAN. nOV9'65dtf 
J. A. DAVIS & CO., 
Commission Merchants, 
04 MICHIGAN STREET, 
DAYIS A COLBY, ) MILWAUKEE, 
84 and 86 La Salle Street, J 
Chicago, IU. ) WISCONSIN. 
Feb 24—d6in 
CHASE, CRAMA STURTEVANT, 
GENERAL 
Commission Merchants, 
Wldgery’s Wharl, 
Portland, Me. 
oetlbdtl 
SHERIDAN & GRIFFITHS, 
PLASTERERS, 
PLAIN AND OENAMENTAL 
STU000 AMD MA8TI0 WOEKEBS, 
No. 6 South Street,.Poetland, Me. 
WPrompt attention paid to all kinds of Jobbing hi our line._ ie24d3m 
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER, 
Fresco and Banner Painter, 
NO. 144 MEDDLE STREET. 
Perllaadi Maine. 
Work executed in every part ol the State. 
iuneldtf 
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD, 
COUNSELLOR AT LAW, 
Solicitor of Patents, 
N». 10S Middle atreet, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Aug 25—dll’ 
J, JB. F1VKETT, 
Dealer In Photographic Goods, 
mirrors and Engravings. 
M snuf solurer of Mirror A Picture Prune*. 
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE, 
(mnelgtr Pobtlakd, Mb. 
KING & DEXTER. 
Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co., 
Isiwnen of and Dealer* in all kind* of 
Hardware and Window-Glass, 
Oct 2 ‘m?$Slh‘ddU <mdlla Ftdtral su- 
JOHN F. ANDE11SON, 
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER 
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK, 
)ilTd*v tf Tempie Street 
Business Notices. 
Copartnership. 
rpHE undersigned have this day formed a copart- X nership unuer the name and style of 
BENSON & HOUGHTON, 
For the tiansaction of a general 
Commission and Forwa ding Business, 
And for the sale of all kinds sf 
Sprue o, Fine and Hemlock Lumber, Laths, 
Clapboards, Shingles, Ac. 
HAKD AND SOFT WOOD, 
Constantly on hand and for sale at the lowest market 
rates, delivered in any part of the city. 
BERLIN MILLS WHARF. 
E. B. HOUGHTON, A. M. BENSON. 
Portland, March 1, 1866. iuh6d2in 
Copartnership Notices 
THE firm of EMERY & WATERHOUSE Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. 
DAN’L F. EMERY, 
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE. 
Portland, Me., March 3,18Go. 
The unde rained have this Jay formed a copartner- 
ship under the name and style oi 
EMERY, WATERHOUSE & 00„ 
for the purpose of carrying on the Hardware, Cut- 
lery and Window-Glass business. 
DAN’L F. KMERY. 
JOSHUA W. WATERHOUSE, 
EDWARD A. EMERY, 
FREDERIC W. EMERY, 
DAN’L F. EMERY, Jb. 
Portland, Me., March S, 18GC. — d&w2w 
Dissolution ! 
THE firm of WALKER & MITCHELL was dis- solved Jan. 20th, 1S06, by mutual con tent. 
Geo. H. Mitchell is alone authorized t» sign in liqui- 
dation. 
GEO. H. MITCHELL, 
F. F. WALKER. 
Notice. 
The suberiber will continue the LIVERY BUSI- 
NESS at the old stand of C. B. Varnev, No. ft Silver 
Street, where good teams may at all times be had, 
at fair prices 
fcfir*" Particular attention paid to boarding and bait- 
ing horses. 
Thankful for past patronage so very liberally be- 
stowed, he hopes by strict attention to the wants of 
his customers, to merit the same ior Lhe future. 
GEO. H. MITCHELL. 
March T. 1868.—dtf 
33 i ss solution. 
THE FIRM OF 
STEPHENSON & CO., 
Was dissolved on the 10th instant by mutual consent. 
Either party will sign the firm name in liquidation. 
ALBERT STEi HENSON, 
A. B. STEPHENSON. 
Portland, March 12, 1866. 
N. B.—A. B Stephenson will continue the Ship 
Chandlery and Commission Business, at the old stand 
121 Commercial St. mhlSdtf 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE undersigned have formed a copartnership under the firm, name ot 
L • DANA & SONS, 
For the transaction ol a 
Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitt ng Business. 
LUTHER DANA, 
LUTHER W. DANA, 
FRANK J, DANA, 
Portland, Feb, li, 1866. fc22lf 
1 33is»oliition. 
THE copartnership heretofore existing between the subscribers, under the firm name of 
N. A. FOSTER & CO., 
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busi- 
ness will hereafter be conducted by N. A. FOSTER, 
who will pay all demands against the late firm, and 
to whom all indebted will make payment. 
N. A. FOSTER, 
J. T. GILMAN. 
Portland, Jan. 1, 1866.teTdtf 
Copartnership. 
rpHE subscribers have this day formed a copartner- X ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crock- 
ery ana Glrss Ware business, under the firm name 
C. E. JOSE & CO. 
C. E. JOSE, 
K. S. MAXCY, 
J. C. SMALL. 
Portland, Jan. 1,1866.ja!6d2m 
Advances Made. 
fTVHE undersigned are prepared to make LlbER- 
X AL ADVANCES on goods in transit, in store, 
for sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or any other 
good security. 
(JHUROHILL, BROWNS & MANSON. 
Jan 19—dtf 
Copartnership Notice. 
THE Copartnership Loreto ore existing under tbe name of s. K. .1 A CKtSOIS « SON, 
will be continued after this date under tbe style of 
PEBK3NS, JACKSON & CO., 
Wholesale and retail dealers In LUMBER, COAL 
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wliarl, foot of High Street. 
Dec 21,1865—dtf 
Portland Rolling Mills. 
SPECIAL MEETING. 
PURSUANT to a vote of tho Directors passed this day, notice is hereby given that 
A Social Meeting of the Stockholders of the Port- 
land Rolling Mills will be holden at the office of the 
Company, in Portland, on MONDAY, March 19th, 
1SG6. at three o clock, P. M., to act upon the follow- 
ing business. 
1st—To determine whether the Stockholders will 
accept an Act to amend the charter of said Company 
and additional to same, approved February 7th, 18G6. 
21—To consider and act upon a propose 1 amend- 
ment to Article First, Section 1 of the By-Laws of 
said Company. 
3d—To determine whether they will authorize any 
person to make and execute conveyance of any of 
the real estate of said Company, and agree upon 
lines of division between the property of said Corpo- 
ration and that owned by the Atwood Lead Company. 
4th—To transact any other business that may le- 
gally oome before said meeting. 
Dated at Portland this 7th day of March, A. D. 1866. 
GLO.E. B. JACKSON, Clerk. 
March 8—dtd 
WILLIAM 4. PEARCE, 
PLUMBE R! 
( 1USKB OP * ft 
Force Pumps and Water Closets, 
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET, 
PORTLAND. ME. 
Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash 
Bowls* Brass & Silver Plated Cocks. 
EVERY description of Water Fixtures lor Dwel- ling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops. 
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all 
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All 
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constant- 
ly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER 
PUMPS oi all descriptions. aprddtf 
Choice Oil Lands for Sale. 
THE subscribers oiTer for salo five thousand acres of the 
Best Oil Lands in Canada West, 
Situated in Both well and vicinity. 
Painted maps, of our lands for sale or to lease, will 
be sent any address on receipt of two dollars, showing 
the situation of our lands. &c. 
Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies 
with will be liberally dealt with. For further particulars and circular address, with 
stamp enclosed to pay return postage, 
ANDREWS, ELLIS & CO., 
Box 143 Bothwell, Canada West. Office in Exchange Building. iufc7dtf 
Grreat Inducements 
FOR PARTIES WISH] KG TO BUILD. 
THE subscribers offer fbr sale a largo quantity oi desirable building lots in the West End of the 
city, lying on Vaughan, Pino, Neal, Carlton, Thomas, 
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monu- 
ment, Dantortli, Orange and Salem Streets. 
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years, if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will 
build houses of satisfactory character, they will ad- 
vance, \f desired, one fourth oj the cost qf build in a, on 
completion qf the house. From parties who build im- 
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED. 
a MI>ly every day except Sunday, from nine to ten Cattlu; °idce of the subscribers, where plans may be seen, and full particulars obiained. 
Ported. M„y 3. 1865.J B-BRQWM^3- 
LOOK AT THIS! 
Second-Hand Clothing, 
FOR SALE 
By WM, BROWH, Bo. 91 Federal Street. 
Clothing of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired In good style, and at short notice. marShm 
Miscellaneous. 
EASTMAN BROTHERS 
Have just received an entire new lot d 
-Rich Dress Goods! 
DeLaines and Ginghams, 
Fine, Medium and Heavy Brown and Bleached 
COTTONS! 
LINEN DAMASK and 
TABLE COVERS—Every Variety. 
A NEW LINE OF 
WOOLEN GOODS, for Spring Wear. 
BEAUTIFUL STYLES 
American Prints, 15 to 25 Cents. 
White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents. 
A few morv of those all Linen Army Sheets lor 
1.40. Pillow Slips 35 eta. 
A complete and general assortment of HOUSE- 
KEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices. 
129 Middle Street. 
feltdtf KASTMAN BROTH ICRS. 
NEW STORE, NEW STORE! 
W. F. CHISAM, 
Merchant Tailor, 
HAS opened a FIB8T CLASS CLOTHING STOKE, at 
JTo. 96 Exchange Street, 
recently occupied by Messrs McCABTHY A BEK 
BY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES 
of 
Woolens, Foreign & Domestic, 
which will be manufactured Into Garments which 
cannot be surpassed fer style and make In thecity. 
Also a Fine asssortment of 
Gents’ Furnishing Goods. 
Particular at ention paid to BOYS' CLOTHING— 
Cutting done to go out of the Store. 
Bv strict attention to wants of customers and prices 
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited. 
Remember the place 
No* 06 Exchange Street, 
Nearly opposite Post Office. 
Portland, Not. Oth, 1865. nolBtf 
COAL, COAL, COAL ! 
^ TONS JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL, at lOU *12.00 per ton. 
ALSO, 
450 tons John’s Stove and Egg Coal. 
600 tons Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal. 
200 tons Lehigh Stove Cool. « 
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coni. 
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal. 
V> eh picked and screened; delivered to any part of 
the city at the lowest price for Cash. 
ALSO. £ 
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s nse; and all 
kinds of hard and solt Wood, on hand and for sale by 
RANDALL, McALLISTER A 00., 
60 Commercial Street, 
Jan 12—dtf Head Marne Whari. 
PORTL CITY LAUNDRY, 
No. 36 Hanover St. 
LINEN of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED without injury to the finest fabrics. 
GENTS’ LINEN 
Got op in the Best Possible Manner, 
At Short Notice, 
And Sathiactloa GaAranteed in all Cases, 
C. PARKER. 
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and 
Mattress Ticks. 
Nov 4—dtf 
PIANO JFORTES. 
X lh> LJ| The undersigned begs leave to an- 
G&KJSSSEN nounce that they are manufacturing and )» « y^keep constantly on hand 
Piano Fortes, 
with all the modem improvements, whieh they can 
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of the 
same quality. We have made arrangements, also, to 
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano 
Fortes, among which are 
Steinway & Sons, of New York. 
All instruments sold by us are warranted to give 
satisfaction. 
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced 
Tuners. CALVIN ED WAHLS <fe OO. 
March 8—d&wtt 
PORTLAND ACADEMY! 
TJlSriOJSr HALL, 
FREE STREET. 
SPRING TERM begins March 5th. Pnplls receiv- ed at any time in the Term. 
Particular attention paid to Young Men preparing 
themselves for College. Excellent opportunities ot- 
tered to Young Ladies or Young Gentlemen wishing 
to study French, Gorman, Latin, Botany, Mathemat- 
ics, &c. 
Pupils of both sexes received in all branches nsu 
ally taught in a first class schooL 
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured 
as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, &e. 
A limited number of Private Pupils in Use higher 
English branches, and in the Languages, will be at- 
tended to. 
C. O. FILES, Principal, 
P. O. Box 103, 28 Hanover Street. 
Feb. 2G—d3w» 
CT. F. TJAulSTJD, 
Successor to S. B. Waite, 
No* 54 Union St*, — Portland, Me*, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in 
China, Crockery, Glass Ware 
And TABLE CUTLERY. 
Also, CHANDELIERS and LAMPS of every de- 
scription; KEROSENE OIL and FLUID. 
Having sold my Stock to Air. J. F. LAND, I take 
this opportunity to thank my old customers for their 
patronage, and hope a c >ntinuance oi the same may 
be extended to my successor. 
S. B. WAITE. 
I R. I. HULL would inform his iriends and the pub- lic that be may be found with J. F. Land. 
Feb 27—dim 
International Hotel, 
OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING. 
^ This excellently located Hotel has been 
I thoroughly refitted, and tarnished in the 
J_[most elegant style, 
And Is Now Opened M the Pnblte by. 
8. 11. 1111EW8TEH, 
FORMERLY OF THE 8KOWHEGAN HOUSE. 
Mr, Brewster would bo happy to meet his old 
friends and the public generally. 
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,1861. dtf 
Deering, Millikan & Co., 
Successors to G. L. Storer $ Go., 
JOBBEB8 OF 
Dry Goods, Woolens, 
And Gents’ Furnishing Goods! 
Manufacturers ot and Dealers in 
CLOTHING AND CLOAKS, 
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES tor 
State of Maine. 
5S nAd 60 Middlt Ot., PORTLAND, 
Sept 7—dtf 
XT IP TO WIST 
Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store, 
JVo. 353 Congress Street. 
AT SAMUEL BELL'S 
CAN be found ono of the best solected stocks ot BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be 
found in this city, which wiU he sold at the lowest 
cash price, at 30J Congress Street, near Green St. SAMUEL BELL. 
Oct 24—dtl 
__ 
STEAM DREDGE. 
The dredge machine, constitution, which has been undergoing repairs in her Ma- 
cLinery, and the addition or New Boilers, &c., Is now 
WHOLLY COMPLETED 
and ready as soon as the ice leaves the harbor to 
commence her work for the coming season, and the 
undersigned desires a share of the public business. 
CHARLES F. MONTINE. 
Portland, Feb. 10.—<12m* 
Portland & Rochester Railroad Co. 
ALL persons entitled to Stock In tbe Portland and Rochester R. R. Cny are requested to call at the 
offlce of the Company, No. 64 Middle St., and ex- 
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Re- 
ceipts for certificates ol Stock. 
LEWIS PIERCE, 
Treasurer P. St R. R. R.Co. 
Dec 4, 1865. dcOti 
Miscellaneous. 
S. D. & H. W. Smith’s 
AMERICAN ORGANS! 
MANUFACTORY, 
Tremont, opposite Waltham Streep 
BOSTON, MASS. 
The most perfect and beau tlftil Musical Instrument 
In the world for the American Borne Circle. 
THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attract- 
ive,and refines and elevates the minds ot all. Beaati- 
tul In its appearance and effects. 
Seventeen—IT—First Premiums were 
■warded to the American Organs in the 
Manth af Octaber, 1865, aver all compel" 
tears, at diCereat State aad Coanty Fairs, 
First Premium awarded to the American Organs at 
the Groat New York State Agricultural Fair at 
Rochester, September, 1861, over the whole catalogue 
exhibited by the most celebrated makers. 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are tho ONLY 
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The 
only Organ haring a REVERBERATING SOUND 
BOX or WIND CHEST—which has the same impor- 
tant part to perform as the Sounding Board has In a 
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and 
without which the Organ becomes merely a Melode- 
en in an Organ Case. The Americau Organs not on- 
ly have the Wind-Chest ot Sound -Bex but have the 
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadi- 
ness of tone. These with their extreme fine voicing 
-of the Reeds and perfecting of the tone; make them 
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in 
fineness ot workmanship, finish of action, and case, 
they excel all others. These great improvements 
and superiority of tone and wormanship of the Amer- 
can Organs place them in the fro nt rank as the best 
and command a higher price than any other reed in- 
strument In the market. A careful examination of 
them, In comparison with others, will quickly show 
their superiority. 
Special attention is called to the style of theAMXB- 
icah Obgah, No. IT, containing the Super-Octave 
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want 
Of a powerful instrument, whose means are limited, 
its price renders It very dedrable. 
Every Organ ia 'Warranted ta Prove 
Satisfactory. 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb- 
erating Sound Box, or Wind Cheat, and are finished 
In the highest style ofart, in Rosewood, Jr t, Walnut, 
and Oak finish, richly varnished and Polished, or in 
smooth Oil EinioL, forming elegant pieces of thrnlture 
for the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut 
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge 
Rooms. ', 
THE AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with 
our new PATENT Improvements, containing the 
improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows,two Blow Ped- 
als, and TREMOLO found to no other instrument. 
New Styles of Oases, 
Richly Finished and Highly Ornamented. 
{^■“Illustrated Catalogues, containing eats taken 
from Photographs, showing their relative sine to each 
other, sent iroe. -;i 
Sold only by 
WM. PAINE, 163 Middle Street 
Jan 12—eodSm PORTLAND. 
ARA CUSHMAN & CO., 
MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS OF 
BOOTS & SHOES, 
Expressly for tho 
New England Retail Trade. 
MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me. 
Portland, March 12,1886. 
In connection with our Mauuiactory at Auburn, 
we have leased the new store 
No. 40 Union Street, Portland, 
Where we in ted to keep a good Class of Goods adapt- 
ed to the trade ot this State, nearly all of which are 
of our own manufacture and 
WARRANTED! 
Cases of any size and width made to order, and forwarded wlui promptness. 
It is our aim to furnish our customers and the trade 
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To those who 
are already our customers this last remark perhaps 
is not necessary: to those who ore not, we would say, 
“Give us a try.’* 
ABA CU9HMAN, 
CUABLES H. STAPLES. 
Mar 13—d3m 
BLANCHARD’S 
Improvement on Steam Boilers! 
ON some boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away, making a low ot 1-3 the fuel. The question is 
often asked how can this be saved. Mr. Blanchard 
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control of all 
the heat and make* it do duty in the engine. This is 
very simple in Its construction: after the engine is in 
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste 
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to 
any temperature desired;' the remainder carried 
through the water heater, using up all the waste 
beat but 200degs.; the heat being reduced so low 
therp can be no danger of setting fires by sparks 
thrown from engines, which will aad much value to 
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel. 
For particulars inquire of 
WM. WILLARD* 
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St. 
Feb 24—dly 
DR. CHAS. MORSE’S 
T E, O C lET E S 1 
THESE Troche* are made from a Recipe obtained from Charles Morse, M. I>., ot Portland, Maine. 
They are of the highest efficiency in allaying Irrita- 
tion ot the throat, a property due to their demulcent 
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation, 
by loosening and soltening the tenacious secretions 
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can be readily 
torated. 
iv persons are suhject to a dryness and tickling 
ot the throat, while attending church, which often 
causes cough; these troches will remove all that 
trouble and prevent takingcold on going from awarm 
room out into the cold air. 
For sale wholesale and retail by 
CHARLES W. FOSS. Proprietor. 
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD 
& CO., and H. H. HAY. feltd3m 
Notice to the Ladies! 
MBS. C. W. JORDAN, 
HAS removed her Goods to the corner of Dow and Brackett Sts., where stamping will be executed 
and needle work as formerly. 
She will add to her former stock a variety of 
articles for family use, such as 
Dress Linings, Trimmings, 
EMBROIDERIES, fro. 
HT Orders for Stamping will be received, for the convenience of customers In th* vicinity, at MRS. 
BENT’S, 25 Free St. 
Portland, 27th Feb*y 1866. fe28dtt 
Not a Hotel. 
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good 
board at No. 27 Willow Street. 
People visiting Portland can have all the conven- 
iences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and 
genteel plaoe. Also permanent board tor families and 
gentlemen. 
JEST*Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel 
corner ol Middle and Willow Sts. felOdtf 
PRIME 
Muscovado Molasses! 
337 QHDS*) Muscovado Molasses, new crop; 
*2 TCS* [ a supeiior article pr. Bark St. 1 BBL. ) Jago, from Matanzas, tor sale by 
CHASE, CRAM & STURTEVANT, 
Widgery Wharf. Feb 27—dtf* 
_ 
Franklin Family School / 
FOR BOYS. 
TOPS HAM, ..... MAINE. 
mHE Spring Term of this excellent Home School 
JL for Boy* will commence March 21, and continue 
nineteen weeks. For •■Circular*,” &c., please ad- 
dress the Principal. 
WARREN JOHNSON, A. M. 
Feb 28—dJw 
| Wants, Lost and Found. 
AH A 'ran, 
WOUted. 
town in the State of Maine to 
ele. Laffieror GentfoS?nt aad Pfttented arti- 
to make money »m,uUicalg^|^^c 
Mo»83-dtf_“gsassfsaL 
Stone-Cutters Wanted. 
WANTED Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cut- ters to cut abutment and pier stone. 
Apply to JAMES ANDREWS, Doc 27—dtf Biddeford 
Rent Wanted. 
ffiHREE or more rooms, suitable for housekeeping. X Address GEO. B, LEFAVOR, March 2 Press Office. 
Wanted. 
m A SMALL TENEMENT, suitable for a fam- ily of three persons. Kent moderate. Refer- ence at this office. mar3-dtf 
Wanted. 
ffVHE loan of #2,300 for a term of years: good real A estate security given. 
Address Box 356 Portland P. O. mhlSdlw* 
TOWN OFFICERS 
AND 
SHERIFFS! 
« 
Every Town Officer should have one of the follow- 
ing books, published by 
BAILEY & NOYES. 
THE MAINE TOWNSMAN, 
Or Laws for tlie Regulation ol Towns, with Forms 
and Judicial Decisions adopted to the Revised Stat- 
uesof Maine, by BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, Jr., Judge of tbe Municipal Court. Full Leather Binding, price 88.00, 
THE MAINE CIVIL OFFICER, 
A complete guide for Justices of the Peace, Sheriffs, 
Deputy heritfs, Coroners and Constables, contain- 
ing Forms of Proceedings and the Law relating to their duties, to which is added u chapter of forms for Election Returns; also, a chapter of terms used by 
County Commissioners, &c., &c., by EDWARD T. 
MORRIS, Esq. Revised and c rrected by Hon. ETHER SHEPLEY, late Chief Justice ot the Su- 
preme Judicial Court of the State of Maine. 
Full Leather, price 88.00. 
THE JUSTICE OF THE PEACE, 
Designed to be a guide to Justices of the Peace for 
the State of Maine. By BENJAMIN KINGSBUBY, Jr.. Judge of the Mnnicioal Court. 
Full Sheep, 8ro. price {8.50. 
Elth'r ol the above books will be sent by mail upon he receipt of the advertised price. Address 
BAILEY & NOYES. 
A3 Exchange Street, ■ « Psrlhnd. 
Mar 12—eod2w. 
H >v 
I 
Is open Day and Evening, for s foil and thorough 
BUSINESS EDUCATION, tooated on Middle St., 
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay Sc Co., Apothecaries. 
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience. 
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Se- 
ries of Colleges into the other Continent; and that my 
Diplomas and foil Scholarships, are good all 
over this great world ; but X do claim they will 
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES 
•r GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United Statei 
iff America -, and also that our Counting Rooms 
tot induetive training (without any copying,) both In 
Accounti and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, fa 
fa, offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and 
expedition, Monmii lor BUSINESS EDUCA- 
TION, as any College in the U. S. 
Tli‘» is the only Commercial College in the State 
where a full and complete Scholarship In Book-keep- 
ing, Writing, See., is taught without copying, so that 
no one can pass through the course without ob- 
taining a thorough counting-room education. 
E3T' Mr. Brown would present to the Citizens 
of Porllan I and vicinity, his warm gratitude lor 
their kindneit and liberal patronage 'he past h'teen 
years; and with the promise ol faithfulness, so- licits otherfavort! 
R. V. BROWN. 
Portland, September 18,186S. sepl9deod*wly 
Coal, Coal, Coal. 
JCJST RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned at their Wharf, 
Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St, 
275 Tons Hazel toil Lehigh, 
BROKEN AND EGO SIZE. 
300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN 
EOG AND STOVE SIZE. 
300 TONS LOBBRY, 
Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds ol 
White and Bed Ash Coal. 
These Coals are ot the very best quality, and war- 
ranted to give satisfaction. 
Also, boo cords ot best quality of HARD and 
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very 
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the city at 
Bhort notice. 
S3P“Crtve us a call and try us. , 
t 
S. ROUNDS & SON. 
Jan 15th—dtf 
HATS AND CAPS! 
COE & MCCALLAR 
Are now ready to ftirnUh all of the new 
Spring Styles of 
HATS AND CAPS. 
We have Ju»t received our 
NEW YORK STYLES *OF 
SILK HATS! 
FOE YOUNG HEN’S WEAR! 
Coe & McCallar, 
No. 95 Middle Street, 
PORTLAND, MAINS. 
Mar 10—d2w 
Bbls. Muscovado Molassc8x 
KEA BBLS. SUPERIOR MUSCOVADO MO- 
tltlU LASSES, now landing from brig “J. Pol- ledo,* for sale by 
H. I. ROBINSON, 
No. 1 Portland Pier. 
Feb 20—(Hints 
Lease & Fixtures for Sale 
-OP THE- 
Augusta. House. 
The undersigned being compelled (on ao- 
oount ot ill health) to relinquish Hotel busi- 
ness, offers for sale the lea e and a portion 
_jof the fixtures ot said house, 
lotel ranks among the first in the country, and comman is a large proportion of the travel. It has one hundred twenty-five rooms, perfectly venti- lated and substantially furnished. Attached to the house are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard Sa- 
loons, &c. In connection with tne house is a large 
and convenient Stable, with a fine livery stock. To 
any one desirous of entering the hotel business will 
find this a rare opportunity with comparatively a small capital. 
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor. 
Jan 30—dti 
Farm lor Sale. 
PlflooonMtr aif.infml m.. V.1I _<1. I 
For Sale. 
ft j 
@T"8cales of all kinds taken and repaired and sold 
on commission, mh«dtf 
'Ml .A ttfriftaflal 
For Sale and to Let* 
For Sale. 
The Farm formerly known as the 
George Small Farm, In the town of 
Liming ton, two miles from tLe Til- 
lage, and one-half a mile from the 
— n Poet Office, store, church and Acad- 
emy. It contains one hundred and eighty acres ol good land, well divide into tillage, pasturage and wood land. Produces fifty tons of hay. Hm a large Orchard, good two Btory house am) ell, anished, paint- ed and In good repair. Good Barn and other neces- 
sary out-buildings. 
^Alsoa stock of Farming Tools, If required^ ^ A^ply 
ew tkc promises. 
* 
February g», lscg. marOdAwtf 
~FOR_SALE. 
40 t®^PmS?nd and‘S^for%Sn?<LrE^DOtf at Cumberland Mills, s mUeTfinm th^cU^ rSw lob, vary in price from «60 toSSo, JnveryLcom^! dating terms to the purchaser. J 
As soon as the F. & R. Railroad can be nut In thorough repair a Dummy Car will run to the above named village for the accommodation of those who do 
business in the city. Also, 2 acres of land on which la a large two-story house, extensive out-bulldlngs anj barn, which may be repaired and made into a Hotel or bogrding-house, 
at a moderate outlay. 
M; SMAVB1', 98 Exchange Ss. March 5—dtf 
Keal Estate fox* Sale, 
In Cape Elizabeth. 
AVERT desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth, one mile ft-oiq Portland Bridge. The house Is two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, Ac., all in 
Sets order. Also well arranged Stable and out- ngs. The lot contains 50.000 foot, and for beau- 
ty of location is unsurpassed in this Tlcinty. Term easy. For particulars enquire at 
*** Corner— St., July25dtf Portland. He. 
Fop Sale. 
ONE superior new Locomotive Boiler. One second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse 
power) all complete. 
Second-hand Sharing and Pollies. 
One now horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.) One new Oscillating Engine, (Bin. cylinder.) Also, second-hand Mill Oearing and Shafting. 
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws. 
C-F' All kinds of Machinery promptly made and 
repaired. 
IRA WINN, Agent, 
fo8d2m_No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine. 
For Sale. 
rJ&A A NEW HOUSE, Stable, and Lot 37 
Kill by 115 feet> on Clark Street, $5600 
-BjUL. House and Lot on Neal Street, 2600 House and Lot on Sumner Street, 1700 House and 4 acres of land about two miles 
from the city, 2000 
Inquire of 
u 
JOHN C# PROCTER, Mar 15—dtf Lime Street 
Fop Sale. 
The Brig BIO GRANDE-to arrire— 
+ k 195 tons, old measurement: well (bond, jfj \ built at Bath in 1852, of Oak, oopper and 
J 'iron fastened. 
Apply to 
Me .ll/likr, RTAW & DAVIS. Mar U—dlw* 161 Commercial St. 
House for Sale. 
t | iHK three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of A Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the mod. 
era improvements apd is in excellent condition. The house Can he examined any day. For terms, Ac., applv to 
ftUFUS E. WOOD, 
No. 10 Central Wharf. 
Portland. Nov. 8,1865.—istf 
For Sale, to close a concern. 
Aggk The Carleton Estate, at the corner of Con- 
gross and Carleton Stress; measuring about BfiliiLfiS feet on Ckmgress and about 120 leet on Carlo- 
ton Street, with the three-story Honse thereon.— 
About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage f >r a number of years. For further in.ormation ap- ply to STEELE & HAYES. 
Portland, March 6,1866.—dtf 
For Sale. 
THAT very desirable lot of Land, situated on Pearl, between Cumberland ani Oxford St., hav- 
ing about seventy feet Grout, a d containii g over six thousand square feet, sufficiently large for two first- 
class houses. 
Fur particulars enquire of DANIEL PLUMMEK, 
or W. C. MEANS. 
Portland, March 7,1866—dtf 
For Sale. 
£ 
A good, comfortable two-story House and 
Stable, wit h about 9000 feet of land, located In the moot desirable part of State Street. There 
be premises a never-tailing well of superior wa- ter For Girther particulars apply to E. C. OWEN, 
No. 21 Exchange St., or ALFRED HASKELL. No. 
162 Fore Street. 
Mar 8—d3w* 
Farm for Sale. 
A GOOD FARM of about 70 acres, about H miles 
A fro • Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland & Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms lib- eral. Apply to 
ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham, Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland. 
Feb 27—dU 
FOB SALE r 
A DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at a great bargain. Forjurtienlars Inquire of 
THRASHER & CO.. 
Feb 27—dtf _« Free St. Block. 
For Sale. 
rIE UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR. 
For further particulars enquire of, or address 
GEO. L. KIMBALL, 
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co. 
Nov. 11—dtf 
For Sale. 
THE good Brig “Mazatlan,” now on her way from Philadelphia to Portland. Well found in Sails, 
Rigging, etc.. 1S8 tons, old admeasurement, carries 
146 M feet oi lumber, 436 payable hhds molasses. For 
further particulars call on 
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE, 
March 14—diw No. 3 Moulton Street. 
For Sale. 
THE Dwelling House and Land, Ibr many 
EajJ. years the residence of the late Hon. J. C. JalilLChurohill, on Congress Street. Possesion giv- 
en May 1st. 
For terms &e.. apply to 
GEO. E. B. JACKSON, Ex’or, 
Feb. 26—3wd* 196 Fore Street. 
FOR S L E ! 
ONE second-hand HAND PRESS for tale cheap If applied for soon. Sise ol Platen 20x28. 
Inquire in person at, or address hv mail, 
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, He. 
Feb 13—dtf!___ 
Dwelling Houses for Sale. 
The three-story Brick House, No 25 Free St, 
Ijjjjj and the three-story Brick House No. 2 Cotton JKXStreet, now occupied as boarding houses. 
Inquire of 
E. E. UPHAM Sl SON. 
March 9—dim 
For Sale. 
rpHE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Doer X Street, at a obkat babuals. For particulars, enquire of 
BENJ. KNIGHT, 
octl8dtt_AtUfic Wharf. 
For Sale. 
A LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Ave- nue. Said lot Is composed of two lots In one, 
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars, 
address Box SSM F. O. 
Nov 4—dtf 
For Sale. 
AAA A large and convenient House, No. 18 
II;;; Watervllle St, suitable tor two Amides. Terms JUULoi sale liberal. 
^Apply to W, No. 37$ Middle St. ja2$dtf 
Store to Let. 
THE Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin Streets, at present occupied bv Messrs. Jeffer- 
son Coolidge & Co. Posses, ion given Oct. 1st. 
_ _ 
A. & S. E. SPRING. 
Sept 27—dtf 
For Sale. 
MThe place in Westbrook now occupied by J. D. Kidder, two mile, from Portland, embracing six acres of land, a bouse, stable and barn. 
Address through P. O. mhSdtl 
Dwelling House* for Sale. 
I A The Brick Block of two Houses on the west ill side of Cotton Street, will be sold very low. ill. Enquire of 
E. E. UPHAM A SON. 
Marchs—dim 
Store to Let. 
STORE 172 Fore Street, 2d door from Moulton 8t. In Duran & Chadwick Block. For particulars en- 
quire ol 
WILLIAM DURAN, 
No. 9 Moulton Street. 
March], 1886—dtf_ 
To be Let. 
TVESK ROOM for one or more persona, in a good Lr sized pleasant office, with modern convenience* 
attached, on second floor, No. 27 Exchange Street, 
“Ocean Insuranoe Company’s building.’’ 
J. R. BRAZIER. 
March C—d3w 
For Sale. 
A LIGHTER-BUILT SCHOONER, B7 tons old I measurement, well found In Sails. Blmrlne. I 
Chains. Anchors and Boats. * 
For particulars enquire of 
L. TAYLOR, «1 Commercial St. 
March 9—dlw 
For Sale. 
THE Stock and Fixtures ol a Grocery and Provis- ion Store, situated In a central part of the city. Apply to 294 Congress St, v.h9d2w* 
For Sale. 
A RETAIL GROCERY. Enquire at 186 Congress St. marl2dlw* 
DAILY PRESS; 
PORTLAND. 
.. 
Friday Morning, March 16, 1866- 
■ ■ ■ ... —- 
The daily issue of the Press is larger than the com* 
hud circulation of all the other dailies m the eity. 
Terms — 98,00 par pear in advance. 
1ST Beading Matter on all Fear Faces. 
President Johnson and the Liberals of Eu- 
rope. 
me people have been aroused during the 
past five years as they have never been before. 
They are standing on the verge of still great- 
er events than those which have recently hap- 
pened. Our late struggle fbr the nation’s life 
is but the opening to more momentous scenes. 
It has given an impetus to the world which 
cannot be resisted. The Liberals of the Old 
World have been watching the political wa- 
ters with deep and thrilling interest, and their 
eyes are now fastened on our President in a 
steadfast gaze that shows what an intense 
anxiety they feel in relation1 to passing events 
in this country. No events have occurred in 
their own country during the past generation 
which have so deeply interested them as those 
which have occurred here. They feel as if we 
were standing upon the threshhold of some 
great epoch in the world’s history. 
Gasparin, Laboulaye, Martin, Smith, Bright 
and hosts of others are gazing across the 
ocean, and Kossuth, who has rung more 
changes on the words Liberty and Equality 
than any living orator, and with an eloquence, 
too, far surpassing that of almost any states- 
man of ancient or modern times, is looking 
out of his retirement in the great metropolis 
or JSngland, and watching the progress of 
events with an interest which he alone can 
feel. These patriots teel a deeper and broad- 
er interest in our political affairs than we our- 
selves feel, if that were possible, ibr while our 
attention is absorbed by our own affairs, they 
are intent upon the spread of republican 
principles over the whole civilized world.— 
Having lived under governments that oppress 
the people, they are more deeply impressed 
with the value of democratic institutions than 
we had been previous to the great rebellion. 
They know how the masses of Europe have 
been oppressed; they know how heavy the bur- 
dens are which aristocrats have fastened up- 
on the people; they know how galling is the 
yoke pat upon the necks of the working cl ss- 
es of the Old World; they know how the 
spirit of Liberty has been kept down by the 
ruling classes, and they know, too, that it L 
like “earth’s central fires” which will break 
out at some time, although mountains press 
them down. Ho wonder that they look away 
to America and rejoiee that the recent war 
has been the destruction of human bondage 
in this great Republic. That great moral stain 
has been removed, and these Liberals began to 
indulge the hope that our Republic would now 
become a power to the earth, and its influence 
felt to its remotest corners where civilization 
had begun its work. They knew and we 
know, that slavery has heretofore greatly cir- 
cumscribed our influence on other nations. 
Strange, indeed, has it seemed to them that 
this Republic should tolerate chattel slavery 
and keep in bondage four millions of human 
beings I 
When the Southern aristocrats and slave- 
holders commenced the war upon our govern- 
ernment, the Liberals of Europe, free from 
the prejudices that clouded our judgments, 
and uninfluenced by that partisan feeling that 
always weakens statesmanship, saw more 
clearly than we did that slavery must find a 
grave in every battlefield. Their view of the 
final results of the war, so far as slavery was 
concerned, was as clear as a sunbeam. Xot 
so ours; and yet there were some who ventur- 
ed to prophesy that it would go down amid 
the clash of arms. But the greatest concern 
of our lawyers and statesmen was to preserve 
the government and preserve our nationality. 
Even the lamented Lincoln, who had the 
great Democratic party to placate, and who 
watched the progress of public opinion and 
sentiment with an insight that has never been 
surpassed, was willing to let slavery alone 
within its constitutional limits, provided by so 
doing the government of his country could he 
saved. And the leaders of the party that 
elected him to his high office were willing to 
adopt the same policy on the same conditions. 
But how short-flighted that policy seems to us 
now I There was a deep strong current of feel- 
ing in the public heart, which could not be 
tampered with nor be resisted. In its course 
it swept away all compromises and flowed on 
like a mighty river, bearing down all opposi- 
tion and blotting out forever the terrible stain 
of slavery which has always been the “damn- 
ned spot” on our escutcheon. 
The great, all-absorbing question now is, 
who shall be our law-makers ? Shall they be 
unrepentant traitors and rebels, or shall they 
be loyal men and true patriots? This question 
now agitates the public mind, and upon it hang 
momentous interests. Men whose hands have 
been stained with the best blood of the nation 
are now knocking at the doors of Congress for 
admission, and who shall judge of their qual- 
ifications for such a place of power? Are not 
hundreds of minds more to be relied upon 
than one? With the evidence now before the 
world, what is the opinion of the Liberals of 
Europe upon this question ? How does it com- 
pare with our President’s? Under all the cir- 
cumstances. who has the least prejudice ?— 
Whose stand-point is the more reliable ? These 
questions are not difficult to answer. 
It has been said that prejudice against class- 
es and races of men often springs from tha 
consciousness of injury inflicted upon them, 
and that necessitates the discoveiy of a natur- 
al or divine occasion for its existence, and 
kind slaveholders of the South, and the Bish- 
op Hopkinses of the North, and Copperheads 
generally—If they ever open the Bible—have 
resorted to Holy Writ to prove that slavery is 
a divine institution. Tacitus says that human 
nature is compounded of such stuff that we 
are too prone to hate those we have injured, 
and Pope has given the same idea in the fol- 
lowing lines: 
‘•Forgiveness to the injured doth belong 
He never puritans thnt bath done the wrong.” 
There is more truth than poetry in those 
lines. And now is it strange that President 
Johnson should be laboring under such a prej 
udice? You may call it an honest prejudice 
if you will—nevertheless It is a prejudice, and 
a hard one to be got rid of. Our friends in 
Europe have not snch prejudices to blind their 
judgments, and hence their opinions may be 
relied on. President Johnson was brought up 
among slaves, owned slaves, was, no doubt, a 
kind master, and for that very reason could 
not see all the evils of slavery. 
He could say to himself, “I use my slaves 
well—they have enough to eat, drink and 
wear—appear to be happy and contented, and 
seem to like me and I like them.” With such 
self-communings how could he clearly see the 
enormity of holding human beings in bond- 
age? And with such life-long sentiments, 
how can we expect him now to look at slavery 
in the same light In which the Liberals in Eu- 
rope see It? It would be demanding too much 
of human nature, and yet his opinions and 
feelings may be wrong, and his judgment 
weakened. We think he is wrong in many of 
his positions, and his advice on some subjects 
ought not to be taken as sound or judicious. A voice comes to us across the ocean, saying in tones that cannot be misunderstood, “Be- 
ware hoar you admit those to the halls of leg- js on and to the councils of your nation who have waged a Woody war against your 
government and against republican princi- ples.” That voice must be heeded, or the time may come when our country will take 
retrograde steps and lose that love of Liberty 
and that spirit of nationality which the war 
has awakened. And who would mourn over 
such an event more sadly than the Liberals of 
Europe ? Let us not give them and the world 
such an occasion for weeping. Tfe have 
bravely fought the battles of Liberty and 
now let us not lose the legitimate fruits of 
that victory. 
“Don Bobo.” 
To the Editor or the Preu: 
Five years ago the Mendelsohnn Quintette 
Club of Boston—the xno^perfect musical or- 
ganization in New England—gave a concert in 
this city to “a beggarly acoount of empty boxes." In April, 1808, the same Club repeated the ex- 
periment at City Hail and were greeted with a 
full, fashionable,—and what is better than ei- 
ther,—an appreciative audience. And what is 
this sudden change to be attributed to ? To 
the impetus that has been given to commerce, 
to manufactures, and to improvements gener- 
* rally, within that time, in Portland. The war 
has helped rather than retarded the growth of 
this musical taste. People, while they really 
had less, by the inflation of the currency felt 
that they had more money and Indulged in 
many luxuries that in former times they wou.d 
have considered extravagant. Thds by Jiving 
alter the manner of people of mea ts they ac- 
quired the tastes of the same olass, and conse- 
quently, where formerly yon would have found 
one person at an operatic concert three are now 
in attendance. Many of oar young men, too, 
who had been accustomed to hard work with 
moderate pay and little time for amusement, 
by the fortunes of war found themselves ele- 
vated to positions of rank and responsibility 
with ample means at their command, and with 
associates whose position in life had been far 
superior to their own, so that when the young 
officer returned to his borne at the close of the 
war, his habits, his tastes, his conversation had 
nndergone such a change his former friends 
would hardly have reoognised him as the same 
man. 
Un luesday evening, March 6th, a comic op- 
eretta in four acta waa produced for the first 
time at Deering Hall before the most attentive 
audience we ever saw gathered together in 
Portland. The most attentive we say because 
one of their fellow citizens waa subjecting to 
their criticism his virgin work—and let me say 
here that it is a much more difficult undertak- 
ing to try and suit your friends than strangers, 
or as the old adage baa it, ua prophet is without 
honor in his own country,”—and the stillness 
was broken only by applause, or by the falling 
of the curtain. The universal opinion at the 
close of the opera was one of satisfaction and a 
feeling of pride in the fact that the ooruposer 
was a townsman. 
■as tne editor ot this paper baa stated before, 
it would be out of place to attempt to criticise 
this little nest-egg, may we hope, of future and 
more important musical triumphs on the part 
of Mr. Marston. But there are a few sugges- 
tions which arose in our mind the other even- 
ing and which If adopted we think would en- 
hance the interest of the opera. In the first 
place it seems to ns that the Opera should be 
condensed into two aots,or else additions should 
be made to each aot to relieve them of the 
fragmentary character they now possess. The 
t'llrd act, for instance, as it now stands, oc- 
cupies only ten minutes in its representa- 
tion. Upon the departure of the wedding 
party for the church a wedding chorus of the 
villagers could he introduced with great effect. 
The solo of Elvira .n the second act with the 
chorus in the convent, could be made a grand 
concerted piece between Elvira, Isabella and 
the chorus which wonld relieve the seeming 
pause upon the Stage when Elvira having fin- 
ished the first part in her solo waits for the 
ohorns in the oonvent. The brfndM between 
Don Bobo and Don Pedro teems wanting in 
spirit;which was attrlbutedby ns to the desire of 
the composer to give the impression that the 
singers are old men; but on oar opinion being 
asked we.ihould prefer music of the character 
of the old men’s ohorns in “Faust” or the favo- 
rite song of “Simon, the Cellarer.” In a word 
we think a number of solos, duets and concer- 
ted pieoes could be added to the work which 
would not only enhance its value as a musical 
composition, hut also give greater pleasuro and 
interest to the general public. 
The Serenade by Mr. Morgan and the Duets 
between Mr. Morgan and Mr. Burnham in the 
first act were charmingly rendered, tbe sere- 
nade in particular, forcibly recalling to our 
mind the silver-tongued BrignoU-in the Mise- 
rere of “Trovatore.” The noting of Miss Ware 
and Mr.Fernald was especially commendable, 
and tbe rendering of the Overture by tbe Poly- 
phonic Club, whom we hope to hear more of at 
a future time, was marked by great attention 
to time and delicacy of delivery. 
In conclusion we think a great deal of praise 
Is due to Mr. Marston for the composition of a 
work of so much promise, and to the Udles and 
gentleman on whom its success so much depen- 
ded. > C. 
Sr. True’s Lectures on Qeology 
CUMBKELAND CESTBE, I 
March 13,1866. f 
To tie Editor of the treee: 
Notice has already been given of Dr. N. T. 
True, as a lecturer on the science of Geology. 
1 am happy to have heard his course of lec- 
tures, recently delivered in our place, and I 
wish, ior his sake, and for the benefit of others, 
to offer a few remarks in their favor. 
“The works ot the Lord are great, toujht oat, of all that take pleat*are thereto.” 
Dr. True has been long and favorably known 
as the Principal of the Academy at Bethel;— 
a man of classical and scientific pursuits, hav- 
ing, for the past thirty years, given special at- 
tention to the study of Geology; so that he is 
at borne in his profession, and has given full 
proof of his competency as a popular lecturer. 
Our people gave a large attcndar.ce and 
good attention to the speaker, and have gen- 
erally acknowledged their satisfaction. The 
Impression made upon his audience has 
awakened an interest in the subject, and es- 
pecially among the young, in whose minds he 
has started a train of ideas that must sub- 
serve their future educational pursuits, in a 
high degree. The “footprints” of the lec- 
turer and his subject will be seen m the “for- 
mation” of many minds, as future develop- 
ments will testity. 
His terms are moderate, not beyond the 
easy procurement of any of our country par- 
ishes. 
Be has a sumcient quantity of specimens 
and diagrams by which, with a familiar man- 
ner of explaining and illustrating his subjects, 
be can scarcely fail to be under*trod by all 
who will give him the attention which the 
subject demands. 
He styles himself a matter-of-fact man, and 
he is so. By attending his course, you learn 
many facts which may be called collateral or 
Incidental, but which convince you of having 
obtained an enlargement of views, and an in- 
crease of general ideas on this and kindred 
sciences. You are not constituted a lecturer 
yet, but you have acquired a taste for the 
study of Geology, which will dispore you to 
examine the inside ol a granite rock, and 
which has capacitated you to perceive a thou- 
sand beauties on the pebbled shore, and |to 
look with an admiration over the inimitable 
expanse, never before felt. 
In the opinion of some, the Lecturer’s stylo 
would h»Te been improved had a flower now 
and then been seen, springing up amid his 
“granite” and “silex,” and other terrible 
names and substances, (which, however, fce 
abundantly explains and simplifies,) where- 
with to have gratified the senses; and a little 
more of the poetic and imaginative, for adorn- 
ment: and a spice of humor, just to relax our 
muscles a grain, so that our teeth, long fhlly 
set among “carbon” and “gravel,” might have 
opportunity to relax a little." 
But, as has been often said, “A man’s style 
is himself.” We must let every one be his 
own judge in the matter, only as we may be 
allowed to exchange a useful hint, now and 
then, for the benefit of all concerned. So wc 
leave a “Longfellow,” smiling in a earden of 
tulips; a “Holmes,” disse :ting a chicken’s car- 
case at the Autocrat’s bieaktast table; “ Jack 
Downing,” with his hat under his arru, talk- 
ing discreetly in the presence of the “Gine- 
raland our “Neal" and “Willis,” one with a 
gold-headed whip, and the other, gravely 
good, among the tombs, with a fresh epitaph 
in his hands; all good and excellent, oach in 
his own way, and in company with our lec- 
turer, with his miueralogic hammers and pick- 
axe, matter-of-fact style, we drop the suoject 
Yours, I. W. 
Th8 Neutral Polioy of the United States. 
If the Fenian leaders really mean war, it is i 
time to consider what will be the course ol 
the United States government. Whether they 
mean war or not, it is hardly possible that tbe 
excitement veliich has been so skilfully fanned, 
will subside without some mischievous resuits. 
If the whole movement is a hoax, as some 
people say, It is the most stupendous hoax ev- 
er enacted. No doubt there are rascals in the 
Brotherhood, who seek only their Individ'^ 
gain. No doubt there are politician!- -;Q the 
other side of the Canada line, wb<- see only a 
good opportunity for coD^mmating their 
scheme of Confederation, and are likely to 
succeed. But the outer rings of the Roberts 
circles and th* rank and file of tbe Canadian 
volunteers are certainly looking for warm 
work ahead, and the bonds of tbe Irish Re- 
public have taken on enough of real value to 
attract the notice of tbe counterfeiters. 
With inflammable materials arrayed on both 
sides of the line, there is hardly a possibility 
of avoiding at least some disturbance of the 
public peace. The United States government 
will not interfere to prevent General Sweeney 
from talking in whatever key he may prefer. 
The demand of the Toronto Olobe and of oth- 
er papers, that the United States should take 
the matter In hand now, is premature. Ex- 
pressions of sympathy and contributions of 
money for any foreign cause, are not matters 
with which governments are accustomed to 
meddle. We gratefully remember that the 
Olobe upheld our national cause through all 
the painfUl years of the rebellion. But the 
Olobe will remember that Canadian sympathies 
were largely on tbe other side, and that the 
Canadian Government did not feel called up- 
on to restrain their expression. 
If from talk the Fenian organizations 
should proceed to hostile acts, it would become 
the duty of the American Government to de- 
fend its own laws from violation. Our Cana- 
dian neighbors have the strongest pledge that 
the neutrality laws will be enforced, in the 
previous action of the United States during 
the so-called “Patriot War,” in 1838. The 
origin of that disturbance was in Canada, 
where a small but resolute party began to agi- 
tate in favor of certain revolutionary changes, 
with an eye, perhaps, to ultimate annexation 
to the United States. The name of Liberty 
w&i always a word to conjure with on this 
continent. All along the border, for fifty 
miles this side of the Canadian line, the coun- 
try was aflame with enthusiasm for the strug- 
gling “Patriots” of Canada. More than two 
hundred thousand Americans were organized 
into lodges, bound by an oath of secrcsy, and 
sworn to assist in arms whenever their Cana- 
dian confederates should rise. The occasion 
was ftilly as critical as the present. 
Blood was actually shed at last; the neu- 
trality laws were violated, and the violation 
came from the Canadian tide. A steamer 
which had been used by the “ Patriots,” but 
for no hostile act, wa3 slezed by a party of 
Canadians while lying at her wharf at Schloss- 
er, on the American side. The attack was 
made by night, and was a perfect surprise; 
several persons on board were killed, the 
steamer was set on fire and sent adrift over 
Niagara Falls—as was erroneously be.ieved at 
the time, with wounded Americans in her 
hold. 
me coolness and promptitude with which 
the American Government acted under these 
ciicumstan jes of provocation are very pleas- 
ant to remember, and contrast admirably with 
the spirit manifested by the British Govern- 
ment in their more recent management of the 
Trent affair. Gen. Scott relates in his autobi- 
ography, that on the day when the news 
reached Washington, he had been invited to 
dine with President Van Buren. The party 
waited till long after the hour appointed. At 
length the President appeared, and whispered 
to Scott, “Blood has been shed; you must go 
with all speed to the Niagara frontier. The 
Secretary of War is now engaged in writing 
your instructions.” During the winters of 
1887—S and 1838 9 General Scott was en- 
trusted with the delicate duty of repressins 
the explosive forces along the border. In 
summer the Ice bridges were wanting, and 
the people were occupied with their ordinary 
avocations, but in winter the danger ot an 
outbreak was imminent The requisite force 
of regulars and uninfected militia was fur- 
nished, to maintain order. The whole fron- 
tier was distributed into military districts uu- 
eer Gens. Brady, Worth, Wool and Eustis.— 
The troops proved true and steady, and so by 
the prompt and energetic action of the Amer- 
ican Government, an invasion was prevented,' 
which might have made Canada independent 
of the British crown. 
When Canada, remembers St. Albans, that 
conscience which makes cowards of us ail, 
may inspire the fear that the authorities at 
Washington will wink at similar outrages.— 
We beg our neighbors to believe that a power- 
ful and magnanimous government will seok re- 
dress openly and formally or not at all. When 
the proper time comes, if it should come, the 
United States will not fail to assert their e9 
tablished policy of neutrality. 
Mr. Pike's Resolution on the Fisheries. 
The telegraph announced yesterday morn- 
ing that Mr. Pike, of Maine, had offered a res- 
olution in the House of Representatives, In- 
structing the Secretary of the Navy to send an 
adequate naval force to the fishing grounds to 
protect our citizens in their rights. The res- 
olution, which has since come to hand reads 
as follows: 
Whereas, The governors of the several Brit- 
ish Provinces have publicly warned our fish- 
ing fleets off the fishiDg grounds adjacent to 
their coasts, and have thus indicated a desire 
to renew the unreasonable claims made by 
them prior to the negotiation of the Reciproc- 
ity Treaty, and to annoy our peaceable com- 
merce ; therefore, 
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Navy be requested to send a naval force to the fish- 
ing grounds to protect our citizens in the en- 
joyment of their rights as recognized by the 
Treaty of 1783. 
Mr. Pike desired the action of the House 
upon his resolution. Mr. Banks, of Massachu- 
setts, objected, but was quite willing that the 
resolution should be referred to the Commit- 
tee on Foreign Affairs. Several other mem- 
bers objected to immediate action, and Mr 
Pike withdrew the resolution, refusing to al- 
low it to be committed. He will move it 
again, at the earliest opportunity, aDd hopes 
to get it through; but it will meet with serious 
opposition. 
BS^Tbe Dolitic&l canvass in Connecticut is 
growing quite warm. Col. Samuel McKee, M. 
C., of Kentucky. and Senator James W. Nye, 
of Nevada, are stumplug the state in the Re- 
publican interest. 
The CM1 Rozion* of Canada West. 
P*tbolia,C. W., March 12,1836. 
Toth Editor of tin Prut: lc^ 
For ten days I have been drifting about the 
celebrated oil region* ot this wester* Canadi- 
an peninsula,—-lying between Lake Erie on 
the South and Lake Huron on the North,— 
and thus tar I have purposely withheld_ all ex- 
pressions of opinion as to the productiveness 
of the oil wells lest I should do injustice to 
parties, or give undue preierence to one sec- 
tion over another.- 1 am satisfied no person 
who has derived his information from a single 
oil centre, will be likely to do justice to all par- 
ties. At Uothwell, Oil Springs and Petrolia 
are spok*'. .Ofsaeeringly; at the latter places 
the operators insist that Uothwell is about 
•‘played out,” and that more gas is found in 
the village than oil in the wells two miles dis- 
tant. v 
I shall not with my present limited means 
of judging, attempt to draw the line too ex- 
actly, or to speak oracularly in relation to the 
oil interests. I may soon be able to speak 
with more definiteness oflocalities, but for the 
present I prefer to generalize. Let me say 
once for all, tkatthe people of Maine cannot be 
too cautious about investing their money in 
the “schemes” presented for their considera- 
tion. It is safe to estimate nine-tenths of all 
such “schemes”—this is the name given them 
here—as consummate swindles I doubt if one 
in fifty of those who subscribe to such rjn~ 
cerns will ever see the first cent of «*<am f°r 
their money. The usual way ol m®hing up 
these schemes is, to take remaps half an acre 
of what is called “tes ***" that is, land 
lying inside of a>omts where oil has been 
struck an'’ ■-onnect with it perhaps a dozen or 
tweDO acres of “wild cat” land—land entirely 
outside of the developments—and on such a 
basis make np a company of fifty, seventy-five 
or a hundred shaies, when the whole value of 
the property is perhaps estimated here at not 
over one or two thousand dollars I There are 
honorable exceptions, but such is the mle. I 
have in mind now a scheme that was “put 
through” before I leit Portland, and in which 
I was urgently solicited to invest,—but fortu- 
nately declined,—the land located in an oil re- 
gion which the very party who manipulated 
the scheme has sinoe told me is of no accountl 
I wonld say to friends in Maine, be cautious; 
the chances are decidedly against them; and 
in nine cases out of ten where they have in- 
vested, they would not have done so if they 
had carelull; investigated in the first place.— 
The only safe rule is to ignore such very 
tempting schemes altogether. 
At eight hundred or a thousand miles d;s. 
tant nearly every advantage of oil mining is 
over-colored, while the drawbacks are kept 
trom view. For example: you hear of oil sell- 
at $11, in gold, at the tanks; it actually sells 
now at from $4.00 to $5.00. It has been $11, 
but it will scarcely touch such a figure again, 
because the refiners have learned that they 
can import Fennsylvanio oil and pay the du- 
ties, laying it down at their works in London, 
Hamilton, &c., at $0 or less, getting a better 
article than here—better because cleaner or 
freer from water. 
Again; you hear that all the Canadian oil is 
of the quality known as the thick, lubricating 
oil, worth much more than the oil from Ve- 
nango county across the Lake. This is not 
sj. There is a small quantity of gnrjace ott 
here that it thick, but the rock oil of Canada 
is not the lubricating oil, and is actually worth 
less than that of Penn., not because of inferi- 
or quality but because of its being less free 
from water. 
Once more; you hear of the cheapness of 
operations here, but board at hotels has gone 
up from $4 or $4.50 to $10 a week in coin; 
lumber has increased in nearly the same ratio, 
and every article required in Oil operations 
has advanced, and is still advancing towards a 
high figure. Speculators are as thick os horse 
flies around an old stage stable in dog-days, 
and no stone is ieit unturned to pick the pock- 
ets and deceive, cheat and swindle the ver- 
dant and unwary. Unless a man has his 
mouth full of eye-teeth, all well cut, I advise 
him to stay away; and the man who is doing 
a comfortable business that yields small 
though sure profits, is foolish to disturb that 
business or even to cripple it by withdrawing 
one cent of needed capital, to engage in the 
hazards of oil mining; the most hazardous of 
all mining, because the only kind where he is 
obliged to operate beyond the reach of sight 
and hearing. I do not mean to iutimate that 
the oil business is not a great interest, often 
lucrative, but the advice once given to me by 
a rough fellow on the Sacramento, fifteen 
years ago—wise though coarse—is as perti- 
nent here and now as it was there and then— 
‘(Don’t believe more than half of what you 
see, and not a d-d word of what you hear.” 
I will go more into detail in another commu- 
nication. Spubwink. 
IiITEBAKV GOSSIP. 
—It U said that the English Chancellor of 
the Exchequer is engaged upon a translation of 
Homer, which will shortly appear. 
—Messrs, j. E. Tilton & Co., of Boston, will 
soon issue, in most elegant style,anew work 
on-‘The Culture of Hardy Plants,” prepared 
by Mr. Edward 8. Band, Jr., a gentleman hav- 
ing an extended practical knowledge of flori- 
culture in all its branches. The Transcript of 
that city says: “We have been somewhat sur- 
prised and greatly pleased to And the subject so 
extensively and completely treated—not a flow- 
er, tree nor shrub could we think of which was 
not noticed in its place, and of which we did 
not learn all we desired to know. Botanical 
information is so combine 1 with practical cul- 
ture as to be serviceable to the botanist, the 
gardener, and amateur. The names of the 
plants are alphabetically arranged, so one has 
but to know the name, and he has the concise 
directions for culture and propagation. The 
list of species makes special mention of those 
l>est adapted for cultivation, and every infor- 
mation needful, even to the color of the flower 
the season of blooming, and the height of the’ 
plant. The work (3 illustrated by drawings by 
Billings. 
—Truhner & Co., of London, announce as 
nearly ready “Venetian Life,” by W. I). How- 
ells, United States Consul at Venice; to be 
published simultaneously in London and New 
York. 
—At the last monthly meeting of the Massa- 
chusetts Historical Society, Professor George 
Washington Greene, of Bhode Island, who is 
corresponding member of that body, read a 
very interesting paper on General Greene, in 
connection with the American army before 
Boston at the time of the “siege.” The Boston 
Advertiser says: This paper will form a chap- 
ter in Professor Greene’s Life of his grand- 
father, General Greene, in the preparation of 
which the author has already come down as 
far as the spring of the year 1778.” 
—me Boston orresponaent ot tne itouna 
Table states that Miss L oyster, who wrote a pa- 
per on Madame Becamier in the “Atlantic” 
(Oct., 1834), is engaged in translating the “Life 
and Letters" of that character, Mrs. Howe hav- 
ing felt it necessary to decline the task. 
—Charles Kingsley is writing a juvenile his- 
tory of England. 
—A recent Loudon letter says: “The Pall-Mall 
Gazette was, as you know, like its ideal proto- 
type in PendennU, started as a Tory paper, pub- lished a foolish, inflated prospectus,“went in” generally for what London Bohemians call 
‘two-penny blood and culture,” found Con- 
servatism wouldn’t pay, threw it over summa- 
rily, and is now an exceedingly l,ve, clever, au- 
dacious sheet, printed in Queen Anne type and 
with occasional snobbishness, affords a racy 
evening chionicle and digest of all that’s doing. 
Since the Casual’s” hit in the “Night in a 
Workhouse,” its circulation has gone up amaz- 
ingly.” 
—It is said that Mr. Headly, instigated by 
Messrs. Derby & Miller, has designs on the 
“Life of Gen. Grant.” This is one of the pen- 
alties of being great. 
—It is reported that the Crown Prince of 
Prussia is engaged in writing a life of the Great Elector. 
1 
tyThc extreme cold which has prevailed I far west has been very fatal to live stock. I 
STATE OF MAIIX. 
BY THE GOVEENOB. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
In accordance with the uniform usage in this 
State, to set apart at this season of the year, a 
secular day for the acknowledgment before God 
of our unworthiuess as a people, 1 do, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, appoint 
Thursday, the twelfth of April next, 
to be observed as a day of Public Humiliation, 
Easting and Prayer. 
I earnestly request the citizens of Maine on 
that day, in the manner and spirit of our Pil- 
grim fathers, to bow themselves before the 
Throne of Grace and invoke the Divine forgive- 
ness of our mauilold transgressions. 
Never was the obligation greater nor the pro- 
priety more manifest, that we should acknowl- 
edge the power of God and the infirmity of 
man. Let us, while imploring foi ourselves 
His pardon and the purification of our ovru 
hcarts.ask for our rulers, that he will grant 
them His guidance in the administration of affairs, inspiring all their acts with the spirit of 
Him who taught that “whatsoever ye would 
that men should do unto you, do ye even so to 
them,1' and for our country that in the time to 
come, as in the past, He will vouchsaie His 
blessing and protection. 
Given at the Council Chamber in A”'"1818! 
this thirteenth day of March, ip y j8r 
our Lord one thousand eight “uqured and 
sixty-six, and of the Ind<>'Pt'n .nc® 
United States of Ajmer "8 t u: ninetieth. 
SAMUEL CONY. 
By His Excelle-T Governor : 
foiiBip. J lint, (secretary ot State. 
Recent Publications. 
Letters of Life. By L. H. Sigourney. One vol. 
12uio. New Yoriv: 1). Appleton and Company. 
T e name of Mrs. Sigourney has been a household 
word in nearly every American home for so many 
yea£p, that it is quite superbuous to characterize her 
writings. The present work, prepared by her in the 
last years of her li.e, is in the nature of an autobiog- 
raphy. It consist, of fourteen letters, written in a 
simple and easy style; and presenting many pleasant 
pictures of the New England life cf halt a century 
ago. Her account ot her early home, and of the com- 
panions, teachers, amusements and household em- 
ployments of her girlhood is particularly interesting, 
and reveals a degree of playful vivacity and humor 
which ore not discernible in the greater portion other 
writings. We quote a single extract in illus ration of 
this. From her extreme good-nature, and the facility 
she possessed for rhyming upon almost any topic, 
she was constantly pestered with applications to fur 
nisli poetry for all sorts of purposes. For a time she 
kept a list of the queerest of these applications, and 
it extends over several pages of the book. Two para- 
graphs are ail we nave apace ior: 
‘‘Epitaphs for a man and two children, with warn- 
ing that only two hundred and fifty letters must be allowed in the whole, as the monument was not large 
enough to contain more. A piece to copy in the al- 
bum ox a lady of whom I had never heard, requested 
by a gentleman ‘to be sent as soon as Saturday af. er- 
noon, because then he is more at leisure to attend 
to it.' To punctuate a manuscript volume of three 
hundred pages, the author having always had a dis- 
like to the business ot punctuation, lmding that it 
brings on a ‘pain in the back of the neck.’ 
“An album from a clerk in a store, given him by 
another clerk in anolber store, to be written in fora 
young lady, of whose name he was not quite certain, 
and the ‘most he knew al»outher was, that she was a 
very rich a rl.' The owner of a canarv-bird, which had been accidently starved to death,' wishes some 
elegiac verse s. A stranger whose son cie*l at the 
age of nine months, ‘weighing jus» thirteen pounds, 
would be glad of sjme poetry to be framed, glazed, 
and hung over the chimney-piece, to keep the other 
children from forgett ng ldm*' Solicitations from the 
far w est, that I would ‘wiite out leng hy’ a sketch 
cf the loves of two personages, of wh m no sugges- 
tive circumstances were related,one of wbcm was a 
journeyman tailor, and the name of the other, ‘Sis- 
ter Babcock,' as tar as the cliir graphv could be 
translated. A lather requesting elegiac lines cn a 
young child, supplying, as the only suggestion for the 
tuneful muse, that be was unfortunately drowned in 
a barrel of swine’s foo .*" 
This very pleasant book will be found at Bailey and 
Noyes. 
Tite Oeigin of the Late War: Traced from 
the Beginning of the Constitution to the Revolt of 
the Southern St tes. By George Lunt. One vol- 
ume small octavo. New York: D. Appleton and 
Company. 
The ci-devant editor of the Boston Courier, moved 
doubtless by the benevolent purpose of contributing 
to the public enlightment, here devotes some five 
hundred closely printed pages to t he task of proving 
that the late war liad its origin not in any conflict of 
opposing principles, but in the unwarrantable and 
persistent aggressions ot the Northern section of the 
Union upon the constitutional rights of the Southern 
section. The arguments and the logic employed aic 
ol that peculiar kindibr which the Courier has of 
late years been famous, anu the exceedingly fair and 
candid method, characteristic of that journal, of half- 
stating or mis-stating such f lots as might be useful to 
jts purpose, has bere been employed to a very liberal 
extent. The book is one which can redouhd in no re- 
spect to the credit of its author. It has not even the 
merit of being an able presentation of the views of 
that small party which might he supposed to accept 
it. It is feeble in statement, shallow in argument, 
and singularly disjointed and inconsisten with itself; 
whilo only in a few scattered passages does it exhibit 
even those graces of style and oi expression which in 
a writer ot Mr. Lunt’s ability and culture might tair- 
ly be demanded. 
Bailey and Noyes have It. 
Lucy Aruyn. By J. T. Trowbridge, Author of 
“Cndjo*s Cave,” ‘‘Neighbor Jackwood,” “Father 
Briglitbopes,” etc., etc. One volume l2mo. Bos- 
ton; Ticknor a d Field 
This book possesses some very marked merits, and 
a great many equally marked deieetk. The story is 
well told; the style clear, vivid, often sparkl nu; and 
some of the characters especially the mluor ones, are 
drawn with a good deal ol skill. The plot iso e which 
ws cannot think particularly well adapted to Mr. 
Trowbridge’s powers. Sir Edward Bulwcr Lytton 
has, in several of his romances, attempted to deal 
with the wonderful and imperfectly understod phe- 
nomena of mesmerism and modern spiritualism; 
but it cannot be said that even he has achieved m 
this direetloj any very satisfactory success. Mr. 
Trowbridge, in venturing into the same Held, does so 
with the disadvantage of possessing in but a limited 
degree the subtile insight and the imaginative power 
which charccferiz6 the author of “Ernest Mal- 
travers,” while he.lacks altogether the dreamy, poet- 
ic fancy and the skillful adaptation of style which 
enable Bulwcr to invest even nonsense with a certain 
kind of charm. Bulwer approaches this class of top- 
ics in ihe spirit of a poet; the author of “Lucy Ar- 
lyn” in that of a shrewd observer merely. Hawthorne 
alone, of all modern writers, has ever been able to ob- 
serve them with the eye of a philosopher, and to touch 
them with the skill of an artist. 
The cool, clear, everyday atmosphere through 
which Mr. Trowbridge is accustomed to vIjbw things’ 
has, however, enabled him to discern with a keen eye 
the grotesque effects of spiritualism oil minds essen- 
tially uaispiritual. The absurdities into which this 
class ofbelievers are sometimes betrayed are exhibit- 
ed with much humor. The circle scene at Cokmel 
Bannington's, where the spirit ot Madison Biddikin is 
called up, and reports himself from the seventh 
sphere, is irresistibly rich. Indeed the humorous 
portions of the book are all well done; and while the 
more ambitious characters, as Guy, Lucy and Chris- 
tina, are weak, vapid and unreal, th minor ones are 
frequently delineated with a great deal of skil.— 
Mad. Biddikin, the village rowdy; Arcby Brandlc, 
the genius; Abner Boanc, the cheating, cowardly 
rascal; Murk, the man with tho mission, Ann Mari’’ 
and Sistsr Lingham arc all done to the Hfe. Who- 
ever takos up the book will be quite sure to read it 
with interest to the end; but he will almost as sure- 
ly lay it down with a feeling of dissatisfaction; and 
a conviction that if the writer had attempted less he 
might have accomplished more. 
For sale by Davis Bro hers. 
Blackwood’s Edinobubqh Magazivk for Feb- 
ruary is received. The political article of the num" 
ber is entitled “What will the Government do?’’ 
“Sir Brooke Eossbrooke,” “lliss Ma jorlbanks,” and 
the “Memoirs of the Confederate War for Independ- 
ence” are continued. There is an aceonnt of a visit 
to the “Big Trees” sf California, and a biographical 
Dotico of Ccncral Lamoriclcre. The Mill versus 
Hamilton controversy appears in a new aspect, being 
discussed poetically; and Cornelius O’Dowd con- 
tinues liis disquisitions upon “Menand Women, and 
Things in General.” The only remaining article, and 
the best in the number, is a Comparison between the 
poetry of Spencer and of Ariosto In relation to the 
religious spirit which they severally manilested. It 
is a caretully written paper, and will well repay 
perusal. 
Bepubllshed by Leonard Scott and Company New 
York. 
The Px^tioal Entomologist. The proprie- 
tors of this excellent little publication announces 
that the demand for it has become bo great that they 
are unable to supply it gratuitously, and that a sub- 
scription price of filly cents a year, payable in ad- 
vance, will hereafter be charged. Cheap enough. 
Published for the Entomological Society, by E. T. 
Cresaon, Philadelphia. 
New Music.—Horace Water*, musical publisher, 
New York, has Issued “Happy Golden Days,” Song 
and Chorus, “The Patter of *he Bain,” and “Don’t 
Marry a Man if he Drinks,” all arranged lor the piano 
by Mrs. E. A. Parkhurst. Also “Sleep my Dear 
One,” Song and Chorus, words by W. C. Baker, mu- 
sic composed by H. P. Danks. 
For Sale at Paine’s Music Store. 
63?“ Among the items in the fortification bill) 
passed by the House on Tuesday are the fol- 
lowing ; “For Fort Scammell, Portland, 835,- 
000; for Fort George, on Hog Island Ledge, 1 ortlaud, $50,000; for Fort Constitution, Ports- 
mouth, $75,000; for Fort Winthrop, Boston, $30,000; for Fort Warren, $25,000; for the sea- 
wall of Great Brewster Island, Boston Harbor* 
875,000; for sea-walls on Deer and Lovell’s Is- 
lands, Boston Harbor, $50,000; for fort at the 
entrance of Xew Bedford Harbor, $30,000; for 
construction of permanent platforms for mod- 
ern cannon of large calibres in existing fortifi- 
cations of important harbors, $100,000, 
ITEMS OF STATE HEWS. 
Bangor Times will not yet say the 
President has deserved the criticism he has 
received from the Bepublioan press,but admits 
there is no doubt he provoked it.” The Times 
even goes further, and admits cautiously, that 
the President’s 22d of February haraugue“was 
a most unfortunate speech. The truth is, 
the President is either right or wrong. He 
has made his issue with Congress, and appealed 
to the people, and that writer or speaker, who 
at this time of day tries to say yes and no, 
either does not comprehend or knowingly neg- 
lects his duty. 
fcJfTbe KcnDebeo Journal complsbis that 
the means of communication by rad between 
Augusta and every other pi*00 the State ex- 
cepting Hallowed and Uardiner are now the 
worst that c'uld devised. We cannotgo to 
Portland, B»‘'«or> Biddeford, or Lewiston, and 
return <“e same day. Even Bath, our sister 
only forty miles from us can ha visited 
but a brief half hour, if the traveler wishes to 
return the same day. Boston cannot be visi- 
ted by a business man without consuming 
three day s,” 
Br The Kennebec Journai says, “We have 
been asked, if we wish to be understood as ap- 
proving the veto of the Freedmen’s Bureau 
bill,” and takes about fifty lines to say “No,” in1 
It is, perhaps, singular, but nobody seems to 
have thought it necessary to ask the Press that 
question. 
Bf”The Bath Times is full of communica- 
tions urging the necessity of more frequent 
communication with Boston. A committee, 
appointed by the citizens to solicit subscriptions 
for the purpose of securing two steamboats to 
run in connection with the railroad, has failed 
in its efforts, and considerable disappointment 
is felt. Only §50,000 were required from Bath, 
to oensnmmate the arrangement. 
65P"The editor of the Gospel Banner, speak- 
ing as he truly says, “not as a political partisan 
but as a Christian American citizen,” takes 
very strong ground in fhvor of Senator Wil- 
son’s resolutions on the subject of reconstruc- 
tion. “The basis presented by Mr. Wilson,” 
says the Banner, “appears to us every way the 
most comprehensive, feasible, just, and the 
most in harmony with the spirit and principles 
of the Declaration of American Independence, 
of anything we hav.1 seen from any source and 
one whioh it seems to us, the whole country 
should unite in sustaining.” 
OBI32NA.Ii AND 3E2TECTED. 
CS?— A mysterious cattle disease has appeared 
in Grundy county, 111. The animals are furious 
when first attacked, but gradually become 
more and more torpid till they die. Eusty oat 
straw is believed to produce the disease. 
By At latest accounts the Mormons were 
excited over the municipal election which was 
shortly to take place in Great Salt Lake City. 
Daniel H. Wells is the caudidate for Mayor on 
the part of the saints; but the “Gentiles” pro- 
pose to set up an opposition ticket. 
B3T"C. A. H. — The poem entitled Spring 
Greetings has some graoefal lines, but its 
meaning is too vague to be apprehended by or- 
dinary readers. 
83?" It is difficult to help laughing at the 
terror of the Canadians over the Fenian matter. 
Secretary McCulloch received a telegraphic 
dispatch from the Canadian Minister of Finance 
requesting that their authorities be allowed to 
station officers along the railroads on the 
AnieVican side of the border, to examine bag- 
gage and freight destined for Canada. The 
Secretary in reply sent the following dispatch 
to the collector of customs on the border :— 
“Allow the Canadian authorities to place offi- 
cers at railway points on our side, to examine 
baggage and freight destined for Canada. It is 
understood we have similar privileges in Can- 
ada.” 
By The business of the New York agency 
for the g,eat Paris Exposition, is reported in a 
most satisfactory condition. Mechanical ap- 
plications will he received for a few days lon- 
ger. The commissioner of agriculture has 
sent out over £00 circulars to agricultural so- 
cieties, with a view to a full representation of 
our agricultural productions, stock, soils, fer- 
tilizers, &c. Sixty or ninety days yet remain 
for agricultural applications. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
T. E. MOSELEY & CO., 
Summer Street, Bos ton, offer an ontirelv fresh assort- 
ment of Boots, Shoes. bon .loir and library Slippers 
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen's wear. mhlGsxdlt 
That Cough. 
CAN BE CURED by going down to No. 15 Mid- 
dle Street, amt getting a Bottle 0/ 
DR. BASCOMB’S 
Coutrh and Croup Syrup, 
And taking according to directi*t>e. 
Jan 18—SKd2mo3 
THE WHITE SULPHUR SPRING 
MINERAL WATER, 
Since its introduction, a lew days since, lias been 
boon tried by many suffering lrom LIVER COM- 
PLAINT, KIDNEY AFFECTIONS, and DYSPEP- 
SIA,. nndlound to be very beneficial. The following 
card from the well-known hair dresser, Mr. P. H. 
Trask, is only one of many cases. 
Portland, March 7.1866. 
Suffering severely from Liver and Kidney affections, 
I had the curiosity to try the White Sulphur Mineral 
Water just brought to public attention, and'have 
been immediately benetttted by it. I have s oken of 
it to some suffering from Dyspepsia, who have been 
induced to try It, and have been speedily relieved. 5 * P. H. TRASK. 
The Water can bo found at CROSMAN & CO.’S, 
WHITTIER’S, T. R. LORING’S, and C. E. BECK- 
ETT’S Apotheeary Stores. 
March 9, 1666.—SKdtf 
Catfcus. 
The citizens of Yarmouth who arc in favor of sus- 
taining the National Administration are requested to 
meet at the Temperance Half, in said town, on FRI- 
DAY, March 10th, atf7 o'ckwik P. M., to nominate 
candidates for Town Officers fir the ensuing year.— 
Also to choose a Town Committee. 
Per Order of Town Committee. 
Yarmouth, Mar 12,1866. ,, mhl3dtdsx 
C-a-*_, 
Wanted Immediately. 
An active, industrious, honest Boy, from 17 to 19 
years of age, (one who has had someexpennee in the 
business preferred,) who resides in the city, and who* 
desires to le irn the business of an Apothecary. 
Apply to 177 Middle Street. mh7s»tf 
REMOVAL! 
Dr. W. R. Johnson, 
DENTIST, 
Has Removed his Office to 13 1*2 Free St» 
Second House from H. H. Hay's Apothecary 
Store. mar28Nd&wti 
HASHEESH CANDY Z 
The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh 
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best 
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of the 
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprie- 
tors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will 
fully sustain the high reputation it has already ac- 
quired in various parts of the United States. To those 
who always let their prejudices blind their judgment 
It is useless to present fhets or arguments, but to oth- 
ers we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we off er 
do new discovery or experiment; our go.xls are stand- 
ard. In the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and 
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless dis- 
eases, and that it is used with success we need only 
re far our readers to the unlimited testimony of trav- 
elers in all ages. Tha. it should so long have escap- 
ed the practical science of the Western World, is an 
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in Buch 
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, ef- 
fective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to 
obtain tlie confidence of the public, and especially of 
those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids can 
bo assured that it contains not a particle of opium, 
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the 
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent 
tonic. 
sent to any aaaress on receipt oi price ana stamps. 
Prico—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small 
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Drug- 
gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers. 
Imported and manuiactured solely by the SYL- 
VAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St., 
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston. Mass. 
W. F. PHILLIPS <& CO., Agents for Maine. 
Feb 15—ssd&wly 
T I N-T Y jp~E S ! 
LOOK / LOOK ! ! 
23 Tin-Type, far 50 cent.. 
25 Gem Arabratypea. 50 oenta. 
-AT THE- 
PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY 
No* 80 Middle Street. 
jallSNdtf A. S. DAVIS. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Perry’s Math ssd Freckle ie»4s n. 
Chloasma, or Motlipatch, (also os»d Liverepot,) I 
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are ofUm, very annoying, 
particularly to ladies of light comjfcxion, for the dis- 
colored spots show more- plainly on the face at a 
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the 
beauty of either; and any preparation toat will ei- 
fectu.lly remore them without injuring the texture or 
color nf thssbtUy is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B. 
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speci- 
ality, has discovered a remedy for these discolora- 
tions, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm- 
less. 
Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist, 
No. 4 Bond Street, New-York, and (or sale by all 
druggists; price$2>»er bottle. Call for PERRY’S bloTH AND FRECKLE LOTION. 
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale 
Agents, Portland, Maine. oct31sn MW&FCm 
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP. 
This celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal de- 
mand, is made from the choicest materials, is mild 
and emo iient in its nature, irajrantly scented, and 
extremely beneficial in its act upon the skin. 
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers. 
MaP13—SNd8t 
“Buy Me and I’U Do You Good.” 
USE DB. LANGLEY’S BOOT and HERB BIT- 
TERS for Jaundice, Coativenoss, Liver Complaint, 
Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Piles, Dizziness, 
Headache, Drowsiness, and all diseases arising from 
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Had Blood, 
to which all persons are subject In Spring and Sum- 
mer. Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN * CO., 38 Han- 
over St., and by all Dealers In M-dicines. 
Feb 26—SB dim 
Chilblains Can Be Cured! 
Use CHARLES’LINIMENT. Follow the Three 
turns strictly and we warrant a care. 
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by 
BURGESS, FORES it CO., 
General Agents, 
80 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,) 
dec27dtfSN Portland, Me. 
OTITITTE. 
This excellent Remedy is an inlMlible cure for Deaf- 
ness, Discharge firm the Ear, and Noises in the 
Head. 
This wonderful Vegetable Extract has beon the 
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who, 
after trying everything and everybody, had given up 
hoping ever to hear a ain. 
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharg- 
es from the EAR, no matter what may have caused 
it, or how long standing. 
Noises in the head disappear under its influence 
as U by magic. 
Price, $2.0 J a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at 
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO., 
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston. 
Feb 21—ssdAwly 
Colgate’s Aromatic Vegetable Soap. 
A superior Toilet Soap, prepared from reflned 
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine, 
and especially designed lor the use of Ladies and 
for the Nursery. Its perfume is exquisite, and its 
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Drag- 
gists. felO’66sHdly 
ty Dr. Tibbetts’ Physiological Hair [tr- 
generator. This article is unequalled in ixtrix- 
SIC MERIT. 0 
It will net soil the finest fabric. 
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed. 
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair 
to its orlgual color. 
Will purify ihe head from humors and dandrufi. 
As a dressing is bewttchingly desirable. 
Everv bottle is warranted or money refunded. 
TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manches- 
ter, N. H. 
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W.P. PHILLIPS, 
Portland, and by all Druggists. Ia22sx3m* 
Plain and Colored Stamping 
All Stationery bought at this store will be stamped 
plain free of charge. 
Stamping done in Bed, Blue, Purple, Brown, 
Black, &c., at twenty-five cents per quire, or Pack- 
age extra. 
Monograms Cut to Order. 
Wedding and Visiting Cards Engravsd or Printed 
at short notice. 
A large assortment of 
FASHIONABLE STATIONERY 
CAH ALWAYS RE FOURJ> AT 
SHOKT & COKING’S, 
Booksellers and Stationers, 50 and 58 
Exchange St., Portland, Me. 
February 24.18<56. axlm 
J. H. J. THAYER, 
APOTHECARY, 373 Congress St., Portland, Me. 
Stand formerly occupied by Geo. W. Hayden & Co. 
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and 
Patent Medicines, Perfumery and Toilet Articles of 
all irinds, and all articles usually kept by first class 
Apothecaries. 
S3?*" Strict personal attention paid to the com- 
pounding ef Physicians' Proscription at all hours, 
day or night. fe22SNdlm* 
t2T*A Physiological View of Marriages 
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates 
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or- 
gans in a state of Health and Disease, with a Trea- 
tice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences 
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author's Plan o* 
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of 
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A 
U-utUful adviser to the married, and those contem- 
plating marriage, who entertain doubts at their phys- 
ical condition. Sent free of postage to any addross, 
on receipt oi 25 cents, in stamps or postal currenoy, 
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane, 
Albany, N. Y. 
The author may be consulted upon any of fhe dis- 
eases upon which his book treats either personally or 
by mat/, and medicine sent to any part of the world 
Oct 6—s N d&wGm 
itch i itch i Itch i 
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch! 
Wheaton’s Ointment 
Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours* 
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains, 
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Trice 50 cents. For 
sale by all druggists. 
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS So POTTER, Sole 
Agents, 1J0 Washington St., Boston, it will be lor 
warded tty mail, free oi postage, to any part of the 
United States. 
Oct 25.1663.—s N dfcwlyi li 
Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy 
Is certainly the wonder of the age. Thousands can 
testify to i& magical eftect, and the first doctors of 
this city arc recommending it to their patients as the 
only sure cure tor Rheumatism ever known to man. 
March 6—dlinsx 
•WABBEN’8 
COUGH BALSAM! 
Has been found by experience to be the 
BEST REMEDY 
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat, 
such aa 
DIPHTHERIA, 
Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup, 
luflurnza, Plenriajr, Pneumonia, olr 
Inflammation of the Lungs, 
and Whooping Cough, 
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPE- 
RIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to 
administer to persons of all uges. 
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advan- 
tage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and in- 
valuable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the 
Throat, Lungs and Bronehia. 
The world is challenged to produce a compound of 
equal efficacy and safety. 
#% Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN, 
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market 
Square, Bangor, Me. nol4sxd&w6m 
Boston Stock List, 
Sales at the Brokers Board, March 15. 
American Gold. . 131 
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881, ...,. 104; 
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.99 
do 2d series.. 99 
do small. 99] 
do Si series.99 
United States Five-twenties. 1862. 133 
do small....109 
do 1861.103 
United States Ten-lorties,. 90j 
United States Debt Certificates, Feb. 89 
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 80 
Pepperell Manuihcturing Company.1100 
Western Railroad. 133 
_MARRIED. 
Iii Yarmouth, March 14, by Rev Geo A Putnam? 
Charles W Mitchell and M ss Frances J Bennett? 
both of Y. 
In Wilton, March C. Porter H Latham, oi Lewis- 
ton, and Betsey J Littlefield, of Wilton. 
In Lisbon, March 1, Geo S Jaques and Miss Cora 
A Hill. 
In North Haven, Feb 19, Henry Stone and Delia F 
Whaling. 
Iu Ellsworth, March It, Wm H Blaisdell and Mary 
E Goddard, both of Franklin. 
In Columbia, March 3, Stephen E Phillips and 
Eraeline P Smith. 
DIED. 
In this city, March 15, after a long and distressing 
sickness, Mrs Philenia D, wife of Caleb Killgore, Esq, 
aged 74 years 2 months. 
S3T"Funeral on Sunday afternoon, at 1$ o’clock, 
from her late residence, No 35 Melbourne street. 
Relatives and triends are invited to attend. 
In this city. March 15, Samuel B Packard, only 
son of Hezesiah Packard, aged 24 years 8 months. 
t3F“Funeral on Sunday afternoon, at 2 o’clock, 
at his tather’s residence. No 460 Congress street.. 
In Cape Elizabeth, March 14, Mrs Sophrona M 
Woodbury, aged 20 years. 
In Kennebunkport. March 13, Mr Eben Gould, 
aged 81 years 7 months; 14th, Mr William Smith, 2a, 
aged 75 ears. 
In Kennebunk, March 12, Mis Martha Curtis, wid- 
ow of the late Dea John Curtis, aged 64 years. 
In Brunswick, March 13, Geo Skoltield, Geo, aged 
85 vears 6 months—a well known and successful ship- 
builder. 
In Richmond, March 9, Mrs Abby, widow of the 
late John D Parks, aged 79 years. 
In Saco, March 7, Mrs Mary B, wife of Eben 
Fletcher, aged 55 years. In Saco, March 10, John Riley, aged 23 years. 
GOOD INVESTMENTS. 
THE ACTUAL RESULTS 
OF THE WORKING OF LIFE POLICIES NOW EXISTING WITH THE 
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., 
OF NEW YORK. 
W. D. LITTLE, Agent for Portland and vicinity. 
Cash Assets, Feb. 1st, 1866, more than.$14,500,000 
Current Income the past year, over, -- -- -- 4,000,000 
___ 
A POLICY issued in 1843, for *10,000 on the Life Plan, age 35, Animal Premium $275, total Pre- 
miums paid for 23 years up to 1st of February, $0,325, now stands, with its dividends, (payable at death,) as 
follows; 
Original Policy,.$10,000 OO. 
Dividends added in Twenty Years, 0,181 80. 
Making the present Value of the Policy, (in case of death,) $10,181 30. 
With an Annual CASH Dividend of 139 per cent, for the last three years on the Annua) Premiums paic> 
say $382 25, being $107 25, per annum more than the payments required. 
Dividends added to Policy, ----- $9,181 30 
Whole amount paid, -- -- -- 0,325 25 
Amount added more than paid, ----- $2,850 05 
A POLICY issued Id 1856, lor $10,000, age 35, yearly payments $260 70, paid in 0 year*, $2,133 60, now 
stands, with the additions, $13,075 SO, with an Annual CASH dividend lor the last 3 years of 39 per 
cent., say $157 35 thus reducing the Annual Premium to $100 35, with an Increased annual reduction here- 
after. 
SMALLER POLICIES IN THE SAME RATIO. 
tlf'No other Company In this country affords such results. No other investments will yield inch returns. 
ENDOWMENT POLICIES, payable on arriving at 40,46, 50, 55, or 00 years of age, or Policies on the 
FIVE and TEN YEAU PLAN, are issued on more advantageous terms than by any other Company. 
The Policies oi this Company are NON-FORFEITING in all cases, and 
always hays a CASH VALUE on sal-reader. 
Premiums payable Annually, Semi-Annually and, Quarterly. 
CASH DIVIDENDS DECLARED ANNUALLY. 
All Persons disposed or intending to Insure, are desired to call and 
investigate for themselves, 
March 16—eod3w 
DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS. 
NAME FROM FOR DATE. 
Boruaia.New York. .Hamburg. .March 17 
Louisiana.New York.. Liverpool. ..March 17 
Arago.New York..Liverpool ..March 17 
Hibernian.Portland.. ..Liverpool. ..March 18 
Santiago do Cuba. .New York. .Calilornia. .March 20 
Java.New York. .Liverpool .March 21 
New York.New York. .Bremen.March 21 
Etna.....».New York..Liverpool...March 21 
Hansa.New York. Bremen.. March 24 
Nova Scotian.Portland... .Liverpool...March 25 
City of Cork.New York. .Liverpool.. .March 28 
Eagle.New York. .Havana —March 28 
Africa.Boston.Liverpool... March 28 
City oi Boston.New York..Liverpool...Match 28 
Havana.*.New York.. Rio Janeiro.March 20 
Corsica.New York. .Havana.....March 31 
Cortez.Boston.Havana. ... March 31 
Miniature Almanac.March 10* 
Sun rises.'.6.11 
Sunsets .6.08 
I Moon sets.o.lo AM 
| High water.10.30 AM 
MAHI1STE 1STEWS 
PORT OF PORTLAND. 
Thursday. March 15/ j 
ABB1VED. 
Stead!r Lewinton, Knight. Boston. 
Barque Etowah, iBr) Smith, Liverpool Jan 8th and 
Milford 23d. Has a general cargo on Canadian ac- 
count. 
Barque Helen Augusta, (Br) Wilson, New York, to 
load lor Port au Prince. 
Sch Ariel, (Br) Reynard, St John NB for Boston. 
Sch Ike, Crockett, Castine. 
Sciis John H Kennedy, Keene, and Abdon Keene, 
Ozier, Bremen. 
Sch Ripley Ropes, Boynton. Boothbay. 
Sc?) s Albatross, Arey, and Charlotte Ann, Andrews, 
Rockland for Boston. 
CLEARED. 
Smearner Lewiston. Knight, Boston—L Billings. 
Scb Alice T, (Br) Clark, St John NB—John Por- 
tcous. 
Sch Olive H Robinson, Berry, Baltimore—Lewis. 
Dyer & Co. 
SAILED-Steamers Onward, (from London) for 
Boston; Dirigo, for New York. 
The suits for damages caused by the collision be- 
tween the Br steamer Samphire and the Am barque 
Fanny Buck, of Searsport, in the English channel 
on the night of Dec 12. has resulted in the verdict 
that “Ihe Samphire is solely to blame for the colli- 
sion." An appeal is taken to the Privy Council. 
DISASTERS. 
Br brig Chilian, at Lui enburg, NS. from Barba- 
does, has on board the crews of schooners Odd Fel- 
low, from Easfcport for Boston, and N C Harris, from 
Jonesport for Boston. The Odd Fellow was aban- 
doned on the 1th inst, as before reported, and sunk 
in 24 hours after. One man. named John Bulmer, 
was drowned. The rest of the crew went on board 
the N C Harris, which Was afterwards fallen in with 
by the Chillian. 180 mdes South of Cape Sable, In a 
sinking condition, having had heavy weather off 
Boon Island, during which lost sails and drifted to 
the Gulf Stream. 
Sch Flizaoetb Rebakah, Wbidden, from Boston for 
Millbridgc, went ashore in Gloucester harbor 10th 
Inst and bilged. 
DOMESTIC PORTS. 
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 11th inst, barque Ethan 
Allen, Snow, Boston. 
MOBILE—Ar 12th inst, ship Ellen Hood, Pennell, 
New York. 
Sid 8th, ship Ida Lilly, Minott, Liverpool. JACKSONVILLE—Cld 29th, sch John S Moulton, 
Crowley, Mayaguez. 
SAVANNAH—Cld 7th, brig Black Fish, Fickctt, 
New York 
CHAU LESTON—Ar 9th, Rch C C Clark, Hayes, 
Baltimore. 
Sid 9th, barque Marathon, Drisko, Cardenas, 
v BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, sch Geo Thomas, Lang- 
don, New York. 
Cld 14th, sch Whitney Long, Hayes, Portland. 
Ar 13th, brig Romance, Duncan, Nassau NP; sch 
Willie, Staples,Mayaguez, PR. 
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 13th, bria Matilda, An- 
derson, Barbodoes; Katahdin, Saunders, Cardenas. 
Ar 13th, brig Mariposa, Nash, Trinidad. 
Cld 13th, barque La Plata, Crowell, Buenos Ayres; 
scb R L Tav, Raker, Gloucester. 
NEW YORK—Ar 13th, skip Humboldt, Boysen, 
Hamburg; barque T K Wei den, Welden, Apalachi- cola; brigs Memwa, lngersoll, Galveston; Uoainer, 
Crabtree, Norfolk: schs Coast Pilot, Ooodale, and 
Hattie Baker, Crowell. Tor Apalachicola; Rainbow, 
Dodge. Elizabethport for Providence. 
Ar 14th, brig Isabel Beurman, Small, Sagua; schs 
Gen Banks, Ryder. Belize; Orville, Murphy, Jack- 
sonville; Camilla, Clark, Fcrnandina. 
un i«n, sm? 8 Ameiope, (ur; nan, lor auauguac; 
Frigate Bird, (Br) Weeks, Liverpool; barque Azalia, 
Brown, Cape Town OGH; Wheatland, Oliver, Mon- tevideo and Buenos Ayres. 
PROVIDENCE—Sid 14th, brig Susan Duncan, 
Parker, New York. 
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, schs Comejfc. Webber. FaR River lor New York; Kate, (new) Peters, of and 
from Bath (or Key West; Sami Gi.man, Crowell. Bn 
Boston for New York; Bay State,'Torrey. Rockland 
for do: Isabel Blake, Newcomb, Portland for Phila- 
delphia; Rockingham, Frisbee, do fir New York 
In port 13th, schs Watchman, Crabtree, tyn Provi- 
dence tor Baltimore; Hattie Coombs, Drlnkwater, do 
tor New York: A C Austin, Smalley, Rockport lor 
do; Flora, Beals, from Macliias lor do; Gen Peavey, 
Armstrong, Eastport tor New York; Volant, Cous- 
ins, Elizabethport for Boston; E G Sawyer, Sawyer, 
Macliias for New York; Franklin Treat, Clark, from 
Frankfort for do: Emma Furbish, Jones, Rockland 
for New York; willow, McFaddcn, Eastport for do; 
Rachel Beals, Anderson, Providence for do; Acklam, 
Thurston, and C Fantauzzi, Wooster, do for do. 
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 13th, schs Anna Elizabeth, 
Potter, Baltimore for Frankfort, (with loss of deck- 
load ot coal); Ella liodsdon, Hodadon, Baltimore for 
Portland. 
Sid, brig Forest State; scbs Raven, Laura Frances. 
Ar 14tb, schs Cosmos, Hall, from Rockland for 
New York. 
BOSTON—Ar 14th, barque Minnie Gordon, Clif- 
ford, Buenos Ayres; brig Lewis Clark,Bartlett, from 
New York. 
Cld 15th, brig Waltham, Matthews, Calbarien; sch 
Koret, Elliot, Saco. 
Sid 15th, barque E F Herriman. 
GLOUCESTER-Ar 10th. schs Elizabeth Rebckah, 
Wliidden, Boston tor Millbrkige; John Crocker,Low, 
Bath for New York. 
Ar lot h, schs Rebecca S Warren, Pickering, Belfast 
for Baltimore; Maryland. Foster, Portland for New 
York: Gnlirock, Boyd, New York for Pembroke; 
Tamerlane, Parsons, Boston for Westport. 
Ar I3(h. sch Matanzas, Kilby, Boston for Portland. 
MACHIAS—Ar 12th, sch Sarah B Harris, San- ; born, Portland. 
FOREIGN PORTS. 
Sid An Palermo 23d alt. brig Aroostook. Lord, tor 
Philadelphia. 
Sid lm Liverpool 20th ult, brig Caprcra, Patterson, 
Galveston. 
Sid fm Gravesend 28th ult, ship David Brown, 
Nickerson, Caniorbttry. NZ. 
Passed Deal 28th, ship Kedgauntlet, Nichols, from 
Shields for Calcutta. 
At Chincha Islands 20th ult, ships Charter Oak, 
Tukev, tor United States; Commodore, Otis; Wes- 
tern Empire, Grozier; St Lawrence, Nichols; Eu- 
terpe, Arey; Montebello, Patten, and lit itania. Lit- 
tle, destination not reported; J J Southard, Bishop, 
tor United States; « a*iue Shamrock,Stone, unc. 
Ar at St Jago 22d ult, bng Charles Wesley, Ford, 
Savannah. 
At Ponce, PR, 24th ult, sch Lizzie L Tapley, Col 
Portland. 
At Mayaguez, PR, 20th ult, sch Hamburg, Sprague, 
for Philadelphia. 
Sid fm Cienfuegos 3d inst, brig Circassian, Tucker, 
Boston. 
Cld at Havana 6th inst, barque Voyager, for Cai- 
barien, to load for Portland: Norton Stover, Stover, 
Portland; John Griffin. Chase, Sagua; Suliote, Pan- 
no, Boston; brig Abbot Lawrence, Gregory, Cardo- 
nas; sch Kate Wentworth, Adams, Mai anzas. 
Sid 4th, brigs H F Eaton. Reed, New Orleans: E H 
Kennedy, Geyer, do; 6th, Prairie Hose, Doughty, for 
Sagua. 
In port 8th, brig Sea Foam, Coombs, for Bath, Idg; 
and others. 
Ar at Matanzas 2d tnst, ship John Bunyan. NYork 
barques G W Horton,Packard, do; Triumph,Parker, 
Portland; brigs Potomac, Pe kins, Brunswick, Ga; 
Harriet, Hammond, Boston; 5tb,R S Hassell, Has- 
sell, New Orleans: schs Mabel Hall, Hall, Mobile; 
5th, Light Boat, Shute, Providence. 
Sid 3, barques Venus, (Br> Parker, lor Sagua; 5th, 
Trovatore, Carver, New York. 
Sid ftn Cardenas 5th inst, brigs Walter Howes. 
Harding, Portland; H H McGHvery, Gilkey, and 
Timothy Field, Wiswell, do; 3d, J D Lincoln. Merri- 
man, New York. 
SPOKEN. 
Morse, 
tn 
___ 
Feb to, lat 31 06, Ion 74 46, barqne E A Coclirine, from Ncvassa lor Wood’s Hole, (short oi provisions 
and was supplied.) 
Feb 516, lat 22 60, Ion 84 15, brig Fannie Lincoln, from Clenfuegos for New York. 
Feb 26, oft the Skerries, ship Ironsides, Weeks, from Liverpool for Mobile. 
March 3, lat 30, lot 75L brig Eudorus, Haskell, 
from Trinidad lor Portland. 
March 5, no lat, &c, brig Rosetta, from Cardenas 
for a Northern port. _ 
March 7. lat 46 24. Ion 44, ship Resolute, from Liv- 
erpool for New York. 
Super Extra 
\SILK HATS! 
SUPER EXTRA KERSEY HATS, 
NEW BLOCK, 
INTRODUCED BY 
COOK & ALDRICH, 
FASHIONABLE HA'l TERS, 
BOSTON, 
FOB (ALB BT 
Shaw Brothers. 
ALSO, 
All the Latest Styles 
FANCY HATS i 
A GREAT VARIETY OP 
Boys’ and Youths’ Hats and Caps, 
m AT,I. COLOBS. 
March 1C—<12w 
GOOD FLOUR, 
GOOD BREAD! 
200 Bbls. Castle Quincy, 
Now acknowledged best in this market. 
1005 Bbls. Canadian Flour, 
Embracing all grades from No. 1, to choicest Superior. 
1064 Bbls. Western Flour, 
Incuding common Extra and highest Family Supe- 
rior, for sale by 
W. L. SOUTHARD, 
No. 78 Commercial St. 
N. B.—A largo variety of the most desirable 
brands obtainable m the Western and Canadian 
markets constantly arriving. 
All Flour warranted to prove as recommended. 
Portland. March 16ih, 1866.—dtf 
SPECIAL MEETING. 
Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. Co. 
rcssssn The Stockholders ot the Atlantic and 
* t. Lawrence Railroad Company are 
l^sreDy notided that a special meeting of the Com- 
pany will bo held at the new Cltv Building, in Port- 
land. on THURSDAY, March 15, 1866, at 10 o’clock, 
A. M., to act upon the following article, viz: 
To see it the Stockholders will authorize the issue 
of a further scries ot Bonds, secured by mortgage of 
tbo Company’s property, in renewal oi he Com- 
pany's Bonds of April, 1651, o authorise the Direct- 
ors to agree upon terms of extension oftliese bonds. 
By Order of the Directors. 
H. W. HEUSEY, Clerk. 
The above meeting stands adjourned to TlTEDES- 
DAY NEXT, Match 21st., at 10 o’clock A. M., at the 
same place. marlGeod 
FOR SALE ! 
A FIRST CLASS country residence, situated in West Poland Village. The buildings eonsisl oi a 
one story and a half house 38 x 28 feet, and an L 18 $ 
16 feet; stable, connected, 30 x 48 feet; excellent liv- 
ing water in the bouse. The buildings are well fin- 
ished from cellar to attic, in the move modern style, 
and of the best materia). Also, about one ar.e of 
land in a high state of cultivrtion, with fruit trees 
and shrubbery. Would be a splendid location for a 
good physician, theTe being none within seven miles. 
I ± be above plaoe will be sold at a bargain, aud on easy I terms. For further particulars enquire of 
LUTHER PERKINS, 
At Megguiie Hill, Wert Poland, Mo. 
Mar 1G—d&wtf 
Copartnership Notice. 
rpHB partnership heretofore existing between the 1 undersigned is this day dissolved by mutual con- 
sent. The affairs of the late tlrm will be settled by 
either partner. 
ELEAZER C. SHAW, 
CHARLES H. HASKELL, 
R. M. RICHARDSON. 
March 15, 1R6G. 
The undersigned have formed a copartnership un- 
der he name cl SHAW & HASKELL,and will con. 
tinue the business ol WHOLESALE GROCERS, at 
117 Commercial St. ELEAZER C. SHAW, 
CHARLES H. HASKELL, 
Portland, March 15,1SGC—eodiwim* 
JUST ARRIVED! 
AND ON SALE DY 
JEREMIAH HOWE, 
No. as Commercial Street, 
20,000 lbs. 
DRESSED IIOGS. 
March IS—dlw 
Wanted. 
MA FURNISHED HOUSE FOR A FEW MONTHS. 4 Any lamlly about going abroad and desiring 
to leave their house in safe hands, will and this an 
excellent opportunity. Family only four, and no 
children. 
Or would like three to five well furnished Rooms in 
a good locatkn. 
liefer to H. W. B YRANT, at J. B. Brown & Sons*, 
Commercial St. 
Address Box 124, Portland, Me. mhl6dtf 
W. bTi 
Your Military Caps 
HAVE ARRIVED AT 
SHAW BROTHERS, 
130 MIDDLE STREET. 
March 16—dJw 
PAYING EMPLOYMENT. 
<BM OO f*KR MONTH—AGENTS WANT. wTyw ED by the Auburn Publishing Cu.» in every township, to scU their vuluubla 
M••»» »• r the People, including the LATESI HISTORl of the REBELLION. BiT~ For fill par- ticulars and liboial offers, address 
_ 
E. G. STOKKE, Auburn, N. T. Marie—3w* 
For Sale or Hire. 
A FIRST CLASS RODMAN MARINE STEAM PITMP. 
For tenoB, &c, apply to 
C. M. DAVIS & CO., 
117 Commercial St. 
Portland, Feb. 22d, 1866.—isdlm 
Portland Turuverein. 
THE Annual Meeting of the Portland Tnrnverein, for the choice of otiS era, and the transaction or 
the usual business, will be held at tlieir rooms ou 
Friday Evening, 10th Inst., at 8 o’clock. 
Otder. J.O. DENNIS, 
Mar ID—dlw* Secretary. 
Notice. 
PERSONS holding U. S. Bonds, (the Interest on which is payable In gold) lor *1000 or upwards, 
who wish to deposit them -where they will be secure, 
may apply at the Merchants National Bank for infor- 
rnailon. 
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier. 
March IB, 1866—dtf 
Friday Morning, March 16, 1866. 
PORTLAND AND VICINITY 
ty Advertisers will beneAt themselves, as weltas 
Kcommodate us, by sending in their advertisements 
it an early hour in the day. 
New Advertisement* To-Day 
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN. 
Boots and Shoes—T. E. Moseley & Co.—Boston. 
NEW advertisement COLUMA. 
Super Extra Silk Hats, &c—Shaw Brothers. 
M utual Life Insurance Co—W. D. Little. 
Dressed Hogs—Jeremiah Howe. 
Copartnership—Shaw & Haskell. 
Wanted-—Furnished House, 
Atlantic & St. Liwrenec R. R. Co.—Meeting Paying Employment—E. <J. Storke. 
Good Four—W, L. Southard. 
Farm <or Sale—Luther Perkins. 
F. B. Military Caps—Shaw Brothers. 
U. 8. DISTRICT COURT. 
February term.—ware, j., presiding. 
Yesterday a hearing was had ou the petition 
of Mr. Msyor Fickett & als., owners of brig 
William H. Parks, for a remission of the for- 
feiture of said brig, incurred for being engaged in smuggling. 
The circumstances of the case were, that in 
February, 18(54, five cases of cigars were taken 
out of said brig at Harpswell, aud put on board 
a fishing schooner named E. A. Williams, and 
then brought to Portland and disposed of.— 
The fishing schooner was seized and forfeited 
The brig was also seized on her first arrival 
alter the act of smuggling became known to 
the officers, and was forfeited to the United 
States. 
Some of the owners of the brig now come 
forward and petition the Secretary of the 
Treasury for a remission of the Mrieitare, on 
the ground that they were entirely ignorant of 
any smuggling being done by said vessel. The 
hearing on the petition was had, and evidence 
taken. M. M. Butler appeared for the peti- 
tioners, and G. F. Talbot for Government. 
M. L. A.—Ninth Lecture. 
This lecture was given last evening at City 
Hail, before a very large audience, by Kev. A. 
A. Willetts, of Brooklyn, N. Y. His subject 
was “Domestic Happiness,” aud he treated 
in his own peculiar style. 
1 he lecturer is a pleasant speaker, and at 
times energetic. Although there was nothing 
very original in his leoture, yet he so grouped 
together common and well understood truths, 
and his illustrations were so apt and his man- 
ner so well adapted to bis subject, that he 
gained the dose attention of the audience, and 
occasionally put them iu the best of good hu- 
mor. His pictures of happy homes were ex- 
ceedingly pleasing, and those ot unhappy ones 
dark and repulsive. He proved by a regular 
chain of good reasoning that happy and well 
ordered homes never fail to make nations 
great and prosperous. And it is the little and 
not the great thiugs that make domestic cir- 
cles happy. The duties of husbands and 
wives were admirably pointed out, and their 
importance illustrated in a clear and forcible 
manner. 
The bachelors came in for a share of the 
lecturer’s sharp yet pleasant sarcasm, and re- 
lated many anecdotes illustrating their posi- 
tion in the society of the woild. The speaker 
was so pleasant in his wit, and so kind in his 
manner, that these unfortunate gentlemen re- 
ceived his remarks in a philosophic spirit. 
The tenth and last lecture will be given by 
John B. Gough, Wednesday evening, April 
11th. 
The Portland Band, led by Chandler, played 
half an hour previous to the lecture, to the 
great delight of the audience. 
The Mabble Hoxei_This unfinished 
hotel was again offered at auction yesterday. 
Prior to its being put up, the administrator 
on the estate stated that $75,000 had been 
hied upon as the minimum price for it, and 
unless that sum was bid for it, it would be 
withdrawn. No bid was made for tlie proper- 
ty, and it was withdrawn, and the sale ad- 
journed sine die. 
we are interned that in the disposition of 
this piece of property, the administrator has 
consulted the wishes of the creditors of the 
estate, who are to get their pay out of the 
proceeds of the sale, and has been governed 
entirely by their views. All of the large 
Portland creditors, save one, are willing to 
take the property at the minimum price fixed 
for it, and form an associate company for the 
purpose of completing it. We hope the plan 
inay be carried into effect, unless some person 
shall come forward and purchase the property. 
Theatbe—We learn that a new Dramatic 
Company is forming from the principal thea- 
tres in Boston, for the purpose of leasing 
Deerrng Hall for the season, and that new 
machinery and entirely new scenery is being 
prepared for the puipose. 
All the new sensational plays will be intro- 
duced in a style never attempted hen. The 
parties engaged In this matter have long been 
connected with one of the principal theatres 
in Bcstcn, and it is their intention so to im- 
prove the Hall as to render it comfortable to 
visitors and to make it a pleasant evening re- 
sort. As often as practicable the principal 
theatrical Stars will be engaged, and every- 
thing will be done to make it a first class thea- 
tre. If nothing prevents, the managers pro- 
pose to open on Monday the 26th inst. 
Stealing fbom the Maii_Hexekiah 
Richardson, of Bangor, a returned soldier, 
was arrested and examined on the 9th instant, 
before Commissioner Manley, in Augusta, for 
purloining from a letter a paymaster’s eheck 
on the First National Bank in this city, for 
$140, payable to H. Richardson, of W&erville, 
and which the paymaster’s clerk had, inad- 
vertently, directed to “ H. Richardson, Ban- 
gor.” The prisoner obtained the letter and 
check at Bangor, adjected the money, got on 
a spree, and spent every cent. He was com- 
mitted to jail in default of sureties in the sum 
of $1,000 for hts appearance at the United 
States Circuit Court, in this city, on the 23d 
of April. 
G. F. Talbot for Government. 
Valuable and Convenient._“Brown’ 
Bronchial Troches are widely known as an 
admirable remedy foe Bronchitis, Hoarseness, 
Coughs, and other troubles of the Throat 
and Lungs. They are of great value for the 
purposes for which they are designed, while 
they are usually and pleasantly efficacious, they 
contain no hurtftil ingredients, but may at all 
times be used with perfect safety.—[Boston 
Rec0^-_ eodlwaw. 
Canadian Hobbes.—Wo noticed yester- 
day a drove of thirteen fine looking young 
horses passing through the streets. They 
were purchased in the vicinity of Montreal, 
but are not the French breed. They were go-' 
ing to Northwood New Hampshire, and the 
owner was taking them to that place from 
Portland, on the hoof in preference to taking 
them by the car*. 
A Complain 1. — The hell on Portland 
Light was not rung on Wednesday night for 
two hours and a half during the fog. The 
apparatus is evidently out of order, as the 
hands on the tug boat lying between Bangs’ 
Island Point and Cape Cottage, could not 
hear the bell, and sent a man ashore to ring 
it 
Otitine.-—This wonderful vegetable extract 
has been the means of restoring thousands to 
their hearing, who, after trying everything and 
everybody, have given up never to hear again. 
Sold at Crosman & Co.’s. 
Tiie person who found a ladies’ fur glove be- 
tween Smith street and the Post Office, will do 
the owner a groat fhvor b^ leaving it at this of- 
fice. 
__ 
A Labge lot of dressed bogs, just received 
at J. Howe’s. See advertisement. 
Mechanics’ Assembly this evening. Mu- 
sic by Chandler 
Johnson’s Improved School Desk. 
If the reader will look in our advertising 
columns, he will learn that Mr. Warren John- 
son is the master of the excellent family school 
for boys, at Topsham in this State. On the 
26th of December last, Mr. Johnson wes 
awarded a patent right for an improved school 
desk, which deserves the notice of school com- 
mittees and in iact of all who are interested in 
the welfare of the young. The improvement 
suggested itself to Mr. Johnson in endeavoring 
to correct a stooping habit, which had become 
inveterate with some of his pupils, and which 
the usual gymnastic methods failed to break 
up. Dr. Dio Lewis had already invented a 
book rack for the use of students who desiie 
to keep a straight spine and breathe from the 
bottom of Hie lungs. Why not connect the 
book rack and school desk ? thinks Mr. John- 
son ; and immediately proceeds to saw a square 
lid out oi the top ol the desk, puts hinge3 on 
the lower side of the lid, and finally affixes a 
ratchet and stop to the side of the desk, so 
that the lid may be set at any required angle 
of elevation. The hook rests against this iid; 
the boy sits upright before it, and looks not 
down, but straight at it. 
The invention answered its immediate pur- 
pose. It commended itself to the favor of oth- 
er teachers. Last December, it was patented, 
and Mr. Joseph L. Ross, who makes school 
desks of all kinds in Boston somewhere near 
the Revere House, has undertaken to fill all 
orders. It is worth considering finally, that 
the improvement can be applied to old desks, 
by simply removing the tops. 
Sale of Silver Ware, &c.—The sale of 
plated silver ware and cutlery closed yesterday 
afternoon with success at the auction rooms of 
Patten. There was a large crowd in atten- 
dance and every article was sold, and many 
more lots would have been taken had they 
been offered, so eager was the crowd for bar- 
gains. There are now in the Custom House 
some twenty cases more of rich and elegant 
plated ware and cutlery, comprising the hand- 
somest lot ever seen in this market. The U* 
S. Appraisers are at work upon them and it is 
highly probable the goods will be taken out of 
bond and offered at auction to our citizens 
sometime next week. Due notice will be giv- 
en by Mr. Patten when the elegant articles 
will be offered at auction. 
Life Insurance.—Persons disposed to ef 
feet a policy upon their lives, and those who 
have no such disposition, are invited to peruse 
the advertisement of the Mutual Lite Insur- 
ance Company of New York, of which W. D. 
Little, Esq., is the Agent for this city and vi- 
cinity. The advantages of insuring in this 
company are clearly set forth, so that every 
reader can comprehend the great benefits to 
be derived from a policy. It is one of the first 
companies in the Union, and its policies are 
always promptly paid 
A. & St. L. R. R.—The meeting of this cor- 
poration, which was called yesterday to see if 
they would “authorize the issue of a further 
series of bonds, secured by mortgage of the 
Company’s property, in renewal of the Com- 
pany’s bonds of April, 1851, or authorize the 
Directors to agree upon terms of extension of 
these bonds,” was adjourned to Wednesday 
next, a quorum of the stock not being repre- 
sented. 
Pugnacious.—Yesterday a female named 
Sarah Curdy, residing on Sumner Street, got 
intoxicated and amused herself by throwing 
stones into the house of Mr. Me Lauglilin, 
thereby breaking nineteen panes of glass in 
the trout windows. Officer Smith arrested 
her and took her to the lock-up. 
The Incendiary.—Jones, the man who 
set fire to the house of Mr. Williams, on Fed- 
eral Street, was yesterday taken to Augusta, 
and placed in the Insane Hsspital, by virtue 
of an order from Judge Tapley, that Dr. Har- 
low might have an opportunity to pronounce 
upon his case. 
California Minstrels.—Cotton & Mur- 
phy's troupe of Minstrels will give their first 
entertainment this evening, at Decring Hall. 
It is only necessary to mention this fact to in- 
sure a full house; for the company is second 
to none that have visited this city. 
Casco Street Church.—There is quite a 
revival of religion in this church. Meetings 
are held eveiy evening, and much interest is 
excited. Quite a large number have express- 
a desire to become members of the church. 
The Ladies’ Committee on the Fair in aid 
of the widows and orphans of deceased sol- 
diers, are requested to meet this afternoon at 
the City Council Room in new City Building, 
at 8 o’clock. 
Stocks at Auction.—E. M. Patten will 
sell at auction to-day, at 12 o’clock, at Mer- 
chants’ Exchange, 20 shares in the 2d National 
Bank, and 20 shares in the Portland Com- 
pany. 
We understand that the members of the St. 
Lawrence Street Society are making prepara- 
tions to hold a Fair in the City Hail, on the 
evenings of the 4th and 5th of April. A pleas- 
ant time is anticipated. 
Postponed.—The readings of Frances Ma- 
tilda Brown, which were to have come off last 
evening at Mechanics’ Hall, are postponed to 
Thursday, 29th inst. 
Town Elections. 
Casco. 
Casco, March 15,1866. 
Sifi:—At the annual Town election held in 
Casco, March 5th, the following choice of off- 
icers was made: 
Moderator, M. S. Eastman; Clerk, Wm. F. 
Cook: Selectmen, Daniel M. Cook, E. Brown, 
Wm. Dingley, Jr.: Treasurer, Richard May- 
berry ; Collector, Beiy. C. Gay; S. S. Commit- 
tee, Daniel H. Walker. 
All of the above are Republicans except the 
first Selectman. 
Berwick. 
Berwick, Me., March 15,1866. 
Moderator, Wm. F. F. Lord; Town Clerk, 
Geo. W. Lord; Selectmen and Assesors, John 
Hurd, William Emery, Richard L. Goodwin; 
Town Treasurer, George Moore; School Com- 
mittee, William Emery; Town Agent, George 
Rankin; Overseer of Poor, Joseph Brackett; 
Auditor, George S. Goodwin. 
All Republican, “ dyed in the wool," except 
the Treasurer, who has not yet been convert- 
ed to the true faith. 
1JY TELEGRAPH 
--TO THE- 
EVENING PAPERS. 
From California. 
San Fbancisco, March 14. 
It has been stated that the steamer Niflearne 
which arrived here on the 0th inst. from Chi- 
na, brought advices of an advance ol from ten 
to fifteen cents per pound on tea. Upon care- 
ful inquiry it is ascertained that no public ad- 
vices of this nature were received, and if such 
was the fact it was known only to a few pri- 
vate parties, and not the general public. 
Files of papers brought by the Niflearne do 
not mention any particular change in the tea 
market, and the major portion of the trade 
discredit the reported advices. 
From Havana. 
New Yoke, March 14. 
The steamer Moro Castle brings Havana 
advices of the 10th. 
The Spanish war steamer Neptune had 
brought in the captured slave schooner Matil- 
da, with 379 slaves on board. She is said to 
belons to Pandas Marby. It was reported 
that there was more on board the steamer, to 
the number of 1,502 in all. 
The O'. S. gunboat Chicora had arrived at 
Havana. 
Steamer Burned. 
New Yohk, March 15. 
The steamer San Jacinto, of the Havana 
line, was burned at her dock this morning.— 
Five hundred bales of cotton and two thou- : 
sand barrels of flour were destroyed. The 
hull being of iron was filled with water, but 
fdl the wood work was destroyed. 
BY TELEGRAPH, 
TO THE DAILY l’RESS. 
----~ — 
Friday Morning, March 16, 1886. 
____ 
TWO DAYS 
LATER FROM EUROPE. 
Arrival of Steam.hip Africa at Halifax. 
Halifax, N. S., March 15. 
The steamship Africa from Liverpool 10 A. 
M. ou the 3d, and Queenstown ou the 4tli inst., 
arrived here at 12 o’clock, noon, to-day, and 
sailed for Boston at 4 P. M. She brings 26 
Halifax and 37 Boston passengers. 
The steamship Damascus arrived at Green- 
castle, the Helvetia at Queenstown, the Ful- 
ton at Falmouth and the Peruvian at Liver- 
pool, ou the night of the 2d, and the Bavaria, 
at Southampton early ou the 3d. 
The United States war steamer Canandai- 
gua arrived at Kingston, Dublin, from Queens- 
town, ou the 1st inst. 
In the House of Commons, Mr. Gladstone 
gav^ -notice that he would, on the 12th of 
March, call attention to a paragraph in the 
<''n"en’s speech referring to Parliamentary re- 
form. 
M'lums m regard to constituencies, &c., 
were ia preparation, but possibly might not 
be in the hands ot' the membei-s before the 
above date, in which case, although he should 
ask leave to bring in a reform hill, it would be 
open to members to object to its being read 
until the ret.ms were laid on the table. 
This announcemant is regarded as evidence 
that the Cabinet is united upon a reform bill, 
and as a conclusive answer to the idle rumors 
of the resignation of the Ministers, 4c. 
In the House of Commons on tiie 3d, Mr. 
Gregory moved an address to the Queen in 
favor of establishing the principle that pri- 
vate property at sea should be free from cap- 
ture. He said it was almost suicidal for Eng- 
land to allow things to remain as they are, for 
in the event of war she might lose her entire 
carrying trade. 
The question was debated pro and con by 
numerous speakers. The Lord Advocate 
said it was impossible for the Government to 
assent to it. The ellect, if carried, would be 
.to tie up the hands of the Government, when 
they ought to be as free as possible. 
The Attorney General also opposed the 
measure as most impolitic and difficult of 
rdoption. The motion was finally withdrawn. 
The Shipping Gazette says the steamer Sir- 
ius, fitting out for the Republic of ^ Columbia, 
on the Thames, lias been seized by* the Gov- 
ernment. It also gives a rumor that the 
Spanish iron-clads fitting out on the Thames 
have likewise been seized. 
The West India mails with Jamaica dates of 
Feb. 8, have reached England. The papers 
publish voluminous details of the pioceed- 
iugs of the Special Con.mission from special 
correspondents. The Times editorially con- 
tends that the evidence leaves no reasonable 
doubt that a mutinous spirit was rite and that 
the massacre at Morant Lay was not an unpre- 
meditated emeute. It admits that acts of de- 
testable inhumanity have been committed by 
persons who were in English uniform. The 
correspondent of the Star says the sober 
truth is more frightful than the wildest imag- 
ination could have conceived. 
The Daily News says the first impression of 
terrible and unwarrantable cruelty are un- 
doubtedly confirmed by the evidence. 
Benj. Coleman, editor of the Spiritual Mag- 
azine, was on trial at the Old Bailey for pub- 
lishing a libel on Mr. Sothem, the actor. 
The defendant applied for a postponement 
of the trial, on the ground that it was necessa- 
ry to procure witnesses from New York, the 
libel having been copied from a paper publish- 
ed in that city. 
The Sunday Times says the application was 
relused, and the case was under trial. 
The day the steamer left Liverpool a scan- 
dalous divorce case had been tried in London. 
The petitioner was Mr. Cavandish, whose 
wife, a daughter of Lord Clare, eioped with 
Lord Ceril Gordon. The jury gave Mr. Cav- 
andish a verdict for £10,000 sterling damages. 
FJEtAHtlB. 
In the Corp3 Legisiatif, after a debate re- 
garding the temporal power of the Pope, Mr. 
J. 1’arve and others having spoken in favor of 
its separation from the spiritual, the paragraph 
in the address relative to the Homan question 
was adopted, 218 to 18. 
Despatches have been received from Paris 
announcing the deatii of the King of Siam. 
The Paris Patrie says an answer of Maxi- 
milian to the mission of M. Saillard is not ex- 
pected in Paris before the beginning of April. 
In the Corps Legisiatif, on paragraph 3d of 
the address relative to Mexico, M. Kouher de- 
manded that the debate should be adjourned, 
as the communication of France to Mexico 
could not have been received or examined. 
The debate then turned on the question 
whether paragiaph third should be voted on or 
suppressed. 
M. Houhler said by voting the paragraph at 
once without debate the Chamber would not 
prejudice the question, the discu sion being 
reserved until recent diplomatic dispatches are 
presented to the Chamber. The paragraph 
was finally adopted with the reservation sug- 
gested by M. Rouher. 
The Prince Imperial was suffering with a 
mild attack of the measles. 
The Bank of France returns show an in- 
crease of cash of over six and a half millions 
francs. 
The Parte Bourse was firmer; rentes GSf OCc. 
AUSTRIA AND PRUSSIA. 
It is stated that important proceedings in 
reference to tlie relations of Austria and Prus- 
sia will take place shortly in the Federal Diet. 
The Prassian Cabinet Is said to have dis- 
cussed and arrived at a conclusion in regard 
to the Duchies. 
A large number of the members of the 
Prussian Upper Chambers have pres-mtedJan 
address to the King, endorsing I113 determina- 
tion to maintain the rightful claims of the 
Caste in convention, denouncing the course of 
the Chamber of Deputies, and pledging them- 
selves to support the King in any conflict. 
SPAIN. 
Marshal O’Donnell declares in the Cortez. it 
is stated, that a state of siego will be main- 
tained until tranquility is completely restored, 
and the progressist party has ceased to con- 
spire. 
THE PRINCIPALITIES. 
Order and tranquility has not been disturb- 
ed since the abdication oi Pi ince Consa. 
The Turkish government? has determined to 
demand at the conference of the great powers 
that the inhabitants of the Principalities 
should select none but a native as their ruler, 
Turkey has further resolved to station a 
corps of observation on the Danube, and con- 
centrate troops in Bulgaria. 
ITALY. 
On the 1st of March the Italian army was 
reduced entirely to a peace footing. 
LONDON MONEY MARKET. 
Funds are steady. The discount market is 
very active; the rates remain at 7 per cent., 
notwithstanding the Bank return shows a 
continued increase of bullion. It was regard- 
ed as unfavorable because the liabilities show 
an increase, and the reserve of notes a slight 
diminution. 
Applications for the new Chilian loan for 
£4oU,000 sterling were nearly eight times the 
required amount. 
Latest by Telegraph to Queenatown. 
Liverpool 3d—Evening. The steamship 
City of Cork arrived at Liverpool on the 3d, 
aud the Australasian at Queenstown, same 
day. 
Political news unimportant to-ilay. 
At the Central Criminal Court to-day, Cole- 
man pleaded guilty to the charge of libelling 
Sotliern, made ample apology, re tracted the 
libel and was fined £50. 
The Times to-day publishes a letter signed 
J. H. Livingstone, in which the writer asks 
leave as an American to protest emphatically 
against Mr. Bancroft’s oration, and says he 
never felt more ashamed. It was a disgrace 
to him who desecrated the occasion by such a 
speech, and to those Americans who became 
accomplices by remaining to listen to it. 
The Dublin corresp indent of the Times 
says the search for Stephens has become very 
keen and determined. It was believed that 
he was in Dublin and the police were almost 
certain of his being speedily arrested, It is 
supposed that lie has eseaped by a continual 
change of residence. 
Bombay, heb. 2i. The surrender of the 
guns taken by the Bhoolanez is confirmed.— 
The troops are returning from Bhoolan. 
The Sultan of Muscat has been murdered. 
The tribes on the coast are in revolt. 
Imports quiet; cotton dull; exchange 2s 
Lanijon, March 3d.—.The French Corps Leg- 
islate voted the paragraph in the address rela- 
tive to Mexico without discussion, reserving 
discussion until the late diplomatic conespon- 
denee is presented. 
The Memorial Diplomatique asserts that 
Secretary Seward’s reply to the French des- 
patch of Fob. 9th, is received. Secretary Sew- 
ard states that the United States will remain 
neutral in view of the promised evacuation of 
the country by the French troops. 
The Paris Bourse closed Ann; Bettes 69f 
85c. 
JFlnanclvl, 
New \ ohk. March 15. 
The Commercial’s article says the stock market 
continues to exhibitconsldcrable'spe illative strength. 
Governments are moderately active, but decidedly 
i filMoney is abundant. Banks are lending at C per 
I cent, on call, but private firms find it difficult to ob- 
j tain over 5. Discounts are a shade easier; prime pa- I per 7 (g 7$, 
XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session. 
Washington, March 15. 
SENATE. 
Mr. Sumner, from the Committee on For- 
eign Affairs, reported the following resolution, 
which was laid on the table and ordered to be 
printed: 
Whereas—It appears from official corces- 
pondence that the authorities of Bazlard, a 
Canton in Switzerland, have recently under- 
taken to pardon a person convicted of mur- 
der, on condition he would emigrate to Amer- 
ica, meaning thereby the United States, and 
there is reason to believe that similar pardons 
of persons convicLed of infamous offenses have 
been granted in other countries, now there- 
fore. 
Resolved—That the Congress of the United 
States protests against such acts as unfriendly 
aud inconsistent with the courtesy of nations, 
and hereby requests the President of the 
United States to cause a copy of this protest 
to be communicated to the representatives of 
the United States in foreign countries, with 
instructions to present it to the government 
where they are accredited respectively, and in- 
sist that no such acts shall, uudei any circum- 
stances, be repeated.” 
The morning hour was taken up in the dis- 
cussion of the resolution to print 10,000 copies 
of the report oi the Reconstruction commit- 
tee, and a motion to amend it by reducing it 
to 6,000. 
The amendment was rejected and the 
original resolution was adopted. 
The civil rights bill was then taken up. 
Mr. Davis spoko against the civil rights bill, 
after which the last amendment of the House 
was agreed to. 
The bill goes to the President for his signa- 
ture. 
Mr. Trumbull gave notice that on Monday 
he would ask the Senate to take up the case 
of Mr. Stockton, Senator from New Jersey, 
which had been referred on protest from the 
Legislature of that State, to the Judiciary 
Committee. 
Mr. Fessenden called up the deficiency bill. 
Pending the consideration of the bill the 
Senate adjourned. 
HOUSE. 
Mr. Smith obtained leave to make a person- 
al explanation and sent up to be read an arti- 
cle from the Pittsburg Gazette in reference to 
a resolution offered by him in December, ad- 
mitting the privileges of the floor to Colonel 
Johnson of Arkansas, member elect from that 
State. 
Mr. Stevens remarked that he did not see 
that this was a personal explanation and was 
not willing that the morning hour should be expended in defending somebody else. 
Mr. Smith replied with much excitement, 
that no doubt the gentleman from Pennsylva- 
nia, (Mr. Stevens) thought this was rather a 
curious question, but he, (Smith) was deter- 
mined to let him understand that he stood 
here willing and able and determined to de- 
fend a soldier of the Union, let the attack 
come from what quarter it might. 
Mr. Stevens—Then I object to any defence 
of a soldier of the Union, by the gentleman, 
unless it be in defence of himself His re- 
marks are not personal to himself. 
The Speaker stated that the gentleman 
from Kentucky had asked the unanimous con- 
sent to make a personal explanation, that the 
Chair had twice asked whether there was any 
objection, and that no objection had been 
made. The gentleman should, however, con- 
fine himself to a personal explanation and not 
open a wide range of debate in regard to oth- 
er subjects and persons. The article in ques- 
tion was read by the Clerk. 
Mr. Morrill made the question of order that 
there was nothing in that article relating to 
the gentleman from Keutucky. 
Speaker—The gentleman from Kentucky 
alleges it is intended to reflect on him for hav- 
ing offered resolutions to admit a select Iiep- 
rcsentative. He desires to indicate himself. 
The Chair thinks that comes clear y within the 
province of a personal explanation, and opens 
a wide range of debate. 
Mr. Banks in support of the Chair said it 
had been always understood that when the 
House gave its unanimous consent to a mem- 
ber to make a personal explanation it waived 
all its rules and the member himself was the 
only judge of what was necessary to explain 
his personal position. The Speaker stated 
that the geutleman from Kentucky is clearly 
in order while vindicating himself from what 
he deems an unjust attack upon him. 
Mr. Smith went on to discuss the statutes of 
the rebel States, denouncing the theory that 
they were out of the Union, as a damnable 
heresy. t,. 
Mr. Broomall raised a point of order that 
the language used by the gentleman from Ken- 
tucky was out of order, in pronouncing the 
opinion of a majority of the House as damna- 
ble. 
Mr. Smith—I did not say anything about 
the majority. I said the opinion sustained by 
the House in that connection, damnable, 
and I repeat that I say further— 
Speaker—The Chair sustain- the point of 
order. The gentleman has no right to reflect 
in such language on the decision or action of 
the House. 
Mr. Banks — Then the question arises 
whether the gentleman shall be allowed to 
proceed in order. 
Mr. Stevens—I object. We have got enough 
of it. 
Mr. Smith, excitedly—I suppose you have, 
but not so much as yon will have. 
Speaker—The gentleman from Kentucky, 
under demand made that the rule shall be en- 
forced, must take his seat. The Chair will 
have the rule read. 
The rule was read by the Clerk. 
Mr. Broomall—I demand now the enforce- 
ment of the rule. 
Speaker—The question is, “shall the gentle- 
man Irom Kentucky be allowed to proceed in 
order?" 
The question was taken by yeas and nays, 
and leave refused, 55 to 70. 
Mr. Smith, agaiu rising—I arise to a person- 
al explanation. 
Mr. Morrell called for the regular order, but 
the House finally agreed to give thegeutleman 
from Kentucky five minutes time. 
Mr. Smith said he understood it had been 
observed by some memberthat a remark which 
he had made a moment ago was the reason 
he had been retbsed leave to proceed. That 
remark was intended for the gentleman from 
Penn., (Stevens). That gentleman’s language 
was that he had heard enough of what was 
saying, and I remarked, “Very well, maybe 
yon have, but I will give you more of it.” My 
object was to be personal to him, not to the 
House. He closed his remarks by a declara- 
tion of love for the Union and sworn hostility 
to secession. 
Mr. Stevens said he did not rise to answer 
what had been said personal to himself. He 
would simply repeat what he had once before 
said, “What no gentleman would utter, no 
gentleman could answer,” 
Mr. Stevens, from the Appropriation Com- 
mittee, reported the Indian Appropriation bill, 
which was referred to the Committee of the 
Whole and made a special order for Thursday. 
The House resumed durlug the morning 
hour the consideration of the bill to amend 
the act relating to the habeas corpus. 
Mr. Harding finished his speech against the 
constitutionality and principles of the bids. 
After debate relative to the proposed amend- 
ment to give full indemnity to the Secretary 
of War who It was said had incurred a 
very gra e responsibility during the rebellion, 
the morning hour expired and the bill went 
over till to-morrow. 
The Speaker obtained consent to appoint a 
third member on the Committee on enrolled 
bills, and appointed Mr. Trowbridge. 
Messrs. Raymond and Darling presented pe- 
titions praying for a reduction of the duty ou 
barley imported from the British Provinces.— 
Referred to the Ways and Means Committee. 
The House proceeded to the consideration 
of the Loan hill. 
Mr. Morrill reported an amendment to 
strike out the following proviso: provided that 
bonds which may be disposed of elsewhere 
than in the United States may be made paya- 
ble both principal and interest in com or cur- 
rency of the country in which they are made 
payable, but shall not bear a rate of interest 
exceeding 5 per cent, per annum. 
Messrs. Hubbard and Wentworth addressed 
the House on financial questions. 
After a long debate on the difficulty between 
Secretary Me Culloch and Comptroller Clark, 
participated in by Messrs. Wentworth, Kas- 
son and Pierce the House adjourned. 
Miscellaneous Dispatches. 
Toronto, C. YV., March 15. 
The recent reports of plots to assassinate 
the Governor General, of arrests for treason, 
and of an early meeting of the Canadian 
Parliament, are without foundation. Every- 
thing is quiet. 
Buffalo, March 15. 
Two hundred United States soldiers arriv- 
ed here yesterday, and arc now at Fort Porter. 
More are said to be expected. They are sup- 
posed to be here to see that the neutrality 
laws are respected. 
Oswego, N. Y., March 15. 
A schooner arrived to-day from Port Hope, with a cargo of wheat and peas. This is the first arrival of the season. 
Political. 
New Haven, Conn., March 16. A rousing Union meeting was held here this 
cvenuig. Col. McKee, of Kentucky, made an able address. He was followed by Gen Haw- ley, who was greeted with tremendous ap- plause, and whose eloquence aroused the ut- 
most enthusiasm of the audience. There U 
no doubt that be will be the next Governor of 
Connecticut. 
from Washington. 
Washington, March 15. 
The Committee on reconstruction has re- 
porte,, 0f Gen. Custar, who 
states tha.t he ijas travelled over the whole of 
Tennessee, folmd the magseg 0f the peo- 
pie exceedinglY\»xtt£r a<Tajngj ^ Government, 
more so than five months ^ He 
mentions, among othe» facu th^t, the grand juries have, during the t found 
five hundred indictments for Jl of Union 
men ami others, bnt not one of tm p^j.. 
ties have been convicted. 3 1 
The Secretary of State, in a letter to 
or Sumner, details tlie fact of the case of the 
murderer of Martin Boder, recently pardoned 
by the Council of Bazeland, Switzerland, on 
condition of his emigrating to this country.— 
He was under sentence of confinement for 
twenty-four years in chains. The United 
States Consul, Mr. Wilfe, at Bazale informed 
the Council of Bazeland that the United 
States was not a colony for convicts and crim- 
inals, and that persons pardoned would not Do 
permitted to laud in this country, but would 
be returned to Switzerland at the expense of 
those sending him hither. 
Mr. G. G. juyucn, postmaster in North Can 
olina at the commencement of the rebellion, 
when communication between that State and 
Washington was first interrupted, had in his 
possession between one and two hundred dol- 
lars in coin belonging to the Government, 
which he buried for safety. 
“’Recently the 6th Auditor of the Treasury, 
for the Post Office Department was informed 
?y him of the fact and the money was at the 
order of the proper officer. A draft accord- 
ingly has been drawn for the amount in cur- 
rency. 
in consequence of the inconvenienoe and 
hardship to which the present mode of paying 
pensions at New York city is said to inflict 
upon U. S. pensioners, the Secretary of the 
Interior has dispatched Mr. Geo. C. Whiting, 
of his Department, formerly Commissioner of 
Pensions, to that city with authority to in- 
vestigate the matter and obtain such facts and 
information as will enable the Department to 
apply a correction. 
Official news has been received by Senor 
Romero from El Paso up to the 16th ult 
President Juarez and his Government re- 
mained in undisputed possession of northern 
Chihuahua. 
A French deserter who arrived at El Paso, 
reported that the French forces abandoned 
the city of Chihuahua on the 6th. 
Wallace Whittlesey, convicted in the Crim- 
inal Court, of abstracting Government bonds, 
has been sentenced to pay a fine of $1,000.— 
The lightness of the penalty was in conse- 
quence of the recommendation of the jury to 
mercy, his good character previous to the lar- 
ceny, his long imprisonment and his evidently 
declining health. 
From California. 
San Francisco, March 14. 
Samuel H. Parkerjformerly postmaster of 
this city, died to-day. 
Advices from Idaho state that a high official 
named Slocum has been areested on the 
charge ‘of Speculation. Another official re- 
cently absconded, another died a defaulter, 
and still another, Charles D. Vaughn, treasur- 
er of Paris County, has been arrested for em- 
bezzlement. 
At a meeting of the citizens of Owhee, res- 
olutions were adopted to send out Indian 
hunting expeditions and offering bounties for 
scalps. 
The Sacramento charter election resulted in 
the election of the Union ticket by 1,821 to 
955 votes. 
Arrival of S tea inert. 
New Yobk, March 15. 
The steamer China, from Liverpool 1st and 
Queenstown 2d, has arrived. Also steamer 
Marie, from London 24th ult. News antici- 
pated. 
Stock Market. 
New Yobk. March 15. 
Second Board.—Stocks heavy. 
Amta icau Uold.1311 
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, (registered].104] 
United States 5-29’s, coupons 1862,.102 
United States 10-40. 90} 
Treasury 7 3-10.... 99} @100 Missouri Sixes.... 73 
Kead-ng....ICO} 
New York Central. G2] 
Michigan Southern .784 
Cuinhorlaud Coal Co.. 43} 
Cleveland and Toledo.... .108 
Chicago and ltock I viand.107 
Canton Company. 46} 
Commercial• 
Per Steamship Africa at Halifax. 
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Maich3.-Cot>. 
ton quiet ajid steady; sales to-day 10,000 bales, in- 
cluding 3,000 to speculators and exporters. 
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Maich 
3.—Richardson, Snenco & Co., and others, report 
flour dull but steady. Wheat quiet but firm; Win- 
ter Red Western 10s @ IDs 6d. Corn steady; mixed 
28s 6d rd> 28s 9d. 
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, March 3. 
Beef active and upward. Pork scarce and 2s 8d high- 
er. Bacon slightly higher on some qualities; sales at 
3Gs. Lard buoyant and 1 ;Uj 2s higher; American 76 
@77$. Butter quiet and steady. Cheese active and 
l(aj 2s higher. Tadow tinner; American 48 @ 49s 
per ewt. 
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, March 3.— 
Ashes steady; Pots at 3.)s 6d. (a) 31s 6d; Pearls 33s («> 
35s. Sugar upward. Coflfec steady. Rice inactive. 
Linseed linn. Linseed cakes quiet at £9 10s @ £9 
12' 6d. Sperm'oil quiet at £118 @ £120. Rosin flat 
and easier; common American 8s @ 9s6d. Spirits 
Turpentine nominal at 45@ 46s. Petroleum declin- 
ing ; refined 2s 2d @ 2s. 
LONDON MARKETS, March 3.—Breadstuffs quiet 
and steady. Iron quiet. Sugar heavy. Coffee quiet 
and partially easier ltice steady. Tea inactive.— 
Linseed cfcke* buoyant at £10 15s @ £11. Spirits 
Turpentine active at 43s 6d 44s. Petroleum dull; re- 
tine 2s 2d. Sperm Oil steady. Tallow irregular; 
sales at 48s 9d. • 
LONDON MONEY MARKET, March*.—Consola 
closed at SC$ @ 87 tor money. 
AMERICAN SECURITIES.- U. S. 5-20’a 70.' ® 
70f. Erie shares 65 @ 55J. Illinois Central Shares 
78± (ft 78k 
New fork Markets. 
New York, March 15. 
Cotton—quiet and firm; sales 300 bales; Middling 
Uplands at 41c, and by auction to-day for the govern- 
ment 1,700 bales Mobile at 301 @ 42$ lor ordinary to 
strict middling. 
Flour—dull and declining; sales 58,000 bbls. State 
at 700 @ 820. Round Hoop Ohio at 8 35 @ 1100. Western 7 00 @ 8 30. Southern dull; sales 450 bbls’ 
at 8 75 @ 15 50. Canada drooping; sales 350 bbls. 
at 7 60 @ 11 75. 
Wheat-quiet and steady; sales 25,000 bushels; Milwaukee new, No. 1,173 @ 1 74; Amber State 2 3o 
@2 37. 
Corn—lc better lor sound, closing quiet; Mixed 
Western at 75 @ 78c. 
Beef—steady. 
Pork—heavy; sales 5,400 bbls. now mess at 26 00 @ 
26 31. 
Lard—firmer; sales 1,600 bbls. at 16J @ 19. Butter—firmer at 28 @ 60c. 
Whiskey—quiet; Western at 2 28 @ 2 29. 
Sugars easier; sales 500 lihds. Porto Rico at 111c. 
Coffee—dull. 
Naval Stores—quiet. 
Petroleum—lower; sales 1,000; Crude at 2.1 @26, 
and 3,000 bbls. for May and June at 26 @ 26j; refin- ed bonded at 40 @421; also sales of 2,000 bbls. for 
June at 44 @15. 
Freights tor Liverpool—quiet; cotton |d. 
Cincinnati Markets. 
Cincinnati, March 15. 
Flour dull. Wheat dull. Provisions firmer; Mess 
Pork at 26 50 @ 27 00. Lard iu good demand at l«ic. 
Whiskey steady at 2 26. Goldatl30£. 
Spring and Summer Goods! 
PETER R. FROST, 
Merchant Tailor, 
HAS just received the Largest, Best and most de- sirable Stock of 
CLOTHS, 
Brought into this market, and will he pleased to 
show them to 
PRIENDS, OLD CUSTOMERS AND NEW 
And we will sell them to correspond with the 
Low Price of Gold. 
I have secured the services of Mr. Geo. R. Brine 
to assist me in the Cutting department, whose skill 
and reputation as a first-class Cutter is unsurpassed 
by any one in New England. * 
PLEASE CALL 
At No. 94 Exchange Street, 
And See for Yourself. 
March 14—dim 
MARINE INSURANCE. 
THE undersigned hav.ngmade arrangements with all the leading MARIN E INSURANCE COM- 
PANIES of New York and j^oston, representing a 
COMBINED CAPITAL OF 
#35,000.000. 
Ate now prepared to effect insurance on 
VESSELS, 
CARGOES, sd d 
FREIGHTS* 
IN ALL ITS FORMS. 
From our largo experience in matters relating to 
Marine Insurance, we feol con il dent of being able to 
satisfy all who may favor us with their business. 
We shall also continue tho 
SHIP BROKERAGE, 
And Commission Business, 
As before. 
C. M. DAVIS & CO., 
117 Commercial Street. 
Portland, March 1st, lS^C—isd3m 
Miscellaneous. 
ONE PRICE! 
AND ONE ONLY! 
HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS, 
LINEN'S, 
DOMESTICS & WRITE GOODS, 
Tust Received 
^nd now opening at 
ELDEN & WHITMAN’S, 
No. 5 Free Street Block. 
A complete assortment of 
BLEACHED AND BROWN 
Linen Damasks, 
Brown and Bleached Covers, 
In nil qualities and sizes. 
A lull liue of HUCH and DAMASK TOWELS. 
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN 
and RUSSIA CRASHES; a very superior article of 
SCOTCH CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.— 
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common, Medium, 
and superfine qualities. 
Colored Tablings! 
Embossed and Printed 
Wool Covers, Piano Covers. 
QUILTS, 
In all grades trom those Heavy American Quilts to 
the finest FOREIGN GOODS. 
• 
7-8, 4-4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 umd 10-4 
Bleached and Brown Cottons! 
Bought before the recent advance at the 
Lowest Prices I 
Onr White Goods Department! 
Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAM- 
BIOS and NAINSOOKS, Plain and Figured 
MUSLINS, TARLETANS, White and 
Chintz Marseilles,—small figured, 
STRIPED and BROCADE 
BRILLIANTS, at 
One Price! and One Only! 
OUR STOCK OF 
Dress Goods, Silks 
And Shawls ! 
Is hill and carefully selected, and marked at prices 
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE. 
Handkfs., Hosiery, 
GLOVES AND SMALL WAKES, 
IN GREAT VARIETY 
AT ONE PRICE ONLY. 
ELDEN& WHITMAN, 
5 Free St. Block. 
N. B.—Pound in our store and suttfect to tha 
claims of the owners, One Valuable Breast Pin, Kid 
Gloves, Sun Umbrellas, and a variety of otlie arti- 
cles. 
ELDEN & WHITMAN. 
Feb 22. 1866—dtf 
THE CAKE OF JOIIB LIFE! 
A.T’D. Sept. 6, 1836. 
A.-Metallic Sole, 
if.—-Outer Sole. 
(7.—Inner Sole,' 
SEELY’S 
Patent Metallic Sole.' 
N A NEW INVENTION. 
Wetting the 1?’eet is'the most prolific cause of 
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost 
sure to bring on a cold; and colds, neglected, and often 
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and fe- 
tal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth 
that the inventive talent of the country has for years 
been devising some method, or attempting to devise 
it, for keeping the feet dry, and yet that should not 
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in 
one form or another, have hitherto been our reliance; 
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that 
while they keep the feet dry Iron* external moisture, they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing 
an undue tenderness increase a suscepti ility to colds 
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to 
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand 
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot 
and Shoe impervious to wat r, without affecting their 
elegance or durability, and, if possible, without add- 
ing sensibly to the cost of their manufacture. These, 
it will be conceded, are most important features, 
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absolute- 
ly attained in the invention herewith presented to 
the public. 
The invention consists in inserting between the in- 
er and outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin 
Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining 
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way 
adapted to the end desired, while the addit ional ex- 
pense is merely nominal. It fhrnishes a perfect bar- 
rier against the admission of wet or dampness, though 
the feet may be eiD03ed ever so long upon wet pave- 
ments or damp ground. 
To ladies and children the Metalic Soles will be 
of incalculable value, as from theft habits of life and 
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the long train of ills that attend upon an inadequate pro- 
tection to the feet. 
These Solos have already been tried by the best of 
tests, actual usb, and the testimonials* to their 
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be 
speedily and universally adopted by the public. The Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being in- 
troduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores 
throughout the United States, and will supplant all 
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or 
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them 
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not hap- 
pen to have them, he can proeme them without dif- 
ficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the in- 
ventor one dollax and thirty cents, and obtain six 
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be 
promptly forwarded by express pre-pald, and which 
can be made up by any shoemaker in the country.— 
Agencies will be established in every city and village, 
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at 
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on 
sale3. Also General Agencies for States appointed on 
application, wi h proper testimonials to the inventor. 
SAMUEL J. SEELY, 
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read 
street, New York. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The undersigned have for the past six months worn 
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely's Metallic 
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against 
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp 
feet. Most gladly do we testify to the perfect efficien- 
cy of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a 
grand contribution to the cause ot general health, 
but a P08TIVE luxuby, obviating all necessity of 
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All 
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements, 
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most 
simple and usetul invention. No one who has once 
used them will ever be without them again, as they 
increase the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which is 
scarcely worth naming, and insure,positively, dry feet, 
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health 
and comfort. We heartily commend the "Metallic 
Sole" to all the sensible. 
J. CLEMENT FRENCH, 
Pastor Centra] Cong Church, Brooklyn, 
MARY A. FRENCH. 
Naur Yo uk, Dec., 1868. 
Samuel J. Seely, Esq.: 
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your 
patent Metallic Sole, I take gieat pleasure in stating 
that 1 had them put in a pair ot fine calf skin boots, 
which I wore the whole of last winter In the wet 
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since, 
and am wearing } our Metallic Soles now, with full in- 
tention never to be without them. I have not had 
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn 
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made. 
1 am satisfied that no person having once worn them 
will do without them. Wishing you the success you 
deserve tor so valuable an invention lor the preserva- 
tion of health, 1 remain iruly yours, 
SAMTJEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York. 
Mr. Samuel J. Seely : 
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my 
testimony to the usefulness and comfort of your pat- 
ent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for the 
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel 
no hesitation in saying that 1 have never worn shoes 
that combined so perfectly the desirable qualities ol 
dryness and durability. 
EMMA OVERTON, Brooklyn, New York. 
S. J. Seely, Esq.: 
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleased 
to state that I have manufactured shoe containing 
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a su- 
perior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufac- 
turing them there is no trouble from cutting the 
thread when sewing, nor any dlfliculty in putting 
them in the shoe. Respeettully youra, 
SEELEMAN PEARLBROOK, 
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Mar. 15—d3m. 
«■■■■ — 
Miscellaneous. 
John A. Lowell, Esq., 
Keapectftilly calls the attention of the 
PEOPLE OF PORTLAND 
To Lis Sample, of 
MONOGRAMS, 
WEDDING, VISITING, 
-AJfD-* 
BUSINESS CARDS, 
—AT— 
GE YE It & CALEFfS, 
13 FREE STREET. 
A FULL ASSORTMENT OF 
English, 
French, 
and American 
PAPER ! 
May be had at the 
TT.P TOWN 
STATIONERY STORE. 
PORTLAND 
CIRCULATING LIBRARY, 
13 Free Street. 
FANCY GOODS ! 
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS, at 
GEYER & CALEF’S, 
13 FREE STREET. 
Old Brown Windsor, 
ENGLISH SCXAJPS, 
DRESSING CASES ! 
BAGS, 
RE TURN B ALLS, 
-AT- • 
Geyer & Calef’s, 
13 FREE STREET. 
OPERA GLASSES TO LET, 
—AT TUB- 
UP TOWN 
STATIONERY STORE, 
13 FREE STREET. 
% V/ j 
Sf3* Ladies can obtain Postage 
Stamps at Geyer & Calef% 
March 13—dtf 13 FREE STREET. 
Medical Boards 
For the Examination of Candidates for Ad- 
mission into the Navy as Assistant 
Surgeons. 
BOARDS of Medical Officers will convene at the Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., Naval Hospital, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., and Naval Asylum, Philadelphia, 
Pa., on MONDAY, March 12,1803. lor the examina- 
tion of candidates for admksion into the Medioal 
Corps of the Navy. 
ctentiemeu ucairous of appearing before either 
Board must make application to the Honorable Se *- 
r?taryot the Navy, or to tbe undersigned, stating 
residence, place and date of birth, and belore which 
Board they desire to present themselves. Applica- 
tion to bo accompanied by respectable testimonials of 
character. 
Candidates must not be less than twenty-one, nor 
more than twenty-six years of age. 
No expense is allowed by tbe Government to can- 
didates attending the sessions of the Board, as a 
succesuul examination is a legal pre-requisite for 
appointment in the Navy. 
P. J. HORWITZ, 
Chief of Bureau. 
Bureau Q/' Medicine and Surgery,) 
Navy Department, 
Washington, D. C.) 
Fob 19—M,W*F, till marlG 
Proposals for Constructing a Boiler 
Office Asst. Quartermaster, U. S. A., ) 
13} Foneuil Hall Square, Boston, Mar 9,1866.) 
SEALED Proposals will be received at this office until Friday. March 16th, 1866, at 12 M., for mak- 
ing a Flue Boiler for U. S. Steam Tug Win. 
Stroud ,” according to specifications to be seen at this 
office, or the office the U. S. Assistant Quartermast- 
er's, at Portland. The price named must be for the 
boiler complete and set up in running order in the 
boat. 
Bidders will state when the boiler will be ready for 
use; the proposals must be made upon blank lorrns, 
to be obtained at the offices above named, and guar- 
anteed by two responsible parties, whose names must 
be appended to the guaranty, and when the guar- 
antors are not known at this office to be responsible 
men, they must be certified lo by some officer of the 
United Staten. 
A copy of this advertisement should be annexed to 
the bid and envelope indorsed “Proposals for Build- 
ing a Building a Boiler." 
JOHN W. McKIM, 
Mch 10—dtd Capt. and Asst. Qr. M. 
Notice to Property Solders! 
THE undersigned would announce to their friends and the public generally, that they will carry on 
the Real Estate business in ail its branches. Property 
of all kinds bought, sold or exchanged, and rente col 
lected on favorable terms. Owners of Stores, Ware- 
houses, Offices, Dwelling Houses, &c.,&c., are inform- 
ed that the Renting ot all kinds ot property will be 
made a speciality, and parlies wishing tenants are 
hereby notified that for all such property placed in 
our hands for the above mentioned purpose within 
thirty days from this date, no charge will be made. 
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE, 
Real Estate Brokers, 
82J Exchange St., Portland Me. 
March 12,1866—eodlm 
Pleasant Ridge Slate Company. 
TrfERE will be a meeting of the Stockholders of the Pleasant Ridge Slate Company at the Office of 
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND, in Portland, on Thurs- 
day, the Twenty-Second day of March, A. D., 1866, 
at three o'clock in the afternoon, to act on the fol- 
lowing articles, to wit:— 
1.—To choose a Board of five Directors for the en- 
suing year. 
2.—to see if the Stockholders will accept the chart- 
er granted by the Legislature at its late session. 
3.—To see if the Stockholders will make any 
changes in the By-Laws of the Company. 
4.—To act upon any other business that may come 
betore tbe meeting. 
By order of the Directors. 
CHARLES J. TALBOT, Secretary. 
March 1st, 1866. marfidlawtd 
SUGAR ANDMROLASSESJ 
3. NEW MUSCOVADO SU- 
1 New Crop Clayed Molasses, now 
30 TIERCES,) landing from brig “Neva,'' for sale by 
H. I. ROBINSON, 
No. 1 Portland Piop. 
Uar 14,1866. mlilSiwllm 
Corn Cheap ! 
i r AA BUSHELS OF CORN at Seventy- _LOULr fivo Cents per bushel, In 100 bushel 
lots. 
GEOROE F. FOSTER, 
Mar 14—<itfNo. 2 Galt Block. 
For Sale. 
«j=Y 
A two story frame House, and about 3000 
|! feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cum- ULber land Streets. Plenty of hard and soft wa- 
ter on the premises. Enquire ol 
t.. 
C. BICHARDSON. 
Feb 12—distf 
PORTLAND OBSERVATORY 
THE animal subscription lor signalizing Ve# sels tex- tile Portland Observatory having expired. Mer- chants, Ship owners and others interested, will be 
called on to renew their subscriptions. 
Feb. 24,1866. ENOCH MOODY. 
ieb 26—d3p 
Entertainments. 
POSITIVELY TWO NIGHTS ONLY I 
COTTON & MURPHY'8 
CALIFORNIA MINSTRELS, 
BRASS BAND, 
—AID- 
BURLESQUE OPERA TROUPE, 
AFTER a succcslul season of TEN WEEKS In Boston, will give two of their popular untor- 
talnments at 
DEERING HAUL, 
Friday and Saturday Evenings, 
Marsh 16lh and lTIh, 1880. 
Admission 35 cants. Reserved Seats 50 cents. 
Doors open at I ot 7—commence at j of 8. 
H. E. P ARM ELSE, Agent. 
Mar 12—dot 
DTCETtIN Gr HALL. 
FOR THREE NIGHTS ONLY! 
MONDAY, MARCH l»th, 1866, 
The Great Mela Dramatic Actors, 
W. J. Thompson, and his celebrated 
Trained Dogs Hector Carlo, 
Supported by 
W. D. WINSLOW & CO.’S 
Dramatic Company! 
Parquette 60 eta. No extra charge for Reserved 
Seats. Gallery 30 cts. mhlSdlt 
GRAND FAIR ! 
IN AID OF THE 
Widows and Orphans 
OP THH I 
DECEASED SOLDIERS, 
Who were Beaidenta of this City. 
During the Week Commencing 
Monday, April 23, 
-AT THE- 
CITY H ALL, 
Under the Direction of the following, vis 
LADIES* EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
Mrs. John Rand, Mrs. Elbrldge Bac n, 
Mrs. J. B. Carroll, Mrs. Samuel ttuiuery, 
Mrs. Ira J. Batchelor, Mrs. Allred Dyer, 
Mrs. James M. Churchill, Mis. A. B. Winslow, 
Mrs. Charles Clark, Mrs. George Head 
Mrs. Joseph W. Dyer, Miss Mary P. Goddard, 
Mrs. Chas. W. Richardson,Miss Mary J.E. Clapp, 
Mrs. J. P Miller, Miss Marcia H.Weodbury, 
Mrs. Colin E. Cross, Miss Maria Greely, 
Mrs. Southgate Boyd, Miss Kste Libby. 
Mrs. Levi Morrill, 
GENTLEMEN'S EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
Darius H. Ingraham, Chairman. 
Charles Richardson, Treasurer. 
Col. Charles B. Merrill, Charles H. Haskell, 
Col. John M. Brown, Joseph W. Symonds, Major E. W. Houghton, Charles H. Fling, 
Major A. W. Bradbury, D.F. Corser, 
Capt. Henry Inman, US A, George O. Goase, 
Capt. Geo. W. Venill, Albert Q. Loach, 
O. M. Marrett, George L. Swott. 
John H. HaU, 
TRUSTEES: 
A. W. H. Clapp, J jhn B. Brown, 
St. John Smith, A. K. Shurtled, 
George F. Emery, 
ty Further particulars hereafter. 
March 14— 
MEDICAL ELECTRICITY 
DR. W. N. DEMING, 
M!edical Electrician 
171 MIDDLE STREET. 
Nearly Opposite the (Jailed States Hotel 
WHERE he would respectlully announce to the citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he Inn- 
permanently located in this city. During the three 
ysars we have been in this city. we have cared some 
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have 
tried other forms ot treatment in vain, and curing 
patients in so short a time that the question is often 
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question 
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will 
doctor the second time without charge. 
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twenty- 
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician. 
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in 
the form of nervous or siek headache; neuralgia m 
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when 
lu the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully 
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip 
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature 
of the Bplne, contracted muscles, distorted limbs, 
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafbess, stain- 
Aering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indiges- 
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure 
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchi- 
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female 
complaints. 
By Electricity 
Tbe Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the l&zv 
leap with Joy, and move witu the agility and elastic- 
ity of youth; the heated braiu is cooled; the frost- 
bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities ro- 
moved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc 
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and 
tlie palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01 
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life 
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an 
active circulation maintained. 
L. A D I E 8 
Who have cold hanas and feet: weak stomachs, lam- 
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizzi- 
ness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and 
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back; 
leucorrh<£a, (or whites); falling of the womb with in- 
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long 
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means 
of cure. For painful menstruation, too proftise 
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles 
with young ladies, Electricity Is a certain specific, 
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to tbe 
vigor of health. 
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH! 
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec- 
tricity without pain. Persons having decayed 
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset 
ting he would give a polite invitation to call. 
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale 
for fhrnily use, with thorough instructions. 
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board 
end treatment at bis House. 
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1 
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening. 
Consultation free. novltf 
NEW SPRING GOODS 
JUST RECEIVED 
BY M. L. HALL, 
loo Middle Street. 
Choice Styles of Dress Goods, 
FLAIN AND FANCY SILKS, 
Broche, Long and Square Shawls. 
Embroideries. Gloree. Ace., 
AT LOW PRICES. 
Mu 13—dlw 
5 331 
Congress 
8t, 
Portland, 
Maine. j 
L. B. FOLLETTE, 
HOSIERY AND GLOVES, 
HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS, 
Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL. 
Mar 16—dtf 
CARPET HASSOCKS, 
CARPET HASSOCKS! 
GEO. H. POOR, 
Succeeeor to Thompson & Co., 
161 Middle St., mr Rolfe'i Apelhecarr 
Store, 
HAS for sale a complete assortment of theeebea®- tiful Footstools, in new and elegant designs. 
Also manufoctures them to order. .. ^ w », 
All who have remnants of Carpets ^ 
to have them made into these super 
the expense Is trifling. 
„»'ntf;!rS thta'opportmoity't^th^nk Mr ^o H;^^ tor ttelr p^riW.. aid hope a our old cu"u>"i,h. gjune may be extended to our aue- contmuau * ortne nan* THOMPSON & CO. 
C<M%'l«-dl»__ 
NevTPorto Rico Molasses. 
met HHDS. NEW PORTO RICO MOLASSES, 
Oii tor Bale by 
TWITOHELL BE08. k OHAMPLIH, 
82 Commercial Street, 
March 15—dtw I 
Auction Sales. 
EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St. 
Administrator’s Sale of Stock. 
AT Public Auction at the Merchants Exchange, cn FRIDAY, March ltith, at 12 o’clock, 
20 Share in the Second National Bank. 
20 Shares In the Po tiand Oo. 
C JP*Sale positive for Cash. 
March 9—dtd 
EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St. 
ON Saturday, March 17th, at 10 A M., the remain- der of a clothing Dealer’s stock, consisting in 
partof Coats, Cants, vests, Shirts, J>rawers, t aps, Scarfs, Cravats, Hosiery, Gloves, Collars. Mit cm*, 
Bosoms, &c., &c. Ais >, Broad Cloths, Doeskins, Cassimeros. Satiuetts, Cottons and Denims, with a 
variety of other goods. 
SHERIFF'S SALE. 
Cumberland, as. 
TAKEN on men* prosess, 'mdwill bo sold at pub- lic auction, on Saturday, March 17, A. D. 1866, at 
10 o’clock in the forenoon, at store No. 218 Cumler- 
land street. In the City of Portland, in the said Coun- 
ty c Cumberland, the following porsonal property, 
to wit: Coffee, Tee, Sugai, Hlee, Lard, Pork.ldcUcs, 
Flour, Butter, Apples, Potatoes, Molasses, Kerosene 
Oil, Basins, Starch, Cloves, Nutmegs, t astilc and 
Bar Soap, Spicos, &c., &c. Also, ounler Scales, 
Counter Cases, Marble Slabs, Desk, Chairs, Clocks, 
Stoves, &c. 
Da.e.1 at Portland, March 13th, 1866. 
r&"TermB Cas-. 
GEO. W. PARKER, Sheriff. 
HENRY BAILEY Ss CO., Auelioueers. 
March 14—dtd 
_____ 
EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Elobange St. 
Household Furniture at Auction. 
ON TUESDAY, Murch20th, M 1 o'clock A. M., at No. 230 Cumberln d St, Black Walnut Par- 
lor Sets, B. \V. and Oak Chamber Sets, Oak Side- 
Board, Walnut Extension Table, Hat Rack, Easy 
Chairs, Spring Beds, Tapestry and three-ply Carpets, 
Paintings, Silver Tea Set, China Tea Set, Silver Des- 
sert Knives, Crockery, Ice chi st, Range, Jfcc. 
Goods to he removed afternoon of sale. 
ALSO, 
One Plano in Bose 'Wood Case, finished A full, over 
strung, 7} octavo. 
Alar 9—<ltd 
Assistant Ottabtekwarren's Office. U. S. A. 
Portland, Maine, March 14,1806. 
BY direction ot the War Department, I shall cell at Pnl lie Auction, at Port Preble, on FRIDAY, 
the 23d day of March, at ten o’clock A. M„ a lot ot 
Clothing, Camp and Garrison fqulpage, consisting 
In part of the tollovring articles, vl*:— 
Axes, Haversacks, 
Blankets, Knapsacks, 
Bed Sacks, Mess Pans, 
Coats. Misqultu Bars, 
Canteens, Numbers, 
Camp Kettles, Tents—common, 
Cap Letters, Tents—shelter, 
Drums, Tenia—trail. 
Hats, Trowsers, etc., &c. 
The Steamer Tyro trill leave Custom House Wharl 
at 9 o'clock on the day of sale, to carry those to the 
Fort who may wish to attend the sale. 
HENRY INMAN, 
Capt. and A. «. M., U. 9. A. 
Mar 11—dtd_ 
For Sale by Auction. 
PXSITIVE SALE will he made by auction, on fho premises, on the JStli Day tf March cur- 
rent, at 11 o’clock A M, and poHwsdon given April 
3d, ( nless sooner sold) a well built oao and a hall' 
story Cottage, nearly Uni-bed, situated on Stevens' 
Plains, uear the terminus ol the Horse Railroad in 
Westbrook, and within a few rods of the Portland & 
Rochester and Kennebeo Railroad Station. The 
Horse Railroad passes the premises. The lot is 63 
feet on the street, extending back 330 feet, with a 
rear line of 40 feet—excellent soli tor vegetables and 
fruit trees. 
A well built barn, wood-house and kltohen adjoins 
the main house. 
It combines all the advantages of nearness to tho 
Railroads, Westbrook Semlhary, Town Schools, and 
City ol Portland. Price at private sale 3‘i00o. Ac- 
commodation will be given, if desit od, for hall tho 
purchase money on a mortgage of the premises. 
They may bo examined on any day before sale. 
HENRY BAILEY <& CO., Auct'rs. 
March 10,1*66—dtd 
Valuable Kstate at Auction. 
PURSUANT to LI cents from the Probate Court for the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at 
public auction, on SATURDAY, the 31st day of 
March next, at It o’clock in the forenoon, on the 
premises, all the real estate whereof Sumner Fogg, 
late of said Portland, died slexed and possessed. 
Said estate is situated on Spruce Street, in said 
Portland. One parcel contains two large Dwelliug 
Houses, each containing twelve finished rooms, one 
of them being on the corner < f Emery and Spruce 
Streets, both well supplied with excellent water, and 
in all respcts pleasant and convenient; underneath 
is a capacious Store, well ananged, and as a stand 
for the Grooerv and Provision business has few equals 
in the city. The lot has a frontage on Spruce street of 
abont 73 feet, and on Emery treet of about 115 feet. 
There is a mortgage on It of $2,000 given Oct. 7, ls50, 
to David Hall, the interest on w hlch has be6n ptiid up 
to Oct 7, 1864; also, another mortgage en which is 
claimed to be due $347 and interest from Oct 7, lb€-l. 
The other parcel adioins the above, has a frontage 
on Spruce street of about 87 feet, and has a depth of 
about 106 feet, having a small stable thereon, and is 
subject to a mortgage given to Isaac Geding and 
wile, Nov. 14th, 165*, on which there is due a balance 
of about $200 more or less. 
The equity of redemption ol the first parcel will be 
sold subiect to the right of widow’s doWfcr in said 
equity, (she having relinquished her dower in said 
first named mortgage], and ol the latter subject to her 
right of dower in the entire lot. 
The property may be examined at any day, and pre- 
sents an unusual attraction for investment or per- 
sonal occupancy. The sale will be absolute, and the 
terms cash. 
CAROLINE FOGG, Adm nfttrairix. 
HENRY BAILEY SB CO., Auctioneers. 
Feb 26,1866._ mhbdtd_ 
Auction Sale 
F- 
One Hundred Eligible House 
Lota, in Cape Elizabeth ; 
In the portion colled South Portland,—three 
Minutes Walk from the Perry Wharf. 
THURSDAY, April 5th, 18G6. 
SALE POSITIVE—NO POSTPONEMENT—To 
THE HIUHEST BIDDER. 
MTV. L'uderbidding or Reservation. 
ON THURSDAY, the 5th ilay of April, t CC, at eleven o’clock A. M.. we shall sell at Public Auc- 
tion at the Merchants’ Exohange, in Portland, on* 
hundred house lots, situated ou Pickett Street and 
Broadway, in tne town oi Cape Elizabeth, at South 
Portland, so called, being lots numbered 
Block No. 19, Lots No. 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36. 
•• 90, 81, 33. 33, 34, 35, 315. 
21, 31,32,33, 34 35,3*. 
« 22, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34. 
•• 23, “ 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34. 
« 24, 31,32. 
« « 26, 32. 33, 34,35,36. 
•* 3U, “ “ 3, 4, 5, 6. 
.< 3g << « 1,2,3,4,5,9,9,10,11,12, 
13,14,16,19,17,13,19, 20. 
21,22. 
« » 39 n 1 2, 3, 4. 6, 9, 29, 19, 30, 31, 
3 83, 24, 42, 60, 6l, 52, 
63, 54, 55, 66. 
,< .< 4o <■ •< 1,2,3,4, 5,9. 
« 41, 3, 4, 6, 6, T, 8. 
*< 42, “ 3,4,6,6,7,8. 
on a plan of said premises. The lots are twenty-fire 
feet wide and one hundred it. deep.(two mtty be pur- 
chased together) and are very desirable far gentle- 
men doing business in the city, as they are easily ap- 
S reached by land or water, and arc at a distance oiii any manuiacturing establishment. 
Pickoit St. is 80feet, and Broadway 100 lectwide. 
Entrance to Broadway lots from PlcKctt St. 
The sale will be positive and unreserved. No pri- 
vate sales. Payment will be required as follows:— 
10 per rent, of the purchase money and auctioneers’ 
lees on the day oi sale; 15 per ee»t- on delivery ol 
the deed; 25 per cent. In six months, and So per cent. 
In twelve months trom day of sale, without interest, 
secured by mortgage of the premises. 
Buyers paying cash will be entitled to a discount 
at the rate or 9 per cent, per annum. To Ibose build- 
ing within eighteen months alter the purchase, in ac- 
cordance with a certain sketch to be exhibited, one- 
half of the purchase mousy will be refunded. 
The title will be luaile perfect and the deed must 
he tak. n within ten days alter the sale. 
Plans and specifications may be seen at the office 
of Wm. Willis A Son, No. 34 Exchange St., or by 
calling on Benjauun W. Pickett, at Ferry \ Ulage, 
Cape Elisabeth. ^ & SON 
BENJAMIN W. PICKETT, 
Agents. 
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers. 
March 1—2tawto oiar29tbendtd 
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c., 
AT AUCTION I 
WE shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes, Harnesse-, &c„ 
Every Saturday at 11 o’clock A* 
At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Sts., 
where Carriages can be stored aud Horses boarded it 
desired, previous to or after the sale. 
These soles will be under cover, ai\d held without 
regard to weather. 
HENBY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers. 
Dec 14—dtf 
—————■ 
~LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND, 
MAN C FACTO BEKS AND JOBBfcBS OF 
Ready Made Clothing, 
i,nl> (or 
Gray’s Patent Enamelled Dollars, 
tor the 
STATE of MAINE. 
Order* from all part* of U* State promptly filled 
at MANUFACTURER'S prices. 
Xoh. 141 Jt ~14S Middle St., 
PORTLAND, MK. 
Mar 12—dftwtf 
Pure Clayed. Molasses. 
44 ir.ni ? iuo a*1 °“*•“ •*«" 
landing from brig "'Minnie Miller, for sale by 
H. I. ROBINSON, 
No. 1 Portland Pier. 
Feb 24,1866.—dislin 
_ 
John C. Colley, 
furniture 
lie du. I re a an«l "Varnished. 
Poetry. 
The Lion of March. 
The Lion of March! is here, is here, 
Hoa.' ye his roar in the h jwllng blast! 
How savage he seems, ns near and more near 
He comes from afar, fiercely and fast. 
The Lion of March! is here, is here, 
Calling the spirits out of their graves, 
The resf ess spirits of gloom and lear, 
The spirit or evil that mischelf craves. 
The Lion of March 1 is here, is heie. 
Bringing the shades of the pasl to life; 
Fiercely the Lion growls over their bier, 
What are the thoughts within mo rife? 
The Lion ol March 1 is here, is here, 
Onlv to tell ns of davs to come. 
When snow and iee and winter drear, 
WI.l have passed away to their long home. 
The Lion of March 1 is here, is here, 
His part to plav in Nature's course; A final battle of Winter with Sprlng- But Spring will oonquer by gentle force. 
The Lion of March! is here, is here, 
And we kn iw that soon the flowers will bloom; 
In fiiith we wait, as the hour draws near, 
For birds to sing o’er the Winter's tomb. 
“The Harp of a Thousand strings.” 
lit was so long since we had seen and read 
this famous sermon that, coming across it the 
other day in the scrap-book of a friend, we 
“prigged'’ it and republish it for the benefit ot 
those who wish to preserve a copy. It is said 
to hive bs3n delivered miny years ago, at 
Bra idon, Mississippi, by a reverend captain oi 
a Mississippi flat boat:—Haverhill Gazette.] 
THB SEBMON. 
“I may say to you, my brethren, that I am 
not an edicated man, an’ I am not one o’ them 
as beiieves that edicashun is necessary for a 
gospel minister, for I beleeve the Lord edicates 
his preachers just as he wants ’em to be edi- 
cated, and, although I say it that oughn’t to 
say it, yet, in the State of Indianny whar I 
live, thar’s no man as gits a bigger congregar shun nor what I gits. 
rhir may be some here to-day, my brecther- tog, as don’t know what perswasbuu I am ©v. Well, I may say to you my breethering that I’m a Hardshell Baptist. Thar’s some fr*4 
as don’t like a Hardshell Baptist, I’d vuther hev a hard shell a3 no shell all You 
see me here to-day my breethering, drest up 
in fine close: you mout tlu>>K I was proud, but 
I am not proud my brectnering, and, although 
I’ve been a preacher ov the gospel for twenty 
years, although I'm capting ov that flat boat 
that lies at yuie landing, I’m not proud my 
breethering. 
-i am not gwine 10 leu you ezzaciciy wuar 
my tex may bo found; suffice It to say, it’s in 
the leds ov the Bible, and you’ll find it some- 
wbar between the thst chapter ol the Book 
of Generation and the last chapter of the Book 
ofBevolutions, and if you will go and sarcli 
the Scriptures as i hev sarched the Scriptures, 
you will not only find my tex thar,but a great 
many uther texes as will do you good to read, 
an’ my tex when you shill find, it you shill fina 
it to read thus: 
“And he played on a harp of a THOirs-and 
strings—sperits ov just men made perfeck.” 
“Jiy tex breethering, leads me to speak ov 
sperits. Now, thar’s a great many kinds ov 
sperits in the world—in the fhst place thar’s 
the sperits ov some folks called ghosts; then 
thar’s the sperits ov turpen-ffme, and then 
thar’s the sperits as some folks call liquor, and 
I’ve got as good an article ov them kind ov 
spirits on my flatboat as ever was fetched down 
tuc jfiiusuppi river; but thar’s a great many 
uther kinds ov sperits, for the tex says—He 
played on a harp ov a fftous-and strings, sper- 
its ov lost men made perteck. 
“But Fll tell you the kind ov sperits as is 
ment in the tex; it’s fire That is the kind ov 
speriU as is ment in the tex, my breethering. 
Now thar’s a great many kinds ov fire in the 
world. In the lust place thar’s the common 
sort ov fire you llte a segar or a pipe with, and 
then thar’s camfire, fir*, before your reddy, fire 
and fall back, and many other kinds ov fire, 
for the tsx says—He played on a harp ov a 
fAous-and strings, spents of just men made 
perfeck. 
“But Fll tell you the kind ov fire as is ment 
in the tex, my breethering—it’s hellfirel and 
that’s the kind ov fire as a great many of you’ll 
come to, ef you don’t do better nor what 
you’va bsn doing, for—He played on a harp 
ov a thous-and strings—sperits ov just men 
made perfeck. 
-now tne aurerent sorts ov fire in the world 
may be likened unto the different perswa- I shuns in the world. In the tbst place we hev 
the Piscapils, and they are a high-satin’, high- falutin set, and they may be likened unto a 
turkey buzzard, that flics up into the air, and he goes and up, till he looks no bigger than 
your Anger nale, and the fust thing you know be comes down and down ami down, and is 
fillin’himself on the carcass of a dead hos.», by the side ov the road—and, He played on a hamot a ffeou-sand strings sperits ov just men made perfeck. 
“Anu then thaPs the Methedis^ and they ma be u*eaed unto a squirrel ruatiin’ up into a 
tree, for the MetnedU bs'.leve in gwinc on from one degree ov grace to another, and fi- nally on to perfection, and the squirrel goes up and up, and ho jumps trom lim’ to lim’, and branch to branch, and the fust thing you kuow he ialls, and down he comes kerflumux: and that’s like the Methodis, for they is alien,’ failin’from grace, ah t and, He played on a harp of a thou-sand strings, sperits of ju3t men made i erfeok. 
“And then, my breethering, thaPs the bap- tist, ah! and thejr have been likened unto a 
possum on a ’simion tree, and thunders may 
toll, and the earth may quake, but that pos- 
sum clings thar still, ah 1 and you may shake 
one foot loose, and the otkaPs thar, and you 
may shake all feet loose and be laps his Lai] 
around the lim’, and he clings forever, for— He played on a harp of a tAou-sand strings, sperits of just men made perfeck.” 
Here the reporter could contain himself no s 
longer, and his notes became entirely unintel- } 
Mf* An English paper recently contained a 
desoription of a fossil spider discovered by 
Professor F. Bomer. The fossil was found in a 
piece of seals from the ooal measures of Upper 
Silesia. The specimen is perfectly preserved, 
and shows the four pairs of feet with all their 
segments, the two palpi, and even the coria- 
ceous integument of the body and the hairs at- 
tached to the feet. Spiders have not hitherto 
been found in any rocks older than the Juras- 
sic, but by this discovery their presence in Pa- 
leozoic rocks is proved. 
THE 
“Daily Press” Printing Office 
la propelled by steam power, and Is (tarnished with 
Improved and costly presses—Cylinder and Pla- 
ten—from the most celebrated makers. 
We have in constant use one of 
HOE’S LARGE CYLINDER PRESSES, 
Capable of throwing off 2600 sheets an hour; one of 
Adams’ Power Presses, 
The best Book Press in tbe world ; 
Adams’ & Potter's Past Machine Job Presses ; 
Haggles' Superior Card Press ; Adams’ & 
Union large Hand Pressesr Standing 
Presses, and all the Machinery nec- 
essary for a tsell appointed office. 
We have Juat added to our former stock over Two 
Thousand Dollars worth of 
New Type, Borders, Ornaments, &c., 
Ot the latest styles, which renders this department “ “tt business complete, and unsurpassed by any other offioe tn the City or State. 
allu0I?are for every description of Ptjrttog to the shortest possible time, and in the 
"So r®*1 manner. Those sending orders from tlesoounfrymsy rely on receiving prompt attention. The Job OlBce la under the personal supervision of the senior proprietor, who is the City Priytfw and Is himself an experienced practical wikman’ a!!d 
employs only well-skilled mechanics in tills depart- ment of his work. 1 
“There b bo mch W„.d «» tan." 
tar fTX i-t rr9 s 
COMPOUND MXTBACT OP 
Cubebs and Copaiba, 
18 m Sure, Certain, and speedy Cure Tor all diseas es of trie Bladder Kidneya and Urinary Organ*, 
at'hnr In the male or lemala. frequently porformin. 
aper.eetenrein the short apace of three or torn 
dsn and aiwava to laaa then than any other preps 
ration, latboaaaaf 
Tarranti Compound Extract qf Cnbebt and 
.. _ Copaibt there la no meed of •''atn sweat or ohanre of diet- 
f’l ™ appro’ >d form of a paate, it I* entire!’ taste- 
If"* “a sau*eennn»pleaj»at sens*.Ion to the ra- tten*. anu no -apesere It is now acknowledged bt tan most learned la the profession that In the sbo’i class of diseases, Cab.be and Copaiba ,£ ttot onh two remedies known that ana ti reliedVon wUh 
any oertalnty or soooess * 
Tarranft Compound Extract of Cnbebt and 
Copaiba NEVER FAILS. 
Manufactured only by 
TAR RA NT St CO.. 
»7» Greenwioh St., Hew York. 
Sold by Druggists all over the World. 
_ 
ma’flOAdls 
Cumberland Bone Company. 
rpHERB will be a meeting of this ooraponv at tbelr X offioe, 20 Union St., on TUESDAY P. M.. 21 
0 'look, 20th Inst, f*r the fbllowirg pu rpnses. 
l‘t—To see if they will increase their Capital Stock, 
*d—To act. on any other business that may eome before the meeting. 
_ w Per Order of the President. Portland, Maroh la, 1886. mhlldtd 
General Insurance Agency! 
FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN. 
No. 23 Exchange St. 
MARINE COMPANIES. 
Washington. of New York. 
lu«urauce Co# of North America* ... 
of IPhilaulelphiisi# 
FIRE COMPANIES. 
Ema, Of Hartford. 
Korol, Of Liverpool and Loudon. 
Continental, "P pfXjw York. 
Arctic. Of New York. 
Lorillard, Of New York. 
Fulton, Of New York. 
Norwich. Of Norwich. 
People’s, Of Worcester. 
LIFE COMPANIES. 
Connecticut Mutual, Of Hartford, 
STATE AGENCY OF THE 
Connecticut General, Of Hartford. 
STATE AGENCY OF THE 
New York Accidental, Of New York. 
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the 
above named reliable Companies with a combined 
capital and surplus of more than 
827.000,000. 
are prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in 
Marine Inland, Fire, Lift anu Accidental Insurance. 
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at 
once. Losses equitablyaa.os^l ^rmaptl^d. 
Cy Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New 
YorkO-fico desired. 
Portland, Feb. 5,1866—dtl 
PERPETUAL INSURANCE! 
HOME INSURANCE CO., 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
CASH CAPITAL, 
$1,000,000.00 
Surplus, 176,859.07 
$1,176,859.07 
Policies Issued lor one or five years, on insurable 
properly, at current rates. 
Also PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never ex- 
pire, on 
Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches, 
AND SCHOOL HOUSES. 
|y If any party holding a perpetual policy, 
should desire to cancel the same, the company will 
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid. 1 
Cheapest Insurance in the Country. 
Tlxe Company will sue perpetual policies on 
STORES, STOCKS, 
| AND FURNITURE. 
farm PROPERTY. 
Perpetual Policies (never expiring) will be issued 
on this class of property, at such a cost as it will be for 
the interest of every person wanting insurance to 
call and see for themselves. 
E3f~*Full particulars as to rates and terms given on 
application to 
JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent, 
OFFICE, 106 FORE STREET, 
Feb 19,1806—eodly Fovllu.iii Me. 
COE'S 
BRADLEX’S PATENT 
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME, 
Manufactured by Wm. L Bradley, 
BOSTON. 
Warranted Genuine. 
PATENTED APRIL 1, 1802. 
MADE of the beet materials, 
in the most improv- 
ed manner, it is commended to the public as su- 
ur t > any other in the market. All. who have 
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and 
the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to 
advance the reputation which it has already acquir- 
ed, on its merit alone. 
SOLD BY 
KENDALL & WHITNEY, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
Agricultural Implements, Seeds, 
Wooden Ware. £o.< 
Citr Hall Buildias, Market Square, 
jPOETLAXD, ME., 
AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICES. 
Five Hundred Dollars! 
in Premia ins, oftered to NEW ENGLAND FARM- 
ERS for the best experiments with my 
SUPER-PHOSPIIATE OP LIME, 
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing 
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco, 
on not less than one acre of land each. 
For tbe best experiment on Indian Com with my 
Super Phosph te cf Lime, $60 
For the second best experiment on Cora, do., 30 
third do. do. do., 20 
For the best experiment on Potatoes, 60 
second best experiment on Potatoes, 30 
«• third do. do. 20 
Jtor the best experiment on Turnips, 30 
second best do. 20 
For the best experiment on Oats, 30 
second best do. 20 
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture 
or Meadow, 60 
second best, experiment on Grass, do. 30 
third do. do. 20 
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Brad- 
ley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer, CO 
second best experiment on Tobacco, do. 40 
**®P°rTf i>e sent in on or before the 1st day ol De- oember. ISM, to Willi an L. Bradluv, Boston, con 
Utv ?' “>ll> ®°* of cultivation, quan- “pcr-l ho phatc ol Lime useo, of whom pur- m1^d;.ffrdvTb,<,th.e. with or without barnyard ma- 
of inn-ori»v5inC?i0rt *° be c<-'rtified to by some citizen 
When S Win h«i°?awber0made: these reports MmSernnt dlsinWrtrifa to a Committee of three 
r^ h^remlnmstobepaidot. the Ist^/el 
To avoid any POM’blo chemical error in the mm. focture of mv fertilizers, I have ma<lc arrangement* with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in tbit 
important department, and nota single ton of Phot 
phate or Tobacco Fertilizer will bo allowed to go to 
market until it has been sampled and passed inspec- 
tion by actual an.vsls. 
ty-Tlie above-named FertUizcrscan be purchas- 
ed from reliable dealers throughout Mew England. 
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions 
tor us.ng Super-Phoepnate ol Lime can be had, free 
< t charge, by addressing the manufacturer or deal- 
ers: also Bradlev’s Manual tor growing Tobacco will 
be sent free to any grow er ol the weed, by asking for it by mail. 
W1L L. BRADLEY, 
Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradlev’s Patent Snper-Phos- pnate ol Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fsr- 
se ; Fine and Extra Flee Ground Bone; Powdered Raw Bone, Ac. 
Jan 27—d4m 
24 Broad Streefc» Boston- 
Job work of every description neatly execut- 
ed at the Press Office, 
RITCHIE’S T TOITTH COMPASS 
M.M.T/DD DEL. 
^ 
The Hixliie Comtes, hithcrfo manufactured W"?**®* numbers, principally iorfGovernment vessels and Jtiiinar. nn! ..„w manufhitureil on a »<•''adequate to tile wants of till! merchant service, anil the 
mfderrigned having been appointed Agent * tUi“ section, Is pre. ared tofurni h them on Immediate applica- 
4 fiii, rnmnaaa m v',c here be enforced; atrial of over three years has established its supe- ^ r W per/cCt and although its great merit i**pi>arent upon pi? ifa ri dd continued use has never-failed to elicit still higher admiration. rSLrto those ahin-*»‘*'itt,rB k*ve 1180(1 there Compasses is impossible, from the fact that they are I?JiKioVnftut nff/.^tirae, but these Compasses aroused on all the steamers running out of this port, macceSi«Die t or^ the meters an(] pjots of these boats will readily give any information desired by those 
ftrostpfi p^rence is made with perfect confidence to these men, although without permission, because 
in no inshas auy one who has had the opportunity, failed t. appreciate their great superiority. 
€• H. FARLEY, Dealer in Nautical Instruments, 
March 14—eodtf 38 Exchange Street, Portland, Me. 
The Eye, Ear, Catarrh 
-AND- 
THROAT! 
MJflS. MANCHESTER, 
THE INDEPENDENT 
CLAIRVOYANT I 
Electric Physician ! 
From 618 Broadway, New York, has letumed to 
Portland, and can bs consulted at her office, No, 11 
Clapp's block. 
A Clear Cabe of Clairvoyant Sight. 
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sin- 
cere thanks for the cure you have effected on my 
child. Iffy daughter, ten years old, was taken sick 
last _ inuary in a very singular manner. We called 
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the 
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like 
it—and came to the conclusion they could pot tell 
what the disease wgs. Some friends advised that we 
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in 
providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs. 
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symp- 
toms. She immediately examined her case and told 
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she 
drank it, and that it has been growing, and Pom the 
best of her judgement she should tliiuk it ten or 
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription 
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive 
from the stomach; it was measured and found to be 
3leven and a half inches long. We have it preserved, 
that all may see for themselves that this statement is 
really so. I am confident that the child could not 
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and 
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her 
skill. MARY RAY, 
GEORGE W. RAY. 
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,18C5. dcl2tf 
Notice to the Public! 
In the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug 
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus 
engaged, made-several experiments in regard to the 
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.— 
My efforts being successful—the articles being approv- 
ed and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirpus 
ol placing them before the public, out hesitated lor 
some time before concluding to resort to newspaper 
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in 
the min*is of many against using advertised Medi- 
cines ox Nostrums, but through the advice of friends 
and those who had used them this objection wafe 
overcome. 
Atter 18 years* exertions, commencing in a small 
way, the popularity ol my articles has extended to all 
parte of the United States, and widely throughout 
foreign counfries—and this in the face of much expo- 
sition. Every means has been resorted to by un- 
! pricipled dealers since their merit and success have 
been known—such as advertising largor bottles at toss 
prioe, censuring all other preparations, and even 
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to statV 
that out of the many who have resorted to this, none 
have been sucesslhl. 
MY OBJECT U. J 
in this notice is to make facts known to the pnblic 
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many 
years* exertions, that the Druggists will discounte- 
nance such proceedings, and that the reputation of 
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or 
spurious ones. 
Knowing that many may read this article who are 
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from 
those of my native city, and whose names are known 
in all parts of the workl: 
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T, Helm- 
bold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been 
most favorably impressed with his energy and integ- 
rity, and gratified at his success.’' 
WM. WEIGHTMAN, 
Firm of Powers & Weigh tin an, 
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia. 
[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.] 
“When on a visit to the city of New York a few 
days since, I was induced to call on our old friend 
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 594 
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a per- 
lect Gem—the handsomest, of any kind we have ever 
had the pleasure of viewing, and so extensive, being 
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet 
deep. It indeed affords us much pleasure to know j 
that he has been so successful, and it is am- 
pie evidence ol the merits of bis articles—as in our 
whole business experience we have not known or the 
success of any articles without Merit—advertising 
merely bringing the name before the people.** 
[Boston Herald.] 
“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or ar- 
ticles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we 
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have 
known for years, gradually extend his advertising 
from year to year until he becomes the largest adver- 
tiser in the United States, we aro satisfied that the 
statements in regard to his articles must oe correct" 
The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would 
not do so were he not a stranger to many; and oon- 
clud.3 y stating the names of his articles, and the 
diseases for w ich they have been used by many 
thousands with complete success. 
[ ADVERTISEMENT. ] 
HELMBOLD S EXTRACT OF BUCHU 
Will cure all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.— Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, &c.; 
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling, 
Dimness of V ision. 
Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu 
Is a pure fluid extract, and not a woak tea or infusion 
Is the one thing needful fur all complaints incident to 
Females. For particulars send for Circular. 
HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU 
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men, 
Women or Children; in fact, all diseases requiring 
the aid ot a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic ana 
Diuretic known—perfectly sate, pleasant in taste and 
odor, and immediate in its action. 
HELM BOLD’S 
FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA 
HIGHLY CONCENTHATED. 
One bottle equivalent In strength to one gallon of the 
Syrup ot Decoction. 
It reaches the seat of the disease immediately, ex- 
pelling all HUMOUS ot the BLOOD, 
AND BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION. 
These artcles, being of such strength, the dose is 
exceedingly small. From this tact, It 1. used in the 
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary 
Institutions throughout the land. 
| JT'Sold by all Druggists everywhere. 
i:^e-Ask for Helmboid’s. Take no other! fcftCut out the advertisement and Bend for it, and 
by this moans avoid Counterfeit. 
Dec 30—eod f 
tick, SCAB, VERMIN- 
Should bo used by all Formers o?» 
SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS. 
If farmers and others cannot obtain this article of traders In their vicinity, it will bo forwarded free ol 
express charge by 
JAS, F. LEVIN Agt. South Down Oo. 
23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS. 
March l—dfcwlm 
Steamers. 
New England Screw SteamshipCo 
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE. 
The *• 's^did and fast Steam- 
ship DIRItiO, Oapt H Sherwood, 
*no FtaAi.-tovyrllA, uapt. W. W, 
her wood, wM until further no, 
——r- ee. run as follows:_ 
Leave Brown b Wharf, Portland, every WBDNKo* 
’AY and Saturday at IP M., and leava Piet 
38 Esst River, New York, every WEDNESDAY 
.1. OATUBDAY, at l o’oloek P. M. 
Theee vestals are fitted up wth fine aooommoon- 
tious for passengers, making this the 
safe and comfortable route for travollerabetweea 
New York end Maine «’»'“£<‘f-gi4*® a°om 88.00. Cabin passage #6^00. Mo. 
js&ssssis. 
leave Port and. 
JSgWfSKtfRSPWlrf, Portland. 
H. iw»U. fc CO.,No. 88 West Street, 
1866. dtf 
PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE1 
Summer Arrangement / 
THE STEAMERS 
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal, 
'Will, until further notice, run us 
f0ll0W8:— 
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland, 
'every Monday Tuesday Wednes 
1—tt—--"day, Thursday, Friday and Satur- 
day, at 7 o'clock P M and ludia Wharf, Boston, 
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Fri- 
day and Saturday, a 5 o'clock P.M, 
Fare in Cabin * $2.00. 
pT Freight taken as usual The Company are not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that person- 
al. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate ot 
one passenger lor every $500 additional value. 
L. BILLINGS Agent. 
Aug 5, 1865. feb. 18,1863 —dtf 
P0RTLAND&PEN0BSC0T RIVER 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT! 
On and after Friday, Mar. 2d, 
the new an.’ fast-going Steamer 
“REGULATOR,” Capt. Wu 
’R Ruix,Will leave Railroad Wharf, 
’foot of state Street, Port land, every 
Tuisday and Friday Evening,at 10 o’clock, connect- 
ing with 010211* m I rain from Boston. 
Returning will leave tVinterport every MoNDAr and 
Thursday Morning a ti o’clock, touching at Rock- 
land, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, and Vi interport, both wa vs. 
Passengers ticketed through on tv eBoston JMalne, and Eastern Rai road at theyepots in Boston, Salem, 
Lynn and Lawrence 
For Freight or Passage a- ply to 
A. SO,YIEKHY, Agent, 
At Office on the Wharf. 
Portland, Feb 28th, 1866.—dtf 
Intemationaljiteamship Co. 
Eastport, Calais and St. John. 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT. 
On and after Monday .March 5th, 
the Steamer NEW BRUN WICK. 
Capt. E. • Winchester, will until 
‘further notice. Pave Railroad 
'Wharf, foot atf3tatt?£fc\jvery MON 
DAT, at 5 o'clock ♦*. M., for Eastport and St. John. 
Returning will leave tt. John ever TH RSDAY, 
at 8 o’clock A. M. lor eastport, Portland, and Bos- 
ton. 
Freight received on days of sailing until lour 
o’clock P, M. 
C. C. EATON, Agent. 
Feb 26, 1866. Ie27d.f 
BOSTON AND CUBA 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY. 
FOR HAVANA. 
Carrying the United States Mails. The 
STEAMKK “TON A WAN DA,” 
John Berry, Commandor, 
WILL sail from the end ot Long Wliarf.on Thurs- day. February 15tb, 186G, at 3 P. M., to be fol- 
lowed by tne Steamer “CORTEZ,” sailing Thurs- 
day, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M. 
These steamers are first class, and will sail semi- 
monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommoda- 
tions, they offer unusual facilities lor those wishing 
to visit the Island of Cuba. 
Price of pa: sage, $6 > in currer cy. 
For freight or passage, apply to 
WM. H. KINSMAN & CO., 
209 State Street, 
Or to BRIDGE, LORD & CO., 
6 India Street. 
Boston, Feb. 3d, 1866. feb7dtf 
FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST. 
Boston and Philadelphia 
Steamslrp Lino. 
The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES 
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port 
EVE Y FIVE DAYS. 
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M. 
From Pine St. wnari, FhUaaelpina,.at 10 A.M. 
Freight fox the West forwarded by-the Eennsylva- 
n!a Railroad, and to Baltimore ana WwMliiigton by 
CanaLor Railroad, Iroool'comhiissaMi*. T 
For freight, apply to 
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.. 
Nov 22—dlyr ST Whana Boston. 
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co, 
Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails. 
,o 
J Passengeeb Booked to 
Londonderry and Liverpool. 
Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates 
S Tlie Steamship HIBERNIAN, Capt. Dutton, 
will sail from this port for .Liverpool, S-f/TUKDAY, 
March 17th, 186G> immediately Alter the arrival oi the 
train of the previous <i%y from Montreal. 
To he followed by the Nova March 24th. 
Passage to Londomlery and Liverpool: 
Cabin (according to-accommodations) $70 to $80 
Steerage, »ar■■ ■> •* **? $25 
P*y»Me to QoW or iia eauiv^nt. 
Forireight or passage apply to 
.vicrr- ;xoix T/3T3A* a. allan, 
5 G. T. R. Passenger Depot. 
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1866. mhl4dtd 
United States Mail Line 
-FOR- 
RIO DE JANEIRO, 
CALLING AT 
St. Thomas, Para, Pernam- 
buco and Bahia, Every Trip. 
THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL 
STEAMSHIP COMPANY 
Will dispatch regularly, on the 
29th o» each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North 
River, 
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS. 
fr ti v 
M. GREENE.Commander. 
WILL LEAVE 
On Thursday, 29th ot March. 
An experienced Surgeon Is attached to each Steam- 
ship. 
All letters must pass through the Post Office. 
Ey Large lots of heavy freight at low rates. 
For freight or passage apply to 
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO., 
17 Broadway, N. Y. 
Or, THOMAS ASENCIO ti CO., 
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF 
Mar 13—dtd Portland, Me. 
INTERNATIONAL 
INSURANCE COMP’Y 
No. 113 Broadway, N. York. 
CASH CAPITAL, 
$1,000,000 
■11 paid in. 
Surp lus, 204,188,40 
$1,204,188,40 
Arnli Ju'jr 1, 1865. 
Thi« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organ- 
ed on this Continent, with an 
Original Capital 
One Million Dollars ! 
FIRE DEPARTMENT. 
I am prepared to Issue policies on Dwelling 
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY 
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR 
RATES. 
_ 
MARINE INSURANCE. 
Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and 
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN 
POLICIES. The public will find it for their tntereet 
to give us a call. 
CHARLES TAYLOR, President. 
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President. 
C. C. HINE, Secretary. 
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary. 
OFFICE, 10G Fore Street, Portland. Me. 
John W. Munger, 
felSeodly Agent. 
py it yon are in want of any kind ot PBINTING 
call at the Dally Frees Office 
Railroads. j 
PORTLAND t KEMKUC rTr. 
Portland to Showheg.* win Waterville 
and Hcada/I’a Mill*. 
WINTEB ABBANOEMENT, 1865-66. 
Commencing Deoember, 11,1865. 
I-1 II.11 I Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays 
aOiF*"»Boiieiceuted) for Bath, Lewiston via An- 
dfoscoggiu K. K.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall's 
Mill. Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at 
1.00 P M. 
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted) 
at 6.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.) 
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30 
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55. 
This is the only route east without break of gauge 
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this 
line, also on the Maine Central K. R., can be pur- 
chased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine 
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east will change cars at the first depot they arrive at In Portland, where ample time is ihero allowed to dine 
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior and well ventilated cars are run with the through 
trains. 
Park as Low by this Bouts as any other. 
Stages for Bockland connect at Bath; and for Bel- *“t »t Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norrkige- 
v ock, Athens and Moose Head XAke at Skowhegan, and for China, East and North Vassal bom' at Vas- 
salboro’, and for Unity at Kendall's Mill's. 
W. HATCH, Train Manager. Dec. 11,1866—dtf 
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY, 
Ot Canada. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
LaJHauatj On and after Monday, Nor. 6<*,1865, M$y*W>»tralna will run as follows:— 
Morning Train for South Faria, Lewiston and Auburn at 7 35 a u. 
Mail Train for Watervllle, Bangor, Gorham. Island ond, Montro '.1 and Queb c at 110 p s 
I'his train connects with Exp ess train for Toronto, 
etroitaad Chicago. Seeping Cars attached from land Pond to Quebeo and Montreal. 
No Bag gage can be received or ohecked after the 
me above stated. 
Trains will arrive as follows :— 
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, 810 a m From Montreal, Quebec Ac. 145 r, m. 
The Company are not responsible for baggage to 
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that person- 
al) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of 
one passenger lor every $601 additional value. 
C. J BRYDGES, Manaping Director. 
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent. 
Portland, Nov. 1,1866 nov2dti 
PORTLAND AROCHESTER R.R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
* 
hi.in.• Onandafter Monday. Oct 30, 1865, yty^WCtralna will leave as follows, until further 
notice: 
Leave Saoo River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. M. 
and340p. m. 
Leave Portland for Saoo River at 8 00 A.«, and 2 00 
and 5 3(1 P M 
The 9 40 a M and 200 p x. trains will be freight 
trains, with passenger rars attached 
By*8tages conneot at Gorham for West Gorham, 
Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago, 
Brldgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg, 
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Por- 
ter Freedom, Mad,son. and Eaton. N. H 
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle, 
South Limington. Limington, Limerlok, Newfleld, 
Parsonsfield and Oasipee 
At Saocarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill, 
and North Windham, daily 
DAN CARPENTER, Supt. 
Portland, Oct 26,1865—dtf 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENT. 
I .HWjMa&jg.l Trains leave Portland dally (Grand C-.^g~gSjgeTrunk Depot) Sundays evcepted,lor Au- 
burn and Lewiston at 7 30 A. M., and lor Bangor and 
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M. Returning, 
trains trom Auburn and LewiBton are due at 8.30 A. 
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations, 
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston. 
Civ- Freight trains leave dally at 8 A. M. 
EDWIN MOTES, Supt. 
Dee 15.1865. dcmf 
PORTLAND 
SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R. 
rasfflvrgggn On and alter Not. 6 1865, Presenter 'WC”§£2Trains leave as fellows: Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 A. X. and 230 p. 
x. 
Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. M. and 2 30 r. 
u 
Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally. 
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt. 
Portland, Not. 6.1865—dtf 
Important to Travelers 
TO TH* 
West, South, Horth-Weat and the Canadas. 
W. D. LITTLE 
18 Agent for all the great Leading Routes to Chloa- go, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee, 
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lai rosso, Green Bay, 
Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo, 
ko. and is prepared to famish Through Tieketa 
from Portland te aL the principal Cities and Towns 
In the leral States and the Canadas, at the 
LOWEST RATES OF FARE, 
And all needfal InJormation oheerfally famished, 
TB4TiLi.ua will find it greatly to their advantage 
to proonte Through Tieketa at the 
Portland Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex- 
change Street, mp stairs.) 
W. d. LITTLE, Agent. 
Passage Tickets for California, by tie Oid Line Rail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be seonred by early application at this office. ffiaroh ifo, 1886. marSOdkwtf 
THROUGH TICKETS I 
—TO THE— 
Oil Regions, Canada, 
—OE THE— 
WEST! 
$6 Less than by any other Route! 
VIA THE 
Grand Trunk Railway. 
Also, Tickets by all the principal routes through Bos- 
ton ana New York 
From Portland to the West, North & So. West. 
Through Tickets can be procmed at all the princi 
pal Ticket Offices hi New England, and at the Union Ticket Office, at the 
P. & F. A. RAILROAD STATION, 
Opposite Preble House, Congress St, Portland. 
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Act. | WM. FLOWERS. 
279 Broadway, New York. | Eastern Agt.,Bangor. 
BLANCHARD & GO., Agents, 
March 1—dim PORTLAND, Me. 
Whiti Lead. 
Atlantic V"Hite Lead 
and Linseed Oil Co., 
-of New Y k, 
Manufacturers of PU 'jj WHITE 
LEAD. Dry and in Oil, '.ED LEAD, 
LITHARGE, Glass-mr. crs’ Red 
Lead, etc. 
Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled 
and Refined. 
For sale by Druggists & Dealers 
gencaily, and by 
ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co., 
General Agents, 
287 Pearl St., NEW YORK. 
LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY. 
Mrs. S. A. Allen*8 World’s 
Hair Restorer and Dress- 
ing invigorate, strengthen 
and lengthen the hair. They 
act directly upon the roots 
of the hair, supplying re- 
quired nourishment, and 
natural color and beauty 
returns. Grey hair disap- 
pears, bald spots are cov- 
ered, hair stops falling, and 
luxuriant growth is the re- 
sult. Ladies and Children 
will appreciate the delight- 
ful fragrance and rich, 
glossy appearance impart- 
ed to the hair, and no fear 
of soiling the skin, scalp, or 
most elegant head-dress. 
Sold by All limfigliiii 
Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. H. Y. 
uW-f. PHILLIPS & 00., Qi. <». Agent* lor 
*>Pt»T,lW-<Unrt» 
p Medical. 
DR. J. B. HUGHES 
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS 
PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS, 
No. 5 Temple Street, 
WHERE he can be consulted privately, and with the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all 
hours < ally, and lrom 8 A. M. to 9 P. M. 
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the 
affliction <* private diseases, whether arising fruin 
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse. 
Devoting bis entire time to that particular branch oi 
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Uuar- 
ranteeiko a Cure i* all Cases, whether of long 
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing 
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a 
perfect and PERMANENT CURE. 
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the 
feet of his long standing and well-earned reputation 
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc- 
cess. 
CAUTION TO THE PUELIC. 
Every intelligent and thinking person mast know 
that remedies handed ont for general use should have 
their elticacy established by well tested experience in 
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose 
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must 
frilfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrum* 
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world, 
are net only useless, but always iujurieus. The un- 
fortunate should be particular in selecting li s 
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontroveit- able fact, that many syphilitic patients are made 
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment 
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; 
lor it is a point generally conceded by the best sypbi ographers, that the study and management of these 
complaints should engross the whole time of those 
who would be competent and successful hi tlieir treat- 
ment and care. The inexperienced general practit- 
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly 
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases mak- ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan- 
gerous weapon, the Mercury. 
HAVE CONFIDENCE. 
All who have committed an excess of any kind, 
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the sting- 
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in inaturer years, 
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON. 
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous 
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are 
the Barometer to the whole system. 
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol- 
low : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for 
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty 
and Complexion. 
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO 
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE! 
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a 
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in 
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war- 
ranted or no charge made. 
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one 
or more young man with the above disease, some o* 
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had 
the consumption, and by their fr iends supposed tc have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only 
correct course of treatment, and In a short tim« art 
made to rejoice In perfect health. 
MIDDLE-AGED MEN. 
There are many men at the age of thirty who art 
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad- 
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn- 
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a mannci 
! the patient cannot account for. On examining tlie 
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found, 
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen 
will appear, or the color will be of a tldn milkish hue, 
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignor- 
ant of the cause, which is the 
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS. 
I can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, anu a 
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs. 
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr., 
can do so *>y writing, in a plain manner, a description 
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will 
l>e forwarded immediately. 
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be 
returned, If desired. 
Address: Dh. J. B. HUGHES, 
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle 
Street], Portland. Me 
Sond a Stamp for Circular. 
Electic Medical Infirmary, 
TO THE LADIES. 
DR. HUGHES particularly nvitos all Ladies, whe 
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5 
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for f heii 
especial accommodation. Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival- 
led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and 
certain of producing relief in a short time. 
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob 
structions after all other remedies have been tried ic 
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing he the least injurious to the health, and may be takeu 
with perfect safety at all times. 
Sent to any part of tho country, with full directions 
by addressing DR. HUGHES, 
No. 6 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland. 
N. Blk- Ladles desiring may consult one of theh 
own sex. A lady of experience in constant attend 
ance. }an!.1865d&w 
CHEROKEE PILLS, 
*ir Female Regulator, 
Cure Suppreeeed, Erceeeire and 
Bainful Menstruation, Green 
Sickneee, Nercoue and Spinal Af- 
fectione, Paine in the Back, Sick- 
Headache. Giddiness, and nil dis- 
eases that spring from irregularity, by removing the cause and all tiie 
effects tlmt arise from it. They 
are perfectly safe in ail cases, ex- 
cept when forbidden by diree- 
tione, and are easy to admlni-ter, 
as they are nicely rugae coated. 
They should, bo in the hands of 
every Maiden, Wife, and Mother 
in the land. 
*-n«ies can aoaress ns in perfect confidence, and state their com- 
plaints in frill, as we treat all Female Complaint*, and prepare Medicines suitable lor all diseases to which they are subjeet—Thirty-two page pamphlet, in a seal'd enrolope, free. 
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all druggists at $1 
per box, or six boxes for $6; or they are sent by .mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor 
Dr. W. B. M£BWIN, 37 Walker St.,». Y. 
* N. B.—Cherokee Pill* No. 2 aro prepared for special cants, when milder medicines fail; these 
are sent by mail, free of postage, oa receipt of the price of each hose. 
Dr. WRIGHT'S 
REJUVENATING ELIXIR, 
Or, Essence of Eire, 
Cures General Debility, Weak- 
Hysteric* in female*. 
PalpiUition of the Heart and 
all Xerrnu* Disease*. It re- 
stores new life and vigor to the 
m Am ihTohZw riH>* **ca! CaU6ln* tU« blood Of frmn^JSS!L $Z £ SL^E2L^J?,“* ^ ./Ire, animated with l?rinS the gW** <>/ ke«#ra- 
*i«e ///«*»—co does tion. removing Jmpoiency and 
thit Elixir rejuven Debility, restoring Manlineee 
ate the eyetem and and full vigor, thus proving a 
overcome dueaae. perfect ** Elixir of Lore,” re- 
moving Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To 
the young, middle-aged, und aged, there is no greater 
boou than this •‘Elixir of Life." It give* a new 
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to 
have renewed strength and vigor. 
Price, one bottle $2; three bottle* $5; sent by 
express to any address. 
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all 
respectable druggists in every part of the civilized globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to 
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worth- 
less com|M>unds in order to make money. Be not deceived—ask for these medicines and take no 
others. If the druggist does not keep them, write 
to us, and we will send them by express, carefully 
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased to receive letters with full statements in regard to 
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen are 
afflicted Address all letters for medicines, i>«inph- 
je&gt or advice, to the sole proprietor, 
Dr. W. B. BtEBWIN, 37 Wtllur St, H. T. 
Caiiqffiikt 
DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH BALSAM is war an ted to cure Coughs, Colds, Hoarse- 
ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Con- sumption, ana and all affections of the throat and 
Lungs. 
For sale by Druggists. BO cents per bottle. GEO C. GOODWIN & CO« 37 Hanover Street, Boston, Sole Agents tor New England. 
DR. STRICRLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias cured thousands ol tho worst cases of Blind and Bleeding riles. It gives immediate relief, and effects a per- manent cure. Try It directly. It is warranted to cure. For sale by all Druggists. 80 ets. per bottle. 
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO„ « Stairt, Boston, Sole Agents lor New England. novlOdto 
PLEASANT to the palate, cause no pain, act promptly, never require increase oi dose, do not 
exhaust, and tor elderly persons, females and child- 
ren, are just the thing. Two taken at night mov- 
the bowels once the next morning. Warranted 
iu all cases ot Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We 
promise a cure tor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia 
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spit- 
ting ot lood, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness 
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin 
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious- 
ness, Liver Complniut. Loss ot Apjietite, Debility 
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia’ 
Faintness, Ac, Travehrt find the tozcnoctjutt what they need, at they are to compact and inodorous 
that they nuty he carried in the veitpooket. Price DO 
cents per box: small boxes 30 cents. For gale hv .1 
8. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont 
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any addre^ on enclosing 80 cents. inlykuT 
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam! 
Far Coughs, Colds and Consumption: 
ESTABLISHED in 1832, and mu the belt known JLf remedy for allaffeetioni qf the Lvnyt, Throat ana Be caretul to get the genuine. REED. CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors 
xiArge Bottles,$1,00, Small, 50 cents. 
I*\ire Cod Liver Oil 
Bottled expressly for Medlolnal use by REED, CUTLER £ CO„ who have facilities for obtaining oil 
l ot the most reliable quality. Largs Bottles, $1,00, 
KPT W—dAwGm 
_Medical. 
J. t f 
Has the honor to announce to the citizens of Port- 
land and vicinity, that he has established hi nisei t 
At No. 131 Exchange Street, 
Under the International House, 
Where be respectfully inr.tes all who may be suffer- 
ing to call. 
He treats especially Diseases of the 
NOSE, 
THROAT, and 
LUNGS, 
RHEUMATISM, 
NEURALGIA, 
PARALYSIS, 
And SCROFULA, 
— bt —; 
IN H ALATI ON 
| 
Oxygenized Air ! 
The Oxygen, by Inhalation Is carried directly Into 
the circulation reaching all parts ol the system as 
soon as the Blood will cany It. burning up and de- 
composing the carbonized matter in the system, and 
expels it through the pores. 
Coughs, Colds, and Lung Affections, as well as 
Humors of the Blood, (unless hereditary) are gen- 
ally caused by breathing impure air; impure air is 
caused from a lack of Oxygen. 
The immediate affects produced by this treatment 
are toonderrui almost miraculous, as will be demon- 
strated to all those who witness its application to pa- 
tients. 
DR. ROCKINGHAM 
Would take tide occasion to state that he cures with 
this remedy seventy-five per cent, of diseases enum- 
erated above, wheremedreines would POSITIVELY 
FAIL. He makes these assertions without tear of 
contradiction. 
He has had a long experience with this Remedy, 
and has had no patient that he has not benefited if 
not cured 
DR. HARTWELL, who has an office at No. 119 
Harrison Avenue, Beaton, is treating some seventy- 
five patients daily, and in the course of his long expe- 
rience he has had but one patient in whom he has 
tailed to make an improvement. 
The following is an article that appeared in the Bos- 
ton Traveller of the 21st of February, in reference to 
the success of this mode of treatment 
‘‘The system of treating diseases by Inhalation of 
Oxygenized Air, (as practiced by Dr. Hartwell at 119 
Harrison Avenue) tsattracting much attention. He 
is treating on an average about 75 patientsdaily. A'o 
medicine is administered, the patient being cured en- 
tirely by Inhalation. Some of the most remarkable 
cures have been performed. A gentleman who had 
been afflicted for several years with paralysis, called 
at the Dr.’s Office on crutches, and after three appli- 
cations of Oxygon oould apparently walk as well as 
ever. A case of Lock Jaw was cured with one ap- 
plication. He has scores of cases as marvelous as 
the above, all cf which can be substantiated. This 
is truly an age of progress. The banner under which 
1« tl'lC 
we march is one of light.” 
DR. C. L. BLOOD, 
The Inventor of this Remedy ha* given it In upward* 
at 
25,000 Extreme Cases! 
And has cured fifty per cent. of those patients who 
had been 
Hopelessly Abandoned! 
BY PHYSICIANS. 
DR. ROCKINGHAM 
Would especially invite those patients who have been 
given up by Physicians as Incurable. 
From the results obtained from a long and varied 
experience with this 
Wonderf ul Remedy ! 
He can confidently assure his pationts that he can 
speedily 
RESTORE THEM TO HEALTH! 
Unlee* the *e*l ot death i* already upon them. 
TO LADIES 
Who are suffering with diseases peculiar to them, the 
Dr. would say his treatment reaches their troubles at 
once. 
Tbe Dr. has special treatment for patients who re- 
side far back In the country. "Write out a ftill de- 
scription of your case, and treatment with full direc- 
tiont will be sent by express. 
jyCharges are such that treatment comes within 
the reach of all. 
CONSULTATION, FOR THE 
PRESENT, FREE! 
|y Office hours from V A. M., till tS T- M. 
J. C. Rockingham, M. D«, 
131 Exchange St., 
Under International House, 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
MurshS—dtf 
Medical. 
™R LAROOKAH'S 
Sarsaparilla Compound! 
For the Cure of Liter Complaint, Dyspepsia 
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Ery- 
sipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ul- 
-fi cert and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain 
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels, 
Debility, and all CompUshits 
arising from Impurities 
of the Blood. 
It will cure Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising 
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It Is a tonic 
as well as an alterative, restoring the tone oi the sys- 
tem. thus curing Dropsy and General Debility, tend- 
ing to Consumption. It Is a great protection from at- 
tacks that originate In change of climate, season and 
lUb. 
Liver Complaints and their combined symptoms 
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious 
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this 
Compound Is a most effectual remedy. 
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is olten caused by Scrot- 
ula, which deranges the stomach, and renders It un- 
healthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrof- 
ula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound Is a ready 
cure. 
Scrofula is a taint or inlection in the human organ- 
sm. Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality 
of the blood. Constitution* affected with Scrofula 
ace more than any otlier subjected to diseases, and 
have lees power to withstand or recover from them. 
The Scrofula taint or infection is herlditary in the 
constitution, “descending from parents to children, 
until the third generation,**—and should be attended 
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely 
use of DR. LAROOKAH*S SARSAPARILLA COM- 
POUND that this most loathsome disease can be 
checked and in the majority oi cases cured. Drop*/ 
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this 
great alterative medicine. 
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disoase, and lor Mercu- 
rial Disease, which is sometimes complicated with it, 
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and 
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys- 
tem. 
neuralgia, aeaaacne, ana vinous aisorutr* ol me 
nervous sy tern frequently arise from a low state of 
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and 
often cured by this powerful remedy. 
Erynpelcu, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Ulcers, 
Sores &c. Moderate doses three times a day will 
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, but 
often requires considerable time. 
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now be- 
fore the public which can excel Larookah’s Santa pa- 
illa Compound. By using this Compound, multi- 
tudes are saved from the endurance ol foul erup- 
tionathrough which the system strives to purify it- 
self. Nature should be assisted to do this through 
its own channels by this great alterative medicine. 
The theory of its operations is, that it cleanses the 
system of all foul distemper which breeds and testers 
in It; penetrating into every part of the body, it ex- 
pels all diseasss that inha it it; commonly speaking 
it purtlet the blood, driving out all the corruption 
that ScrqpUa breeds in it. Purifying, it renovates 
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and foice as in 
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alter- 
ative medicine, will feel younger and stronger, as 
well as freer from the infirmities of age. 
Being composed entirely of vegetable products, 
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as 
well as very effectual—a tact of vast importance to all 
those who have occasion to use it; for many of the 
alteratives in the market have mercury or arsenic as 
their bases—although they may sometimes effect 
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast tram 
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori- 
ginal disease. 
Price Si 00 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5 
PREPARED BY 
DR. E. R. KNIGHTS, Chemist, 
MELROSE. MASS. 
GREAT 
Consumptive Remedy! 
—^ 
7T U. 
Dr. Darookali’s 
Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup! 
The beet preparation ever made tor the tallowing 
complaints: 
Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Cronp, Asthma 
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blcod, Pain in ths 
Bids, Bight Sweats, Humors, Oeneral Debil- 
ity, and the various Throat Affections, and 
Hoarseness to which Public Speakers 
and Singers, are liable, and all 
other Complaints tending to 
C0H8QKPTI0N. 
This remedy is too well known and too highly es- 
teemed to require commendation here. It is regarded 
a necessity in every household, and is heartily en 
domed by the medical ihculty, clergymen of every de- 
nomination, authors, editors, members of Congress, 
and many of our most distinguished men in public 
nd private life. 
Price *1.00 Per Bottle. 
DR. E. R. KNIGHTS, Proprietor, 
MELBOSE. MASS. 
DR. KNIGHTS’ 
ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER. 
Alter a long aeries ol experiments, this article, a 
it Is new offered to the public, Is heliered to be the 
most perfect of Its kind which science has ever de- 
vised. No pains have been spared to produce what 
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, Horn 
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely 
gray; mad others, who In the sere and yellow leal of 
life, would retain, so for as possible, the semblance of 
youth. 
Such an article is now made available to the pub- 
lic In DE. KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RE- 
STORER, which, after a lew applications, restores 
ft ly or fhded hair to its original color, and is the only 
preparation of the kind upon which the public can 
place any reliance. It has never been known to foil 
In a single Instance, and Is totally unlike the thou- 
sand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so 
many hare been egregiously deceived. 
It is delightfully perfumed, gives the hair a rich 
and glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth 
and will not soil ths skin, scalp or any article of *p- 
pareL 
After the ase of one bottle. In daily applications, or 
after the natural color of the hair 1s restored, Its oc- 
casional use should be continued. In conjunction with 
D«. KNIGHT'S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a pre- 
server and beaut ifler of the hair, Is without a rival In 
the estimation of the public. 
Price 75 Cents Per Bottle. 
PBBPABBO BT 
Dr. E. E. K NIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose, Mas 8. 
DR. KNIGHTS’ 
Half Dressing ! 
This article has been prepared with a view to su- 
persede the pernicious .ails and pomades so common 
In the market, the use of which has been almost in- 
variably detrimental to growth and beauty ol the 
hair. It has long been a misttsv of regret that no re- 
liable preparation for dreestntfthe hair aaagenerally 
available, most ol the compounds used for that pur- 
pose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As 
a people, it is notorious that we become prematurely 
gray or bald. In no country arc there so many gray 
and bald heads on young shoulders aa in this. For 
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By 
some it is attributed to our mode ol Ute; by others, to 
the restless activity ol the American mind; but we 
trace this public misfortune—for misfortune it is—to 
tbe Inordinate use ol oil as a dressing, which diseases 
tbs scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or 
burn out tbe roots of the hair. DR. KNIGHT'S' 
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol, 
and is unquestionably the only article before tbe pub- 
lic that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair 
from falling off or turning gray; It romoves dandruff, 
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous hcadai be. Its 
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclin- 
ed to curl, and Its dolJghUul fragrance, and the rich 
and glossy appearance which it imparts, render 
the Ihvorite Hair Dressing of the most iaatidlous. 
PRICE 75 CENTS PER DOTTLE. 
rumes bt 
Dr. E. R. Knights, Chemist, 
MELROSE, MASS. 
SOLD AT WB0LK8ALR BY 
W. T. PHILLIPS * 00, 
AJTD 
J. W. PRRKIS8 A CO 
Alao, H. H. HAT, and CROSMAN CO A. 
PORTLAND, 
Ami Bt rat ill by Drugglata and Merchant* through, 
out tl'« Country. 
Dec -aodMa 
